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Abstract
Self-coherence as the hub of all needs is a novel proposition made by Carol Dweck (2017), and
not yet further explored. While supporting self-coherence with a comprehensive review of its
presence within behavioral sciences, Dweck does not dive deeper into it, and offers an invitation
for further research of its workings. In this study I respond to that invitation. I design a
continuation to her theory. I also expand her theory to include what I have found to be missing,
but essential, additional components that cannot be ignored within the context of self-coherence
as a master sensor of needs. Finally, I frame my design within a new proposed model, which
simplifies layers of theoretical complexity and guides the reader through well informed
expectations of the workings of self-coherence. This study investigates that proposition through a
phenomenological approach to uncover the experience of self-coherence. 24 participants yielded
45 hours of in-depth interview data. Over 700 conceptual codes populated 42 categories and 7
themes during analysis, revealing the essence of the experience of self-coherence as a
mechanism of conflict and negotiation between internal and external validation, informed by,
and informing, a historical narrative. Importantly, 16 participants identify within the LGBTQ
spectrum, including 7 male-to-female transgender individuals, with an 8th being myself, the
researcher. Discussion, therefore, touches also on aspects of gender, and relates self-coherence to
deep mechanisms of the self, touching upon existential, developmental and educational
psychology.
Keywords: self-coherence, need, validation, agency, internal validation, external validation, selfnarrative, narrative, memory, educational psychology, developmental psychology, existential
psychology, existentialism, gender studies, gender, transgender, lgbtq.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Humor me through the following proposition, and think of its importance to you, and
perhaps to all of us, as you read it:
Self-coherence is the hub of all needs. In other words, behind every single one of your
needs, including your healthy or unhealthy habits, including your choice of professional career,
personal image, and even sexual partners, self-coherence is guiding you, consciously or
unconsciously, directly or indirectly. It is of your own creation, built by you, from your own
understanding of the world and of yourself. It might consider family important, or it might see
family as your ball and chain. It might have a desire to create new life, or a desire to kill, legally
or illegally. In other words, it is individually yours. As you change it changes with you. As you
evolve it evolves with you. As you give up in life, it gives up with you. It operates as a sensor, a
master sensor of needs, and perhaps other aspects of your behavior, much like the hypothalamus
is the master sensor of your endocrine system. It is active, not only detecting disturbances and
sending out instructions, but also processing that information within your individual selfcoherence framework, your own blueprint of who you are, what the world is, how things work,
and how you and the world and everything should be, according to you, even if you adopted
much of that view from others. It is yours, even if you think of yourself as a victim of the
environment. Even if you take your true self hostage in the name of… Perhaps the good news is
that it can be calibrated. It can be adjusted to help you move in a different direction, a better
direction, a direction of growth, greater health and well-being. At its core it is a projection, it is a
vision, it is a goal. It is your carrot on a stick, that you get to bite every now and then, and feel
you are going in the right direction, you are intact, you are whole. I suppose a fair question at this
point is how can you calibrate it? How can you open the cover and look into the box? How can
1

you fiddle with the insides, remove the dust, oil the sprockets, change parts, and align the
coordinates with a new masterplan? Well… that is what we are here for.
The above proposition explains, colloquially, and as if true, the substance, aim, and
importance of this study. Self-coherence as the hub of all needs is a novel proposition made by
Carol Dweck (2017), and not yet further explored. While supporting self-coherence with a
comprehensive review of its presence within behavioral sciences, Dweck does not dive deeper
into it, and offers an invitation for further research of its workings. In this study I respond to that
invitation. I design a continuation to her theory. I also expand her theory to include what I have
found to be missing, but essential, additional components that cannot be ignored within the
context of self-coherence as a master sensor of needs. Finally, I frame my design within a new
proposed model, which simplifies layers of theoretical complexity and guides the reader through
well informed expectations of the workings of self-coherence.
As a starting point for a new line of research over a new theoretical proposition, I propose
an explorative approach, as further explained in chapter 3. I ask what is the experience of selfcoherence? I expect that openness can lead me to glimpses of this phenomenon from different
angles, giving me a vision of the whole. In other words, I hope to see an elephant, because I have
seen parts of its body, feet, tail, ears, tusks and trunk. It is a foundational approach, aimed at
giving substance for further research using a variety of methods, to uncover further objective and
subjective aspects of self-coherence.
Historically, as further explained in chapter 2, experiments in behavioral mechanisms
related to self-coherence have yielded positive impact in self-affirmation, self-esteem, coping
with stress, anxiety and fear reduction, health habit improvement, avoiding substance abuse,
release from depression, higher trust in mentors and family, higher school satisfaction, lower
2

insecurity in self and attachment, among others (see chapter 2). Hence, even more positive
results may be found when focused on the central concept of self-coherence, instead of its
indirect influence through related concepts.
As a roadmap, set during approval stages of research proposal, I estimated 6-7 months for
full completion of the project, including approximately 2 months of initial data collection, 4-5
months of analysis and a second stage of data collection, followed by the final analysis and
report. Table 1 displays the approved roadmap, further detailed in chapter 3.
Table 1
Approved Roadmap - estimated items and timeframe
Item

Process

Recruitment
Data Collection 1
Data Preparation
Analysis 1
Analysis 2
Data collection 2
Analysis 3
Analysis 4
Analysis 5
Analysis 6
Final Report

Inviting participants / starting interviews
Interviews
Transcriptions / Loading into Atlas.ti
Meaning Units, links, Codes, Connective Hooks
Concepts & Concept Maps - phase 1
Reverse Interviews - analysis discussions with participants
Review of Analysis 1 & 2 with new data
Concepts & Concept Maps - phase 2
Themes
Discussion Draft
Format Project into Final Submission

Timeframe
Estimated
2 - 4 weeks
2 months
1 - 2 weeks
3 - 4 weeks
3 - 4 weeks
2 - 3 weeks
1 - 2 weeks
2 - 3 weeks
1 - 2 weeks
2 - 3 weeks
2 - 3 weeks

The estimate for completion indicated a fast-paced project with full focus from my part.
Depending on the interest of participants, amount of data collected, and other eventual
discoveries along the project execution, this timeframe could slightly vary.
In summary, as presented in further detail in chapters 2 and 3, the initial proposal offered
high potential for exciting new revelations in self-coherence, with theoretical and pragmatic
importance to the field of behavioral science. Naturally, an explorative approach also offered
unexpected results, opening the potential even further. The potential seen during the proposal is
well grounded in empirical evidence and the framework developed by Dweck (2017). It is also
3

well grounded on positive results related closely to self-coherence, but not yet on a direct
investigation of self-coherence itself. The importance of this study is foundational to the
understanding of self-coherence, and possibility to an exciting new line of research around the
concept. Finally, also through details in chapters 2 and 3, I explain how, at the proposal stage, I
was well positioned to deliver a high-quality research project through all its stages. I begin that
explanation in the next chapter, by reviewing the available literature around self-coherence and
detailing the design and rationale of my proposed model, as an expansion to Dweck (2017), and
a theoretical pillar for later analysis.

4

Chapter 2. Literature Review
In this chapter I present an analysis of the focus of this study in relation to the framework
by Dweck (2017). I review Dweck’s models and create a parallel with the expanded selfcoherence model I propose. I also review the available literature around main concepts at work,
such as self-coherence, well-being, meaning, identity, needs, beliefs, emotions, and consider
empirical evidence and theoretical propositions supporting the workings of self-coherence as a
master sensor.
Throughout the chapter I also point out the importance of this study from different
perspectives, of potential impact to behavioral science, and potential practical applications of this
framework for interventions to improve human behavior.
I concentrate my review and analyses around the visual models created by Dweck and
myself, to better guide the reader through layers of theoretical complexity. Models, as explained
by Jeffers (1982), offer advantages towards the understanding of complex theories, and better
comparability between different propositions, including testing of theories and display of results.
Finally, it is important to mention that I do not intend to scrutinize the entirety of
Dweck’s framework. I find it unnecessary, since this study represents a continuation of her work,
and expands on her views. I differentiate, however, between concept definitions within Dweck’s
framework and their uses across other scientific literature, and account for potential significance
of such differentiation.
2.1 The Need at the Core, or the Hub of All Needs
Dweck (2017), within her proposal of a unified theory of motivation, personality and
development, presents a model in which needs, and the pursuit of need-fulfilling goals, are the
source of mental representations (BEATs), that themselves in turn influence goal pursuit, and
5

create pre-dispositions, or tendency, towards specific actions during online acts and experiences
(i.e., living experiences). The recurrence of specific patterns of characteristics of the model (e.g.,
same BEAT - belief, emotion and action tendency), can then build personality traits that persist
throughout life. Figure 1 illustrates Dweck’s model of Needs to BEATs to Online Acts &
Experiences.
Figure 1
Needs to BEATs to Online Acts & Experiences

“Depiction of (a) motivational processes and their outcomes and (b) personality processes. For (b) it is
important to distinguish the BEATs (the more latent part of personality) from the online acts and
experiences that accompany goal pursuit (the more manifest part of personality). All processes take place
in the context of the background needs, and in all cases concurrent internal and external stimuli feed into
the interplay between BEATs and goal pursuit” (Dweck, 2017, p.699).

Initiating the processes, the context of needs is also thoroughly reviewed by Dweck, who
begins by defining a criteria for basic needs: “irreducibility to other needs, universal high value
from very early in life, and importance for well-being and optimal development from very early
in life” (Dweck, 2017, p.690). Basic needs will then combine to form compound needs, forming
a model of 7 needs, illustrated in Figure 2. Notably, well-being and optimal development are
already mentioned in basic needs. Both concepts are key components of a novel conception of
self-coherence, focus of this study, and further explained throughout this chapter.
6

Figure 2
The 7 Needs

“The 7 needs, consisting of (a) 3 basic needs (acceptance, predictability, and competence), (b) 3
compound or emergent needs (trust, control, and self-esteem/status), each formed by the conjunction of
two basic needs, and (c) a final emergent need, self-coherence, at the intersection of all the other needs”
(Dweck, 2017, p.691).
Note: this model is visually redesigned, to highlight the central role of self-coherence as the hub of all
needs. It does not conceptually alter the original model by Dweck (2017).

At the center of the model of 7 needs, self-coherence is proposed as the “hub” of all
needs (Dweck, 2017, p.695). Connected to all needs, self-coherence takes the role of a master
sensor, through which we monitor all of our needs. It is by detecting disturbances in a need
through the master sensor that we ultimately decide that a certain need requires our attention,
even if unconsciously.
7

Considering then the full scope of Dweck’s theory, self-coherence is at the core, playing
a central role in all the other processes, directly or indirectly. If it is the hub of all needs, and
needs are at the origin of all other components, self-coherence is also, in one way or another, the
hub of all BEATs, of all goals, of all action tendencies, and of all personality traits, even if other
hubs may also exist.
Details of the self-coherence master sensor mechanism are not developed by Dweck,
who leaves an open invitation for research in that area. The focus and importance of this study
lay precisely in the expansion of the research on self-coherence, particularly in the role of hub of
all needs, at the core of a master sensor. Such research, even beyond this study, will likely lead
to a long-term research agenda, and ultimately to experiments with interventional practices
aimed at calibrating the master sensor, and potentially improving our control over our
motivational, developmental and personality characteristics, influences, and processes.
2.2 The Self-Coherence Model: An Expansion of Dweck’s Framework
To begin the investigation of self-coherence I propose a new visual model. The visual
modelling approach (see Jeffers, 1982) serves as a way to display relationships between all the
relevant components from Dweck’s framework, combined with my findings from reviewing the
literature, and logical analysis, through inductive and abductive reasoning (see Gimbel, 2016;
Walton, 2004), of what a master sensor ought to be.
It is important to note and clarify that the proposed model, even while focused on selfcoherence, must consider the totality of Dweck’s theory, which is integrative at its essence. Also,
to study the concept of a master sensor it is necessary to understand potential origins, alterations,
and distortions of a signal reaching the sensor. Hence, the broad context matters.
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Figure 3 displays the Self-Coherence Model, and Figure 4 displays an annotated version
of the model, in which I clarify (and elaborate further in the chapter) how the new framework
incorporates and expands on the components of the foundational framework by Dweck. None of
the components of Dweck’s theory have been left aside. It is again, an expansion, answering to
the invitation for further research.
Figure 3
The Self-Coherence Model

The Self-Coherence Model, displaying self-coherence at the center of a master sensor mechanism in which
interactions between different components (BEATs, Needs, Identity & Meaning) and the goal of well-being,
transform conception and definition of components and goal itself in a cyclic continuum of buffered exchanges
(mental and emotional) between overlapping dimensions of the self (true and expected) and the environment.

9

The expanded model considers mechanisms that are not a specific focus of this study, and
as mentioned by Dweck, will benefit from specific future research, such as the understanding of
representations, and the formation and activation of BEATs.
Figure 4
Annotated Self-Coherence Model

Note: Sources of each annotation are in parenthesis, reflecting the foundational framework by Dweck (2017),
expanded by review of available literature and use of inductive and abductive reasoning, further explained in
chapter 2. Chapter sections are indicated on each item.
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2.3 The Self-Coherence Model Explained: Concept Definitions & Interaction Mechanisms
2.3.1 A Novel Conception of Self-Coherence, the Master Sensor:
While Dweck (2017) refers to self-coherence without changing its original, historical
meaning, of being a “need to feel that you are psychologically intact and rooted” (p.695), a
sense of wholeness, well-being, feeling organized, together, functioning optimally, it is the
proposition of its role as hub of all needs, or master sensor, that gives it a novel conception.
Throughout this section, in summary, I present details of how, despite strong
significance, self-coherence has historically been seen as more of a passive concept, in cases
found through have-or-have-not type measurements, and in Dweck (2017), and the expanded
model proposed (Figure 3) becomes more active, an operating construct taking a leading role in
human behavior (even if backstage), that actively sets the master goal, monitors, transforms, and
is transformed by shifting components of human behavior.
2.3.1.1. The Workings of Self-Coherence: Historically in behavioral sciences, as also
pointed out by Dweck, self-coherence related studies have revealed important workings of its
influence in human behavior. Related to self-affirmation, self-integrity, self-esteem, self-control,
terror management (see Steele, 1988; Leary et al., 1995; Solomon, 2015; as cited in Dweck,
2017) among other theories and concepts, self-coherence has been positioned as somewhat of an
underlying goal, with perhaps also unconscious components, that can modify behavior towards it
or from it. In other words, the dynamics of the pursuit of self-coherence, its disruption, or
recognition, can promote significant effects on behavior, which are seen to be, in cases, very
positive.
In one experiment, Cohen et al. (2016, also cited in Dweck, 2017) found that an exercise
of self-affirmation led to higher achievement of seventh-grade students, and at a higher rate
11

among african americans. By externalizing into a private written document, the values that were
important to them and why, the affirmation group significantly improved achievement in
comparison to a control group, who listed instead values that they thought were important for
other people.
The term workings is particularly fitting to the study of self-coherence, because of the
way in which self-coherence seems to operate, mediated by other, maybe more direct, behavioral
mechanisms of its components, such as self-affirmation (mentioned above), self-control, selfesteem, and others. In other words, self-coherence appears to be at the center of a complex
structure of mechanisms, simultaneously at work.
Such workings of self-coherence, within behavioral sciences and psychology, are covered
well by Dweck (2017), who exposes all of its touchpoints with main concepts and theories in
these fields, only briefly mentioned in this chapter. In other words, self-coherence in behavioral
sciences does not appear to have relevance beyond Dweck’s review. To expand on selfcoherence means, therefore, to depart, even if briefly, partially, and with high overlap, from
behavioral science and psychology specifically, and into clinical health.
The interesting point about the overlap with clinical health, even before going any further
into details, is not only an expanded conceptual understanding of self-coherence in its various
forms, but also an expanded view into its potential for behavioral interventions that may promote
positive impact not only on mental health and intellectual productivity (as exemplified above),
but also physical health, which is a somewhat neglected aspect in mental-focused studies, and
can prove to be a significant factor in future, more objective, studies of self-coherence.
Importantly, as explained further in this chapter, these clinical health aspects are not
directly included in the proposed model for this research, mainly because of relevant conceptual
12

differences between behavioral sciences and clinical health, which has focus on the very
pragmatic, fast-paced, stimulus-response universe of institutional health, in which, broadly
speaking, a diagnosed disease must have a specific cure, and business components play an
influential role over the focus of its research.
2.3.1.2. Sense of Coherence (SOC), and Salutogenesis. Within the field of
salutogenesis (latin: salus, health, and greek: genesis, origin, creation), a concept similar to selfcoherence is also placed at the core, and also given a role of global orientation to the human
system.
Opposed to pathogenesis (latin: pathos, suffering, disease), salutogenesis approaches the
understanding of health by asking why are we healthy? instead of why are we ill? (see
Antonovsky, 1979; 1996; Mittelmark et al., 2017). The core argument by Antonovsky makes
analogy to a river, the river of life, to which none of us are at the margin, but instead immersed in
its waters. If we are all immersed in the same river, under “inevitable pressures toward entropy”
(Antonovsky, 1996, p.13), or tendency towards chaos and disease, or an inherently flawed
human system, the important question has to be why are we healthy? This approach directs
research primarily into a holistic and preventive understanding of health, and more importantly,
of its maintenance and treatment, rather than a sole focus on the dis-ease itself after it manifests.
Within Antonovsky’s conception of salutogenesis, people are, at any given time, living
somewhere along a continuum between ease and dis-ease (i.e., health and illness). The
movement towards the healthy end of this continuum is driven by the person’s ability to actively
cope with any stressors. Active coping is fueled by resistance resources, such as “wealth, ego
strength, cultural stability, social support” (Antonovsky, 1993, p.725), and sense of coherence
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(SOC) is what all of these resources have in common. In Antonovsky’s words, SOC is defined
as:
“...a global orientation that expresses the extent to which one has a pervasive, enduring
though dynamic feeling of confidence that (1) the stimuli deriving from one’s internal and
external environments in the course of living are structured, predictable, and explicable;
(2) the resources are available to one to meet the demands posed by these stimuli; and
(3) these demands are challenges, worthy of investment and engagement (...) These three
components are called comprehensibility, manageability and meaningfulness.”
(Antonovsky, 1993, p.725).
Interestingly, despite certain differences, the above theory aligns well with Dweck
(2017), and with the expanded model proposed (see Figure 3). It indicates a global orientation,
aligned with the role of master sensor. Confidence in structured, predictable, and explainable
stimuli from living experiences, aligned with BEATs, or representations, mediating the
relationship between self and environment. And worthy challenges, aligned with motivation,
goal pursuit, needs and meaning. Also, sense of coherence placed at the heart of salutogenesis,
or at the heart of good health, aligns well with Dweck’s definition of self-coherence as wellbeing, as being intact, or whole.
More important, perhaps, are precisely the differences to the scope of Dweck’s
framework, which do not necessarily disagree with Dweck, but instead may expand our
understanding of self-coherence, and may be expected to surface during its exploration.
2.3.1.3. Useful Differences Between SOC and Self-Coherence: Conceptually distinct
from Self-Coherence as defined by Dweck, SOC is portrayed as a sense, rooted in active coping,
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and with components such as wealth and social support, it is more related to a general coherence
between any and all assets of an individual, rather than a focus on the self.
While distinct, both concepts can be argued to be different manifestations of a same
essential construct, a coherence-centered global, central, hub, underlying and directing needs,
decisions, goals, behavior. Being a sense, it can be the case that SOC is the perception of selfcoherence (sense of...), a relationship that can be extremely advantageous to the study of selfcoherence, and more specifically, to the analysis of the data collected in this study.
Finally, the acknowledgement, and perhaps emphasis of SOC studies on the material
world and physical health (shared later in this chapter), can serve as a bridge between surface
utility, and the deeper, perhaps more abstract side of the mental, emotional and psychological
inner self, generating possible directions for new research.
As an example, Apers et al. (2013), using quality of life (QOL), SOC scales, and nonparametric statistical procedures, found that in adolescents with congenital heart disease, higher
SOC partially explained higher perception of QOL, which in turn means better coping with
stressors, and potentially better treatment results. Their conclusions then suggest direct practical
approaches to increase SOC during the experience of disease, such as informing the patient of
details of their condition and bringing them closer into the decision making regarding their
treatment. Such findings, when taken across the bridge, into the study of self-coherence, can lead
to further, and perhaps deeper, explorations of perception and awareness of self and
environment, autonomy and decision making, value and meaning of quality of life, within the
framework of self-coherence as a master sensor.
Studies can also be reviewed and potentially directly adapted to different settings outside
of clinical health, such as education, for example, in which measurements of perceptions of
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different aspects of learning are crossed with measurements of self-coherence, once we arrive at
the point in which self-coherence can be objectively measured under this new framework.
2.3.1.4. Measurements of Self-Coherence and Sense of Coherence (SOC):
Measurements of self-coherence found in literature may serve as inspiration to the future of this
research. Indirect and subjective measurement within the current framework exist, as
exemplified earlier in this chapter with self-affirmation (see Cohen et al., 2016). However, some
cases of subjective measurement, and the entirety of objective measurement currently in
literature does not quite hit the mark of the current framework, or is related to the “sister
concept” of sense of coherence, with, again, inspirational utility.
Not quite hitting the mark, for example, Carrington et al. (2015) mention self-coherence
in a study in consumer transformation through their moral self-coherence, but giving the concept
a limited meaning of unity within their framework. Citing studies that do not use self-coherence
in all its meaning, or even the term self-coherence, they mention, for example, Ahuvia (2005),
who discusses coherence as a point of unity in consumer thought processes, in which an initial
perception of something, or some kind of initial behavior, is unified with other perceptions or
behaviors in a second moment of a relationship within consumerism and marketing mechanisms.
With such evidence, Carrington et al. then argue in favor of bringing unity to multiple identities
in the marketplace, and see positive results within their framework, referring to that unity as selfcoherence.
In another example not quite hitting the mark, Remez (2012), commenting on
Rosenbaum (2009), uses self-coherence to reflect some form of discomfort between patient and
therapist, mentioning “he fears that he will not be able to maintain a sense of his own self-
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coherence while standing next to Michael” (p.38). In this context the term self-coherence seems
to be reflecting a need for comfort and safety within a lived experience.
Despite potential value for their research, such studies do not actually work with the
deeper meaning of the concept of self-coherence seen within Dweck (2017) and this study.
Self-coherence is not necessarily unity, even while being one sole construct, that perhaps
underlies many other mechanisms in behavior. It is not a point in which all becomes one.
Multiple identities, for example, may be found to be part of an individual’s self-coherence
mechanism, and while that may have positive or negative impact in that individual’s life, the
mechanism itself may continue to operate with multiple identities even if for a specific situation,
such as consuming a product, the individual chooses one identity framework to make decisions,
or one same BEAT.
It is also not comfort, or a safe-zone for an individual. It is likely conflict, negotiation,
active problem-solving, some form of pain, dealing with the real-time clash of all the different
needs, BEATs, and signals coming in from all sides of the behavioral spectrum, including
memories and maybe more importantly, future projections. While certain theories may point to a
need for stabilization of supporting systems (e.g., trust in family, values, identity, belief…), and
empirically demonstrate how the failure of one of these systems can lead to failures in others (see
Solomon, 2015, terror management), that is only one mechanism within the scope of selfcoherence, and not its entirety.
Objectively, instruments have only been used to measure sense of coherence (SOC), with
the use of the term self-coherence as being derived from SOC, perhaps as a component of SOC.
Within this framework, I argue against that logic, since a sense, or a perception, cannot be
greater than the phenomenon itself. Despite such argument, there is great value in the work done
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in SOC research. The research in self-coherence must remain in close proximity with SOC, so
that results from both sides can inform both sides, to a lower or greater extent.
Budd et al. (1977), measures and presents self-coherence as being conceptually derived
from SOC, even while exploring it somewhat independently. With items such as “I feel bored,”
“I have a lot of intuition,” “I listen to music,” “I hate being alone,” she gives emphasis to wellbeing. And items such as “I feel that my life has meaning and direction,” or “I get a sense of
purpose when I pray and meditate,” target meaning, values, and introspection.
The original SOC scale, however (see Antonovsky, 1979, 1993), including its variations,
seems to be the only reliable objective instrument closely related to self-coherence historically
and currently in use. Table 2 illustrates examples of items in the SOC scale.
Table 2
Sense of Coherence Scale - Item Examples (Frenz et al., 1993; Almedom et al. 2007)
Item

Scale Endpoints
no clear goals or
purpose at all
very often

Until now your life has had . . .
Do you have very mixed-up feelings and ideas?
Most of the things you will do in the future will
probably be. . .

very clear goals and purpose
very seldom or never

completely fascinating

deadly boring

When something unpleasant happened in the past
your tendency was . . .

to eat yourself up about
it

Your life in the future will probably be ...

full of changes without
your knowing what will
happen next

to say "ok, that's that, I have to
live with it,"
and go on

Has it happened in the past that you were surprised
by the behavior of people whom you thought you
knew well?
Has it happened that people whom you counted on
disappointed you?
Doing the things you do every day is:

completely consistent and
clear

never happened

always happens

never happened

always happens

a source of deep
pleasure and
satisfaction

a source of pain and boredom

At its conception, Antonovsky (1993) recognizes the limitations of the instrument, and of
objective measurement in general, calling for other types of measurement, including interviews,
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supporting the explorative aspect of this study, even if coming from SOC. The SOC scale has,
since then, been continuously reviewed, updated, and used extensively worldwide (see
Mittelmark et al., 2017), and has yielded significant results related to coping with stress, anxiety
and fear reduction, health habit improvement, avoiding substance abuse, release from
depression, higher trust in mentors and family, higher school satisfaction, lower insecurity in self
and attachment, among others.
In conclusion, this review supports the explorative direction of this study, as a starting
point for measurement. It also gives a view of what interventional objective applications of selfcoherence may look like in the future, once self-coherence has matured into a master sensor.
2.3.2 The Maturation of Self-Coherence into a Master Sensor:
The proposition of self-coherence as a master sensor is more powerful than perhaps
thought of at a first glance of Dweck’s framework. To understand this conception, one must be
able to think of the meaning and functions of a system, a mental and organic system, a human
functioning system. One must drop reductive tendencies that may lead to a silo, or an echo
chamber, of limited analyses of concepts and mechanisms in just motivation, or just
development, or just identity, or just belief, or just self-concepts, or even just self-coherence.
One can and likely will come back to a reductionist method at a later stage, to isolate parts of that
system and investigate them further. In the first moment, however (this moment), in which one
aims to project or estimate the entire system, one must explore and go beyond, looking for
evidence of what that system can be, and what certain functions within that system entail.
2.3.2.1. The Master Sensor is Active: A master sensor is not passive. This notion is
fundamental. A sensor has the function to detect, process, and communicate, it is an active
function. From a distance it can seem passive, because it receives signals from mechanisms that
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apparently may need more attention, or more of a certain type of energy to operate. Thinking
organically, because we are still humans? One can think of the functions of the hypothalamus
and pituitary gland, master sensors of the human system:
“...hypothalamic function is influenced by both the external and internal environments as
well as by hormone feedback. Stimuli from the external environment that indirectly
influence hypothalamic function include the light-dark cycle; temperature; signals from
other members of the same species; and a wide variety of visual, auditory, olfactory, and
sensory stimuli (...) The complex interplay of the actions of various neurotransmitters
regulates the production and release of hormones from the hypothalamus.” (HillerSturmhöfel & Bartke, 1998, p.157).
Is self-coherence the hypothalamus of behavior? Perhaps. Why would our behavior be
completely distinct from our organism? Embodiment (see Calvo, 2008), is an approach to
cognitive science that considers that question, and how “storage, processing, and transformation
of information are spread so indiscriminately between brain, body, and world” (p.42).
On further analogy, the pituitary gland is the agent of the hypothalamus, receiving
instructions and feedback from it, and sending instructions to target glands, much like, perhaps, a
need or a BEAT would be connected to self-coherence, and instruct specific behavior. And as the
pituitary gland, a need or a BEAT may have its own feedback loop, regulating itself to some
extent, in addition to the directions given by the master sensor.
This analogy begins to explain my rationale behind the expansion of Dweck’s framework
into the new self-coherence model proposed, with its parts further detailed below, starting at the
core.
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2.3.2.2. Conflict, Negotiation & Transformation at the Core: Figure 5 displays the
core of the proposed model.
Figure 5
Core - Self-Coherence Model

All human systems perform some type of problem-solving (PS) even when the problem
seems to be already solved, because the maintenance of it is itself a constant and real-time
problem-solving effort – a notion supported by research in embodiment (Calvo, 2008), and
proposed as the platform, or operating system of the self-coherence operation.
The PS activity includes a problem space, or a range between beginning and end of that
specific problem or operation (see Anderson, 1993). It includes constraints, or any type of
limitation, which can be manipulated, or transformed, to a constricted extent, to solve the
problem (see Stokes, 2014). And it includes a method, or a foundational rationale, or logic, that
considers all possibilities for the operation, including conflict, negotiation, transformation, and
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interactions between components of the problem, input and output, and the goal to be reached, or
satisfied (see Newton, 2016).
Green and Gillhooly (2005, as cited in Newton, 2016, p.3), refer to problem solving as an
everyday activity aimed at meaningful outcomes. Meaning, together with identity, are main
components of self-coherence within the framework by Dweck.
2.3.2.3. Nonlinearity of Meaning, Identity, Needs and BEATs: Figure 6 shows nonlinearity within the model.
Figure 6
Non-linearity - Self-Coherence Model

While linear patterns may happen to be found during certain instances of the broader selfcoherence mechanism, such as a formation moment, when a new need, representation or goal is
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created – a developmental notion well explained by Dweck (2017) – it is likely not the way the
master sensor will operate.
The role of master sensor (e.g., hypothalamus) likely requires direct and simultaneous
connection to an array of different stimuli to properly detect status of system operations and
correctly instruct the sub-systems, even if those are grouped under certain main categories, such
as a need, a representation or BEAT, or even its own core components of identity and meaning.
This proposition comes from reasoning, but also review of literature, in which these components
have their own universe of non-linear internal and external connections and interactions (see e.g.,
meaning - Horwich, 1998; Heine et al., 2006; identity - Brewer, 1991; belief, epistemology, and
conceptual change - Bendixen, 2002; Sunstein, 2005; emotions - Barrett, 2017; Van Kleef,
2016).
2.3.2.4. A Mental & Emotional Buffer - Beyond the BEATs: Figure 7 shows the
mental & emotional buffer within the model.
Similarly to the aspect of nonlinearity, it is also unlikely that our life experience, or the
exchange between self and environment, is mediated only by BEATs, plus some form of
motivational analysis and personality traits. Hence, the expansion of mediation into a buffer, in
which initial components can be highlighted (this study), but also other components can be
included in the future.
The buffer also makes reference to studies in learning, cognition, memory and
information processing, in which humans seem to have a buffering stage in which new
signals/information and prior knowledge combine to promote deeper understanding, learning,
and guide executive action (see Bruning et al., 2011).
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Figure 7
Mental & Emotional Buffer - Self-Coherence Model

This proposition also comes from reasoning and review of literature, in which not only
different forms of mental representations (including BEATs) are present in the exchange with the
environment, but also components such as mental capacity, memory, knowledge (or prior
knowledge), and potentially more (see e.g. cognition - Bruning et al., 2011; expertise - Anders
Ericsson & Chamess, 1993; Anders Ericsson & Towne, 2010; memory - Conway, 2005; Wirtz et
al., 2003; Williams et al., 2017; flow - Csikszentmihalyi, 2014; mindfulness - Kabat-Zinn, 1994).
While arguably within the category of representations, heuristics were highlighted in the model,
because they reflect our limited mental capacity and memory access, as shortcuts of human
thinking (see Hertwig & Todd, 2002; Carter et al., 2007). Also, aligning with Dweck’s
proposition of temperament, as an influential behavioral trait, mood is highlighted, which is an
aspect that can directly and significantly alter life experiences despite other factors remaining
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relatively the same as in a similar experience (see Mayer & Gaschke, 1988; DeRubeis & Strunk,
2015).
2.3.2.5. Two Overlapping Dimensions of the Self: Figure 8 shows the 2 dimensions of
the self within the model.
Figure 8
2 Dimensions of the Self - Self-Coherence Model

Across literature, evidence of more than one dimension of the self can be found. The
multiplicity of identity is discussed throughout history, culminating in a general agreement
around the idea that a person has more than one psychological “self,” reduced to a single
political “self” (see Barvosa, 2008). As explained by Barvosa, this false unity is only
instrumental to the political sphere, and used essentially for mass control and normatization,
suppressing and neglecting the true self, ignoring its richness, and in my view, its beauty.
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As I understand it, with this forced unification at the political level, a duality is created,
between the true self (with all its selves), and what I refer to as the expected self, or the version of
the self that attends to the expectations of the socio-political sphere. I also refer to the true self as
primal, and expected as secondary, to account for a social construction of the expected self.
I also draw the term expected from Butler (1990), who, also perceiving such duality,
philosophically articulated the unquestionable separation of gender from sex, “dividing the
waters,” arguably as biblically as Moses, so that the true self could come out, and a gender
revolution could be born.
Butler is also a reference to the potential of bringing out the true self. The gender
revolution has only produced positive outcomes (despite conflicts to get there), with commonly
available evidence of the successful inclusion of non-binary identifying individuals into the
mainstream. From this analysis, I find that it is perhaps only by dividing the waters again and
again (e.g., racially, culturally...), and liberating the true nature and expressions of the self, that
our species, as a society, will finally be free from ancient and extremely heavy ball and chains,
of imperialism, colonialism, industrialism, financialism, elitism, censorship and bought media. In
reference to that, I subscribe to approaches such as those seen in critical multicultural education,
in which intersectional analysis must be foundational to the understanding and shaping of
systems supporting intersectionality of individuals, to recurrently dividing the waters, and letting
the true self come out and be rewarded with a place “under the sun” (see e.g., Clark et al., 2017).
Hence, the separation between true and expected self in the proposed model, is also a
methodological way to potentially detect aspects of the self that are connected to oppressive
external contexts, by essentially comparing true and expected.
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This duality is also found in non-political literature. Deci (1975), speaks of intrinsic
versus extrinsic motivation. Wiseman and Moradi (2010), speak of internalization (i.e., adopting
external values internally). Suh et al. (1998), mention conflict between internal (what I want)
and external (norms, expectations) components during pursuit of well-being. Latta and Olafson
(2006), speak of the role of the teacher in creating a safe space between complexities of the self
and expectations of the other, to avoid an obliteration of the self and promote instead deeper
student growth and learning.
Finally, I understand that there is an overlap between the true and expected self, which
should not alter the structure of the model. Structurally, as briefly explained above, and designed
into the proposed model (Figure 8), both true and expected dimensions must have the same
categories of components (e.g., buffer, needs, identity), because differences should logically not
be in the structure, but rather in its contents within each dimension. Only by having a mirrored
structure for each self, can differences between selves be detected in research.
The first type of proposed overlap accounts for a blurr between dimensions. Discussions
around consciousness and unconscious processes (see Menon et al., 2014) suggest that humans
do not control many aspects related to their behavior, even if at a foundational level. It is
possible, then, for example, that a behavior seen at the external dimension is influenced by
components originated, or occurring mainly in the internal dimension. A student that reacts to a
teacher in a certain negative way, without apparent reason, may be triggered by past traumatic
experiences with authoritative figures, internalized into an avoidance mechanism within the
internal dimension, blurring into the external in that specific context.
The second type of overlap is the extreme of the first, and accounts for a takeover, of one
dimension by the other. Continuing on the same student/teacher example, if that student’s
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reaction becomes physically violent, it can be seen as a full takeover by the internal dimension,
ignoring any and all expectations of the external dimension.
The overlapping mechanism, therefore, may also account for, or open a lane for
discussion around certain phenomena found in psychopathology, such as gender dysphoria, and
other gender-related disorders (see Sáenz-Herrero, 2019), pathological levels of anxiety, stress,
compulsion, and perhaps even aspects of schizophrenia, and other found disorders (see Stirling,
1999; Wilmshurst, 2015).
2.3.2.6. The Magnum Opus & the Master Sensor Matured: Figure 9 shows the
magnum opus symbol within the model.
With the master sensor matured, its connections and processing mechanisms suggested,
its need for a holistic framework established, and its origins revealed, only one last point
remains: its goal.
Figure 9
Magnum Opus Symbol - Self-Coherence Model
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The goal of a master sensor of behavior cannot be reduced to well-being, coping,
wholeness, affirmation, esteem, or in fact to any single construct common to all individuals. It
must be as dynamic and as deep as each individual. It must account for individuality,
intersectionality, and the multiplicity of stimuli driving an individual’s life. And because it is at
the heart of all needs, directing motivational effort, it must inevitably seek not only an optimal
functioning state, but also transformational growth, evolution, transcendence.
The use of well-being is, therefore, an approximation. From concepts available to
empirical science, well-being seems to be the one that can best communicate the idea of optimal
functioning, growth, and some form of desire to be well, or to be whole.
Diving deeper, then, what do we find? When departing from empirical science, obscurity
and abstraction are found to be explored through the use of symbolism. Symbols are used
throughout all spheres of human existence, from everyday signage, to monuments and art. Their
aim is to convey certain meaning, which can be common and well known, or can transcend any
possible explanation, or even affect an individual’s psyche (see Brodskaya, 2012; Petocz, 1999;
Morris, 1993).
The true goal of a master sensor of behavior is then a concept better suited as a symbol.
After all, it is agreed that all of our science will only approximate us to any form of truth, and the
obscure and abstract depths of an individual will perhaps never be fully explored. Maintaining,
then, the aspect of transformational growth, and the characteristic of a prize, being pursued, or
being a need, the alchemical symbol for the magnum opus or the great work of transformational
growth (see Jung, 2014), is a fitting proponent to account for the nature of the true goal, with all
of its obscurity and abstraction.
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2.4 Summary and Final Considerations
In this chapter I have reviewed the available literature around self-coherence, and the
similarities and differences to the framework by Dweck (2017), and the expanded self-coherence
model I propose (Figure 3).
I began by explaining how self-coherence is not a new concept, but the proposed quality
of hub of all needs, or master sensor, is what is novel about this proposition, and is the aim of
this study to better understand. I then exemplify and clarify that within behavioral science selfcoherence has historically been seen as significant, but more of a passive concept, gaining now
an active quality, since a sensor is an active mechanism, which detects signals, processes
information and delivers an output.
I then present an initial model in which I illustrate what the mechanism of self-coherence
may be according to the review of literature over the framework by Dweck. I also mention and
explain why I expanded Dweck’s initial framework through the model, to consider further
aspects that may influence self-coherence, and could serve as points for further discussion later
in this study. The model serves mainly as a concise illustrative support for understanding and
discussing the more complex layer of theory behind this proposition. Also, I mention that
because of the sensor proposition (i.e., self-coherence as a sensor), it is interesting at an initial
stage to have a big picture within the model, so that the paths through which potential signals
may pass before reaching the self-coherence sensor may be reviewed and eventually later
discussed if relevant.
Next, I develop a bridge between behavioral sciences and clinical health, with a parallel
between self-coherence and sense of coherence, which are distinct but very similarly focused
concepts. This departure from behavioral sciences became necessary as I found that Dweck’s
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initial review for the proposed framework was already exhaustive, not leaving much to be added
as a review of literature within that field of study. Sense of coherence (SOC) was found to have
an extensive line of research that also presents empirical data supporting positive changes with
the use of SOC In the clinical field. This aspect adds mostly to the notion of potential
applications for the future of self-coherence, and not directly to the discussion within this study,
which remains focused within behavioral sciences and the study itself.
Finally, I return to a discussion around my rationale behind the conception of the
expanded model, to address very specific points in the model, such as the mental and emotional
buffer being necessary to complement the scope of concepts that BEATs may have; or
dimensions of the self perhaps playing a significant role in the mechanism as it seems there is a
conflict between internal and external goals and needs; or the idea of well-being as concept being
an approximation of what the true goal of self-coherence may be, and the addition of symbolism
at the early stage of this study to highlight open possibilities around the goal of self-coherence.
The purpose of this study, therefore, becomes more evident: To begin the exploration of
self-coherence following the research question of “what is the experience of self-coherence?”
The importance of this study is now also more evident: To investigate a concept not yet well
explored in behavioral sciences, which is at the core of a novel proposition of a master sensor of
needs, and maybe indirectly, of other functions of behavior. Positive effects have been found
from research around closely related concepts, supporting the initial proposal for this study.
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Chapter 3. Research Design & Method
In this chapter I present details of the chosen method for this research. I elaborate and
build a rationale on how the method is likely the most acceptable choice considering the purpose,
which is to investigate a novel proposition of self-coherence as a master sensor of needs, and the
question: “what is the experience of self-coherence?” I also describe details and the rationale
behind the choice of sample, data collection and analysis procedures, and expectations of
potential results at the start of the study. I carefully disclose and explain my somewhat autophenomenological personal biases, and my insider position in relation to the chosen sample.
Finally, I align the discussion with the importance of this study, both theoretical and pragmatic.
3.1 Overview of the Chosen Approach
With the framework by Dweck (2017) currently in lack of research, added to an
expanded self-coherence model proposed in this study (see Figure 3), and the somewhat novel
approach to self-coherence as a concept, an exploratory research design becomes a reasonable
choice as a first step into what can eventually become a more extensive research development
through future studies.
While being undeniably well informed by Dweck, it seems precipitated to develop, test,
and employ objective quantitative instruments and analysis methods when there is not yet any
subjective evidence regarding the experience of the pursuit of self-coherence. Even with methods
that consider the presence of irreducible components, such as those described under complex
dynamic systems research (see Hilpert & Marchand, 2018), a starting point may still be missing.
Such subjective evidence, therefore, can enrich our understanding and help us create sense of the
many elements involved with the studied phenomena (Beins, 2019).
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How do people experience the pursuit of self-coherence, if at all? What is perceived to be
the role(s) of such pursuit among the multiplicity of needs one pursues? Is this novel conception
of self-coherence as well-being, a feeling of wholeness, evidenced in people’s reports of their life
experiences? Do they call it self-coherence? Perhaps happiness? Or having a meaning in life? An
identity to build or maintain? Or do they not have a name for it?... Is it central? Is it differentiated
in a personal experience versus an experience in which we serve the expectations of others?...
How does one’s relationship with their core self-identity concepts, such as their gender,
participate in this pursuit for wholeness?... These are only a few of the many questions I have as
a researcher diving into the exploration of this proposition, that self-coherence is the hub of all
needs, and that we can understand it, and learn to work with it towards improving our experience
of our human lives.
From the start, I did not expect that all my questions would be answered in this study.
And in fact, I had no expectations about the outcome of my “deep dive” in search of these
phenomena. I respect and embrace the scientific rigor in qualitative research and intended to
somewhat “bracket” myself, even if without excluding my own experience (see Beins, 2019; &
section 3.2.2 of this chapter), to avoid biasing data collection and analysis. All I had at the start
were strong guidelines, an a prior framework (see Luft & Overgaard, 2012), well informed by
empirical evidence that cannot be ignored, and which brought me to the starting point.
The design here proposed, and further detailed in this chapter, both served the need for
subjective evidence, during its initial stages of data collection and analysis, and values the
careful and extensive research developed by Dweck, expanded through my proposed model,
during its final stages of further analysis. Table 3 displays a summarized overview of the
proposed research design.
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Table 3
Research Design - Summarized Overview
Component
Strategy
Method

Phenomenology (qualitative)

Positionality

Insider

Sampling
Data
Collection 1
Analysis 1

Purposeful

Analysis 2

Links

Analysis 3

Categories & Concepts

Analysis 4

Concept Mapping

Analysis 5
Analysis 6

Themes
Primary Conclusive Propositions

Validation

Parallel to Proposed Model

Data
Collection 2

Visual Commentary

Analysis 7

Secondary Conclusive Propositions

Final Report

Summary, Conclusion, Potential
Biases, Future Steps

Interviews, Artifacts
Meaning Units & Coding

Rationale / Goal
Subjective data through lived
experiences
Embrace researcher knowledge and
experience
Research interests and framework
Rich descriptions, textured
meanings, triangulation
Establish connective hooks
Generate a connected network
between hooks
Group codes into categories >
concepts
Visualize data through qualified
conceptual clusters
Group and qualify concepts.
Form unity of the analysis
Establish connections to theory, if
any
Participant Review & Comment on
Analysis
Discuss unified analysis in context
of theory
Finalize

3.2 Phenomenology: Revealing Layers and Essences of the Pursuit of Self-Coherence
Derived from the philosophy of phenomenology (see Husserl, 1970; Nagel, 1974; Hegel,
1977; Drummond et al., 2010), the method of phenomenology explores a phenomena by seeking
to understand its lived experience (Marshall & Rossman, 2011). It is through such exploration
that foundational rich descriptions are produced and analyzed, revealing the “essences of the
experience” (Moustakas, 2011, p. 11).
As a human science, phenomenology exposes “textured meanings” (Finlay, 2011, p. 9) of
what it is like to be, to those incapable of having that experience (Nagel, 1974), meaning all but
who lived it. Because of the intentionality of consciousness, meaning “consciousness is always
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directed to an object,” and therefore an object is “inextricably related to one’s consciousness of
it,” reality is not separated into object versus subject, but is instead object and subject, as
consciousness unveils them (Creswell, 2013, p.59). Evidence is then confirmed and validated
through the links between the experiences of one being, and also of that being with that of others,
to ultimately generate some form of unity in the evidence of an “object” (Luft & Overgaard,
2012). While not the aim of this particular study, and not to be further discussed here, it is
important to note that phenomenology as a method has evolved from its strictly non-naturalist
origins (see Husserl, 1970), being “naturalized” (see Schmicking & Gallagher, 2009), as a useful
companion to experimental designs, where the rich descriptions produced can inform and be
informed by objective experimentation (Gallagher & Brøsted Sørensen, 2006). It “neither
challenges nor accepts as entirely true” the experiences shared by subjects, it maintains a
“constructive and sympathetic neutrality,” aimed at building a conclusive view of the many
layers involved with the studied phenomena (Dennett, 1991, P. 94).
While considering that Dweck does not give us specific indication of the workings of the
master sensor, because I am departing into further research from an elevated platform, well
informed by all other components of Dweck’s framework, a fully explorative approach, such as
grounded theory, in which a new theory is built from the ground up with each new evidence
collected (see Creswell, 2013), is not fitting to this research. Instead, I propose a framework for
the master sensor mechanism, within which I target the phenomena of self-coherence.
Phenomenology is, therefore, a suitable method for this research design, in which the first
step is to define a central question, natively qualitative, inherently beyond quantitative
measurement, that must be proposed as a main guiding star for all aspects involved (Moustakas,
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2011). Here we asked, what is the experience of self-coherence? And began to follow our star,
into further details of the study, beginning with my position as the researcher.
3.3 Inclusive Bracketing: Influences of my Researcher Voice, Identity, and Experience
3.3.1 The Bracketing Controversy
Bracketing, in phenomenology, originally stands for the “suspension” of researcher
assumptions regarding the phenomena (Gearing, 2004). Such assumptions would then not
interact with any aspect of the research until the final stages of analysis, when they would be
“reintegrated” to the process, like with the brackets of a mathematical equation (Given, 2008).
Husserl, seen as one of the founders of phenomenology, was a mathematician, and by
introducing bracketing in an effort to avoid that researcher bias blocked the view to the essence
of phenomena, ended up creating a controversial reductionist element within an arguably nonreductionist movement, and was later criticized by Heidegger, also seen as a founder of
phenomenology, who rejected reduction (Husserl, 1931/70/73; Heidegger, 1962; as cited in
LeVasseur, 2003). As explained by LeVasseur (2003):
We are, as Heidegger held, Dasein, or “there-being,” human beings “thrown” into the
world who find themselves situated and involved, and caring about possibilities before
any occasion for reflection. There was, according to Heidegger, no such thing as pure
reflection, because reflection was, as all consciousness is, intentional and, therefore,
never completely uninvolved with or separated from the world (Heidegger, 1962, as cited
in LeVasseur, 2003, p. 414).
The bracketing controversy is, therefore, that with such “pure” attitude, the world
becomes “our interpretive project,” and leaves us in an idealistic state of impossibility, unable to
realistically investigate the phenomena, since we are inevitably bound to our existential
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condition as humans (LeVasseur, 2003). In other words, complete reduction is an impossibility
(Merleau-Ponty, 1962, as cited in LeVasseur, 2003).
Between the extremes of this discussion, long lines of debate address the philosophy and
the many advantages and disadvantages of bracketing (see LeVasseur, 2003), to the point where
the meaning of bracketing itself becomes unclear and distant from its original proposition, which
is reportedly already unclear in the first place, in terms of its practical application in research
(Goven, 2008; Kohak, 1978, as cited in LeVasseur, 2003; LeVasseur, 2003; Gearing, 2004).
Bracketing then becomes, conceptually and in practice, free to be adapted and to acquire
different meanings to different people, while still maintaining, essentially, a role of
intermediation between researcher assumptions and the research design.
Interestingly, after all debate and variations of the concept, bracketing remains, in one
way or another, an important part of a phenomenological method, and arguably still true to its
original proposition (Given, 2008; LeVasseur, 2003; Gearing, 2004).
3.3.2 Inclusive Bracketing: The Meaning of Bracketing in the Present Design
I subscribe to the movement of phenomenology when proposing to use it as a method. It
is a movement because, despite a common point of origin, it is not clearly defined, it is not a
school in contemporary philosophy, and even its many currents are not homogenous
(Kockelmans, 2015).
Being a movement, it arguably gains in strength and value as a research method,
precisely because of what we may call its adaptability. Depending on the context, aim and
“object” of study, a phenomenological approach can, within reason, give more or less emphasis
to certain parts of the design, and interpret or view methodological steps from different
perspectives (see e.g., Gallagher & Brøsted Sørensen, 2006; Dennett, 1991; Beins, 2019;
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Moustakas, 2011) without having to sacrifice the optimization of the research in the name of
idealistic propositions, such as achieving complete reduction (see LeVasseur, 2003).
The core of phenomenological research, a method purposefully created to reveal the
essences of phenomena through the human experience, has arguably proven itself to be so
powerful and to “manifest a latent truth” precisely because of its many variations. In other
words, it is only because of its strong core that phenomenology can branch out and serve reliably
well into varied designs (Thévenaz, 1962, cited in Kockelmans, 2015).
Considering such adaptability, which still maintains the core of phenomenology intact,
we can better position the idea of bracketing within this research design, and understand the
proposition of what I call inclusive bracketing, both conceptually and in practice.
Many authors make some differentiation between bracketing and a broader conception of
dealing with biases when explaining phenomenological methods (see e.g., Marshall & Rossman,
2011; Mills & Birks, 2017; Moustakas, 2011). In summary, they generally defend that, on one
hand, the researcher must include their knowledge and experience, even their identity and values
(their biases, see Peon et al., 2017), to be able to take a reflective stance over the research, in
which they can constantly evaluate, or reflect about the study as it progresses, to optimize results.
This reflective stance is then reported to the reader of the study at completion, and identifies any
potential biases of the researcher. On the other hand, the researcher must exclude (or bracket)
their knowledge and experience in order to avoid corrupting the data collection, or “blocking the
view” to the essences of phenomena, and ultimately invalidating the results of the study.
I find this differentiation inherently confusing, potentially conflicting, and likely
unnecessary, because they are ultimately parts of a same “thing,” which is the researcher
themself, and the process of mediation between their knowledge and experience, and all parts of
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the research design. This process of mediation is what I refer to as inclusive bracketing, simply
because it brings together all and any necessary effort to avoid bias in the research study under
one same concept or practical step, embracing the researcher’s experience throughout. In other
words, the brackets become present throughout the entire study, but never blank, or empty.
Douglas and Moustakas (1985), propose a somewhat similar approach, under their concept of
heuristic inquiry, a branch of phenomenology. As I do not propose to follow heuristic inquiry
exclusively, and prefer to remain under the broader umbrella of phenomenology, I acknowledge
the origins of the method, and its adaptability, with the use of the term inclusive bracketing.
I do not dismiss or discard the importance of differentiating biases from bracketing at a
philosophical level of discussion, but I do argue that when it comes to the practical, executive
aspect of designing and implementing a research design, it can cause more harm than good.
From all the literature reviewed throughout this chapter, it is clear that a qualitative researcher
needs, to perform great research, a very high level of confidence in their role, and assurance that
their design and method are sound. To that end, instead of asking that the researcher can have an
on/off switch for their biases, where knowingly the off switch is an impossibility (see section
3.2.1 of this chapter), I ask that we can fully embrace the on switch, and forget about any form of
switching altogether. The researcher then simply acknowledges all their previous knowledge,
and any other possible form of bias, all the time.
3.3.3 Influenced Interests: A Brief Account of My Experience, Voice and Identity
In this research design, I fully embrace my knowledge and life experience. I am an
“insider,” navigating through a sea of prior knowledge, preparing for a deep dive into what I
have found to be, possibly, a rich ecosystem. It is only because I am who I am, and only because
of how I navigate the winds and currents, that I set my anchor at this spot, and dive to explore
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what is deep beneath the surface. Whatever is there, if in fact there is any “thing” there, is only
there because I choose to search for it, and will only be there if I am able to see it. I am the
instrument, I am the cartographer, I am the voice of the abyss, but I am not the abyss itself.
The decision to pursue a continuation to the work of Dr. Carol Dweck (2017) is not at all
random. I have personal interests in the matter, and have been studying myself under the light of
her theory for quite some time, a condition that some may argue to be biased (see Ross &
Howard, 2014), but I argue to be consciously well informed and my auto-phenomenological
form (see Marbach, 2007; Dennett, 2007) of piloting my research (see Malmqvist et al., 2019).
While Dweck proposes an “unified theory of motivation, personality, and development,”
I find that she has possibly proposed more than that when she introduces the idea of selfcoherence as a hub of all needs. Dweck is very practical in her rationale. The foundations of her
framework are solid and sound, rooted in empirical evidence and classic theories. The examples
she gives are clear, further enhancing the practicality of her propositions. However, by
suggesting that humans have a central hub, a master sensor, operating behind every motivational
process throughout virtually their entire lives, she has unlocked a door to a new and potentially
extremely significant mechanism in human behavior. What she refers to as “calibration” of this
sensor, is essentially the proposition that we can access and adjust our master sensor, and that
proposition is the main trigger to my interests.
For the past two years, I have been working on accessing and adjusting my master sensor,
and while I accept this to be referred to as my bias, I do not refrain from continuing this work on
myself. I have found what I consider successes in my personal calibration of self-coherence.
And within this section, where I am to clarify my biases, I find it important to list some of these
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successes, briefly expanding on relevant aspects of my life experience, without, in the name of
rigorous qualitative research, attempting to hide potentially shocking details.
About one year ago now, at the end of 2019, I decided to fully transition, and come out as
a male-to-female transgender, after about 30 years in the closet, considering I secretly tried on
my first pair of high heels when I was 9 years old. Initially I thought that sex, and my sexuality,
was at the center of it, which made it easy for me to suppress, hide, and attempt to dismiss it
from my existence. Later I found that yes, sex is maybe very significant to me, but what I was
experiencing was a lot more than that, and what I had been suppressing was, in fact, my true self,
deeply igniting my journey into transition, which has only just begun. I would be curious about
what meaning(s) that can have to you, the reader. To me, transition is the closest “thing” to the
experience of reincarnation that I can imagine, only without an obituary. It is a form of death
and rebirth, which starts with, and suffers through, many life-threatening, or self-threatening
conditions. Coincidentally, or not, I had already started to study Dweck’s framework when I
made the decision to transition, and when my previous self began to decompose, I found an
opportunity to identify and position many components of myself in relation to my newly
discovered master sensor.
I am not new to life-threatening or self-threatening experiences. I have practiced many
different radical sports throughout my life, from skydiving, paragliding and downhill
skateboarding, to surfing waves almost 10 times my size, in stormy days, with no one at the
beach in case anything went wrong. I have also had a gun pointed at my face, almost touching
my forehead, and I have seen a man die from a gunshot to his head three feet from me. Before all
of these experiences, from about 9 to 11 years old, I saw my mother stab a huge knife through
my father’s hand, I saw my father break a candle holder on my mother’s face, and I saw my
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parents throwing a bag of two pounds of cocaine back and forth at each other, accusing each
other of things and names I could barely understand at the time. Today, I am eventually harassed
here and there and suffer microaggressions regarding my gender expression, but that bothers me
less and less, as I build my new understanding of the world, explained later in this section. The
point here is not to analyze my development, even though my bias tells me that you, the reader,
are biasedly doing that right now, and maybe even recalling your own development, since our
analytical minds likely become very active with such reading, and development can be of huge
importance to our understanding of the world (see Olson & Dweck, 2008). The point I wish to
make, is that in the descriptions above, including my transition, there are two very different
types of threat to what we understand as our life or self, which are strong triggers to the
disruption of the self-coherence mechanism (Dweck, 2017). One is physical, and seems quite
manageable, instinctively, as a trait we might share with all living creatures. The other is
emotional and maybe also intellectual, and its management is, in my experience, not at all
instinctive, and likely not shared with all living creatures. In fact, it is likely that our instincts
will only make it worse, trying to “manage” the terror that lives at the core of our human
existence (e.g., certain death), “instincts” can trigger a cascade of negative effects in face of such
threatening conditions (see Solomon, 2015).
My biased successes with accessing and calibrating my master sensor have been mainly
at the emotional and intellectual level, and my process so far makes use of reasoning, problem
solving, mindfulness, meditation, creativity, imagination, and some form of testing (see Broome,
2013; Anderson, 1993; Kabat-Zinn, 1994; Stokes, 2006; Furlong, 2013). Thinking of a sensortype operation, I ask myself a series of questions that can reveal what’s going on, and also
calibrate my sensor, as in how it triggers or influences all my needs. Through this reasoning
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stage, I can ask, for example: a. Is this important? why? to what goal or need?; b. Is it correlated
to a “dark” component, positively or negatively?; c. Is it new, or is it from the depths of my
fuzzy-remembered, likely irrelevant past, or somewhere in between?; d. Is there a reward
involved? which one? what is the tradeoff?; e. Is it true? how certain am I of facts, evidence and
its truth?; f. Is it moving me forward in reaching my master goal, or holding me back? Creativity
and imagination then help me visualize things to the point where, with higher focus and attention
levels through mindfulness and meditation support, I can almost touch them with my hands as
they vibrate in response to question stimuli and “appear” in my mind.
I don’t know exactly why, but I picture my emotional and intellectual threats within a
dark space, where thoughts and feelings come from and go back into the dark while I hold a tiny
bit of light. When I stare deeply into it, I feel this darkness might represent my fear of becoming
completely insane, or so emotionally depleted that I can no longer open my eyes. On a day-today basis, however, it is much less extreme, and can reflect my anxieties, insecurities,
dysphorias, angers, and such. In this context, my process started by projecting an image of my
master sensor as a shield between me and the dark, forcing all thoughts and feelings to have to
first pass through that shield, or checkpoint, to get to me. In other words, I added a meta-analytic
step (see e.g., Flavell 1979; Metcalfe & Greene, 2007; Schoenfeld, 1987) to my relationship with
those components, in which a reasoning stage, previously described, kicks in.
While Dweck initially proposes that the sensor is a reactive mechanism, and if it exists,
that operation can certainly be detected and “measured” in hindsight (object of this study), I
apply it as a predictive mechanism as well, to which I will propose, with all my biases, that it
holds greater value, since it is suboptimal to live our lives trying to fix what is already broken,
instead of keeping “things” from breaking in the first place.
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Empowering my master sensor with all the knowledge and data I gather from my
academic research (see figure 3) and life experience, I create within the sensor my personal
problem space (see Stokes, 2014), where I can manipulate the constraints towards reaching any
set goal, be it an enhancement or maintenance of an already positive component, or the
elimination or adjustment of a negative one. As I progress on my use and research of the
concept, my master sensor becomes more evident to the process and by consequence more
effective, and so does my honesty and my relationship with it. As the sensor monitors, or filters,
“outside” information to me, it also monitors and filters “me” to me.
By applying this process I am able to make clear sense of what is happening to me in
relation to many aspects of my life and to my goals, including my “master goal,” or as I refer to
in my proposed model, my magnum opus (see figure 9), arguably connected to all of my needs. I
find that there isn’t an aspect of human life that is not connected to a certain need, and would be
curious to hear a proposition against that claim. The hub of all needs, therefore, in my initial,
biased, logical analysis, is also one hub of all human behavior, even if other hubs exist.
Finally, and more specifically, after two years of self-experimentation and research, I can
safely report that this process has helped me find: 1. Liberation from heteronormative values
without anger against heteronormative others; 2. Higher self-acceptance of my transition and of
who I am; 3. Stronger self-determination to pursue my own concept of happiness; 4. Greater
patience and resilience on the daily back-and-forth towards social acceptance; 5. Comfort in
letting my previous self fully decompose and fade away, including all the relationships that
person had; 6. Release from the socially-constructed need to fully accept, submit to, agree, and
maintain contact with my blood-bound family; 7. Pristine clarity to project and work towards my
desired future professional goals; 8. Openness to love and to eventually share my life with
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another on a long-term basis, and also better enjoy any short-term flairs; 9. Easier self-control
over my diet, physical exercise, and academic endeavors; 10. Humbleness in my spiritual path.
Each of the items above has, in my archives, its own set of rich descriptions about how
they came to be, and how that “appearance” was involved with calibration of my master sensor,
my master goal, my needs, and all the problem-solving behind it. All of that has informed my
research and has been iteratively analyzed through the development of my proposed expanded
model (see figure 3). This study, however, is not auto-biographical, or auto-phenomenological,
and all that information will not be shared here. The value of this section is only to clarify and
acknowledge my biases, and potentially add confidence, to any reviewer, that I am committed
both intrinsically and extrinsically, to this research.
Notably, the recognition of my biases is not bound only to this section, and is instead
spread throughout the entire research design, touching the choice of research topic, research
questions, purposeful sampling, data collection and analysis strategies, through what I refer to as
inclusive bracketing.
The conclusive point here is that my biases, and all other prior knowledge, serve one
same purpose, which is to improve the quality of this design in all its stages. There is practical
value in approaching the deep dive embracing a somewhat well informed humanistic and
existential condition, even if such condition only serves to assist in detecting and safely
discarding whatever becomes clearly understood as irrelevant.
3.4 Purposeful Sampling and Data Collection Strategy
3.4.1 Purposeful Sampling: Details and Rationale
To obtain the best possible information-rich data, central to the purpose of this research,
the sampling strategy must also be purposeful (Patton, 1990; Coyne, 1997). As Patton explains,
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qualitative research is opposite to the quantitative need for randomization when it comes to
sampling. Because qualitative research is not interested in statistical analyses, but instead in deep
and rich descriptions, finding the sample that can deliver such information is key to the quality
of the study (see e.g., Bender et al., 2018).
Participants are selected for this design because they have knowingly gone through
conditions that are likely to have de-stabilized, or disrupted their sense of self-coherence, or their
conception of a master goal. As explained by Dweck (2017),
(...) detecting threats to basic identities or violations of basic rules governing the world
would provoke strong affective responses, calling for restorative action, defenses, or
other means of coping (...) if self-relevant roles are threatened or removed, as in the birth
of a sibling, divorce, empty nest, loss of employment, or loss of a group membership,
self-coherence can be threatened. Similarly, if self-relevant rules break down (“The world
will not function in relation to me in the way I expect or value”) self-coherence can be
threatened (Dweck, 2017, pp. 695-696).
Specifically, the great majority of participants selected for this design have knowingly
gone through such conditions when assuming a LGBTQ gender identity. Importantly, this
criteria is not a necessity, since self-coherence is universal to all humans. It is instead strategic,
because of my access to this population, and the expected experiences they have been through in
life. Logically, they have somehow “violated basic rules governing the world,” and had “selfrelevant rules break down,” when defying heteronormativity (see Ortiz-Hartman, 2018a;
DePalma & Atkinson, 2010). It is also likely, that in their gender-related journey, they have
faced many other conditions that may have somehow threatened their self-coherence, such as
discrimination, self-discrimination (i.e. internalized homophobia), employment-discrimination,
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femophobia, low self-confidence, low self-esteem, low self-determination, social stress,
depression, anxiety, substance and drug abuse, harassment, and microaggression (see
Rasmussen, 2004; Meyer, 2003; Ortiz-Hartman, 2018b; Worthen, 2020; Keating & Muller,
2020; Lee & Ostergard, 2017; Hoskin, R. A. 2019; Nadal, 2013; Casey et al., 2019).
Important to note, the concept of gender in this study is distinct from born sex. It is
socially-constructed, performative in nature, and personally validated against perceived social
expectations, as developed in further depth by Judith Butler (1990; 1994; 2004). Curiously,
participants of this study may not have that concept formally established in their understanding
of the world, even while applying and embracing effects of the concept, such as the use of
differentiated pronouns, and identifying as transgender while fully maintaining their born
physical characteristics. It can be expected, therefore, that their reasoning regarding their
conception of gender, and how it has maybe changed throughout their lives, may also reveal
disruptions of the self-coherence mechanism.
Notably, not all participants will be LGBTQ identified. Some hetero participants will be
included as a manner of creating openness to some form of contrast, and potential insight into
self-coherence in life experiences expected to be less impacted by gender-related problems. The
emphasis of this study on LGBTQ experiences is, more than anything, strategic, as previously
explained, and not the primary aim of the investigation, hence the adequacy of including nonLGBTQ participants.
Table 4 displays an overview of the participants that were intended to be invited. While
the main qualifying component for initial selection was gender, the intention was also to collect
further demographic information, broadly illustrated in this chapter. Such information only
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effectively, and eventually, became significant during final analysis, and may, also eventually,
inform the participant selection for potential future studies.
On a brief initial speculation, I expected that it was somewhat likely that ethnicity, and
maybe even cultural or religious factors may have led participants into similar threatening
conditions as those described earlier in reference to gender. Racial discrimination is part of the
global history curriculum, to say the least, and cultural or religious differences are the reason for
war. Culture and gender may also clash, and even to this day, in 2021, some cultures will
admittedly assassinate humans who embrace a non-heteronormative gender expression, as they
have done historically (see Petrou, 2010; Karimi & Bayatrizi, 2019; Capital punishment for
homosexuality, 2020). One of the participants invited comes from one of such cultures, adding,
again, further contrast to participant selection.
Table 4
Participants to be Invited - Overview by Gender ID
Gender ID

Location

Expected Number

Age

Ethnicity

LGBTQ

Las Vegas, Nevada

24

32 - 70

San Francisco - California

1

51

White, Black, LatinX,
AANAPISI
White

New York - New York

1

24

LatinX

Las Vegas, Nevada

3

23 - 44

Cologne - Germany

1

36

White, LatinX,
Middle Eastern
White

São Paulo - Brazil

1

42

LatinX

Florianópolis - Brazil

1

43

LatinX

Hetero

Total LGBTQ

26

Total Hetero

7

Pool-Type Sources: UNLV student pool, The LGBTQ Center - Las Vegas pool
Note: This table lists participants already with direct contact to the researcher.
If acceptance rate is low, further effort to access participants will be made, through second degree contacts (e.g.,
friends of friends) and pool-type connections.
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3.4.2 Data Collection: In-Depth Interviews, Artifacts & Visual Commentary
Three data collection methods were proposed. A long interview, in-depth, in an
environment comfortable for the participant to respond with honesty and richness of detail,
giving meaning to the experience described, which is the main method of data collection in
phenomenology (Moustakas, 2011; Marshall & Rossman, 2011). Artifacts, or any object, image,
sound, taste, scent, touch, with meaning to the participant in relation to the experiences described
(see Rowsell, 2011; Edwards & I’anson, 2020; Marshall & Rossman, 2011). And validation of
the research by the participants themselves, who review and comment on the research at a later
stage, and may share further thoughts and details in relation to the experiences they previously
described (see Moustakas, 2011). Multiple methods also create the opportunity for triangulation
of the data, meaning the confirmation or refutation of evidence seen from different perspectives,
offering deeper, and maybe more detailed understanding of phenomena (Given, 2008; Salkind,
2010).
The interviews were set to be of a minimum of 60 minutes in length with no maximum
time. Mode of interview was set to be online. Participants were not offered incentives. The
interview was set to follow a guiding script, or a questionnaire matrix, detailed in Appendix 1,
following the logic of the framework by Dweck (2017), where certain events have a higher
chance of threatening self-coherence, and if disrupted, then a trail of coping and defense
strategies will likely be found. Main questions are essentially as open as possible, supported by
secondary confirmatory or clarifying questions. The structure of questioning uses primary hooks
that search for significant life events, coping strategies, or relevant participant characteristics as
starting points for a deeper investigation through conversation, e.g. How do you feel about your
gender? or what is your view on gender? From there, a conversation starts and secondary
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questions may come in, in a cyclic way, e.g. So what is the meaning of that to you? What
meaning do you believe it has to others? Does that bother you? How so? Why does that drive
you? Is it related to goals you have? How so? Has this changed throughout your life? How so?
How was it when you were younger? When do you think those things started to change? Why did
they change? ... and so forth.
The focus is mainly on potential disruptions and adjustments of any form of monitoring
of needs and goals. Finding a point of disruption or adjustment can then lead to further
investigation around that point, ultimately tapping into questions around bigger goals, or a
master goal, values in life, greater meaning, identity, and how all of that is monitored and
structured within the experiences being described.
During interviews, participants were to be asked about artifacts. This strategy lets
participants select, describe and give meaning to artifacts without having their space further
“invaded.” They are then asked if they can somehow share the artifact, either sending an image
of it, or directing me on how to retrieve it in case it is something of public access. In that way,
the interview time is also optimized, and there is an easier flow for participants. Artifact
questions are also added to the questionnaire matrix in Appendix 1.
At a later, final data collection stage, after the initial data is analyzed against the
expanded model proposed (figure 3), participants are invited to review and comment on the
analysis during a second live session together with me, where I present them the analysis up to
that point. This second session is somewhat of a reverse interview, where they are encouraged to
ask me whatever they want about the theory behind the study and anything else they are curious
about regarding the research or myself. At that point, the data is already clustered and they see a
concept map of their data. If they wish, they can bring up details of their interview and discuss
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how their specific experiences participated in the analysis. During that session, however, I do not
share the full transcript of their first interview, so them and I can rely on our memories of the
event for that part of the conversation. The reasoning is that for the best possible triangulation,
greater separation from the other data source being triangulated is ideal. It was expected that not
many participants would be interested in this second session.
Technically, data was set to be collected through audio recordings, and also researcher
notes and observations. When possible, more than one recording mechanism is used at the same
time, even if redundant, for quality safety. Recordings are then transcribed verbatim in
preparation for analysis. Participants receive an agreement and authorization form, detailed in
Appendix 2, regarding the use of the data collected, and confirm consent verbally.
3.5 Iterative Analysis: Coding, Themes, Concept Mapping & Model Review
Analysis follows a series of iterative linear steps. They are linear because one step
informs and is the basis for the next, and iterative because I go back and forth into every step at
any stage, as much as necessary, immersed in the data and open for all analytical insights, as
recommended by Marshall & Rossman (2011). During this iterative process I create memos, or
notes on any aspect leading me to certain analytical procedures, insights, and thoughts about
potential meanings being uncovered, I tap into my “intuitive, tacit, synthesizing capabilities (...)
to begin sensing patterns, making connections, and seeing the bigger picture” (Saldaña, 2011, P
.90).
Once the data is clean and ready for analysis, with all type-o and other distortions out of
the way, a process of coding (see Given, 2008; Salkind, 2010), somewhat similar to a taxonomy,
organizes the raw data into what I refer to as initial connective hooks, or coded terms which can
serve as points of connection for the next stages of analysis. The formation of codes begins by
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finding meaning units, which are initial separations of the raw transcribed text into pieces that
may contain some form of meaning (see Lindgren et al., 2020). This meaning can be concrete
and at the same time make reference to a more abstract concept, such as a description of an
event reflecting certain beliefs, worldviews, or values. While this separation may have some
form of basic English language analysis, identifying where one meaning unit differs from
another, the core analysis is more abstract, and related to latent concepts.
The approach to meaning units and coding in this design is primarily informed by theory,
also reflected in the proposed model, and interested in use of the codes later in the analysis,
meaning that two similar units may be coded with an added common term (e.g., genderexpected-family, gender-true-hidden). Importantly, even while much of the basis for analysis is
rooted in theory, the process is fully open to whatever comes up during data collection. This
means that even if one participant alone may share one point that seems extremely significant,
this point will be reflected in analysis. This also means that I must exhaustively review the raw
data for what it is, associating certain parts of the data with certain codes, but within the code,
add hooks, or meta-data, to what I anticipate as potentially useful in the next stage. So if a
participant, for example, shares experiences of family, the code may include the term family, but
also, if applicable, may include need, belonging, external, acceptance-social, acceptance-self,
financial, culture, and other hooks. A similar coding structure, not as well informed, is the use of
hashtags on the Internet (see Hashtag, 2020), to associate its content with any kind of meaning,
or other content. With this structure, a same piece of data can have more than one hook, and
promote greater openness for next stages of analysis where codes are further associated with
other codes and theory.
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The next steps, following Saldaña (2011), are essentially a further sequence of data
associations following the same theory informed principles behind coding. Again, similar to a
taxonomy, coded data is then linked and grouped into categories of codes, and categories of
codes into concepts, in an exhaustive, iterative manner. Once concepts are revealed, a final,
visual, concept mapping process is introduced, in which the relationship between concepts is
visually displayed in a web-like design, serving as a tool for the final stages of analysis and
deeper understanding of phenomena (see Wilson et al., 2016; Novak, 2021). Concept maps are
then created for each participant, and also an overarching, final concept map.
Finally, I produce a parallel between the analysis and the proposed expanded model
(figure 3). This final process is essentially visual, a second concept map, produced from the
discussion between theory, all prior knowledge, researcher biases, and the evidence collected and
analyzed in this study. Participants are then invited to review and discuss the result of this
process, as explained in section 3.3.2 of this chapter. This procedure, as shown by Bendixen
(2019), can unearth additional information, bring participants closer to the study, and promote
deeper understanding of analyzed phenomena.
A final, conclusive set of themes (code > category > concept > theme) and propositions
is then established, discussing the entirety of the study, and a possible unified view of phenomena
revealed.
Technically, analysis is performed using the software Atlas.ti (see Atlas.ti, 2021),
previously used by myself in unpublished qualitative research pilot projects, fully under control
of my technical capabilities, and extremely resourceful, covering all the needs of this design.
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3.6 Final Considerations: To be Trustworthy & Feasible
Qualitative research, when it comes to being or not trustworthy, is notoriously and maybe
justifiably victim of scrutiny over certain core aspects of its methods (see Charmaz, 2004).
Summarizing these aspects, Charmaz essentially creates a parallel between very practical aspects
of the research (e.g., interviews), with their philosophical foundations and goals (e.g., to reveal
an insider view), pointing out fallacies (e.g., the researcher can never truly be the insider), and
therefore highlighting researcher responsibilities to think through such aspects, which will
always include, and rely heavily, on the researcher themself. Notably, Charmaz points out, the
research will also be filtered by institutional review, which is a process accused of having biased
assumptions and political goals above the scientific, becoming another point of researcher
responsibility.
Within such context, a qualitative researcher can either transform into an infallible
superhero, becoming a better detective than Sherlock Holmes and Hercule Poirot put together
(see Detective, 2021), with more than a tad of telepathic abilities borrowed from Professor-X and
Jean Grey (see Professor X, 2021), or instead rely on a carefully planned research design, a welldisciplined and organized personal process, and relentless honesty and openness to every stage of
the design, including clarity and transparency on the final report. It is, therefore, as pointed out
by Pyett (2003), the responsibility of the researcher to generate the highest possible level of
confidence and trustworthiness in the research. Marshall & Rossman (2011, P. 41) center the
many points historically related to credibility and validation of qualitative research under one
umbrella of trustworthiness, explaining that postmodern thought, by its “questioning of the
regulatory demand,” has challenged the need for excruciating specificity in criteria, offering
instead a somewhat more open, and heavily debated, playfield. The need for trustworthiness,
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including all and any criteria that can be related to it (e.g., validity, transferability, reliability,
credibility, dependability, confirmability...), remains now, perhaps more than ever, the
responsibility of the researcher to demonstrate.
This design addresses such aspects by offering the following components, previously
reviewed in this and previous chapters of this document: 1. Soundness of theory by Dweck
(2017); 2. Prudence in the choice of method, acknowledging lack of previous research and an
initial need for subjective data; 3. Clarity over potential biases through disclosure of researcher
experience and prior knowledge; 4. Strong rationale behind participant selection and data
collection procedures; 5. Multiple sources of data, permitting triangulation; 6. Thorough
process of analysis including iterative meta-analytic components and participant review, or
member-checks; 7. Visual tools in the form of a model and concept maps, aimed at enhancing
clarity of propositions and understanding of analyses, perhaps serving also as pillars for
transferability; 8. Feasible, both financially and timewise, at the expense and discretion of the
researcher; 9. Significant personal commitment of the researcher, technically qualified, and in a
position to generate rapport and give confidence to participants during data collection.
In conclusion, this research design offers to significantly add to theory and knowledge of
self-coherence as a master sensor of needs, and perhaps of other functions of human behavior.
Such line of research is aimed also at the practical relevance towards future potential
interventional improvement of the human experience. Through a carefully planned and sound
mechanism, put in practice by a technically qualified and open-minded researcher, this project
offered all the necessary components to be successfully completed. With promising outcomes, it
was of the interest of reviewers to support.
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Chapter 4. Results
In this chapter I present the results of this study. I start with descriptions of data
collection and the raw data collected, participant demographics, and methodological aspects of
the data collection. I then move to describe and present analytical processes and results within
the phenomenological approach, meaning I do not discuss yet the a priori model and theories in
depth, leaving that discussion for chapter 5. I also describe the use of technologies in every stage
of data collection and analysis, which is an aspect that will very likely be beneficial to inform
and assist other researchers in their projects, and perhaps encourage the use of qualitative
components in research designs despite eventual tight deadlines and budgets.
At the end of this chapter I also begin a discussion around my journey as the researcher,
which also continues into chapter 5. I address and discuss my participation and growth during
data collection and analysis, as a form of highlighting potential biases, advantages and
limitations, positionality effects, and ultimately how in this study an in-depth qualitative
approach had the potential to empower and propel a researcher into a path of meaningful
investigation. Meaningful, hopefully, to advancements in theory and practices in education and
psychology, but perhaps most importantly, to the potential impact to society, supporting of the
communities of respondents who participate, and the deep conceptual changing discussions of
our times. In the year 2021, these circle around areas of gender, race, epistemology, and the
questioning of science itself, of its methods, of its white inheritance, of its potential arrogance
over the non-academic, its failure to communicate certainty as it becomes seen as a belief, and of
its distance from the objects of study, its separation from the realness of the world, perhaps
justified by a need for reduction, or derived from an inherited reduced point of departure. This
discussion continues, deeper, in chapter 5.
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4.1 Data Collection and Participant Demographics
Following the plan in chapter 3 (see Table 3), 24 participants yielded 45 hours of in-depth
interviews. Table 5 describes participant demographics and data collected per participant.
Table 5
Participant Demographics & Data Collected
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4.1.1 In-Depth Interview Strategies
Interviews successfully followed the plan laid out in chapter 3. Going from broad starting
points to specific targets, I searched for events and aspects meaningful to respondents, and that
would likely involve questioning of self-concepts and potential influence or even reframing of
what could be their self-coherence. Importantly, specific questions were also not too direct,
avoiding biasing responses. Table 6 illustrates examples of questions triggering responses.
Table 6
Interview Questions Triggering Responses
Context

Question

Response

Trigger Analysis

Phoenix 1st
question,
opening the
interview

April-1: I just
really love your
hair right now….
April-2: When
are you a lion or
a lioness? Or how
does that work?

Phoenix-1: I'm looking like a lion. I’m a lion king.
Phoenix-2: I love that question. I'll say this, this is something
that I felt like, it took me a long time to come to reality and
understanding with... I was really battling with myself when it
came to gender identity, because I kept feeling like, Oh, well,
I don't fit this all the way. And I don't fit this all the way. And
it was the root of my depression, I was going through an
insane amount of depression because of it.

A comment reveals a
trigger point. I follow the
trigger in search for
points of contrast, selfreflection, that could
reveal aspects of selfcoherence

Crystal 1st
question,
after a
casual chat
mention of
selfdiscovery

April-1: At which
point in your life,
you sort of started
this selfdiscovery? How
was it?
April-2: How did
you figure that
out? Like, okay, I
need time, and it's
okay to take
time...

Crystal-1: I think it started very early for me, but it had
different stages and phases (...) but also, what I learned a lot
on the way and especially in the last year is that I'm also a
person who really needs a lot of time for herself to always re
adjust, recalibrate, find my way and my peace.
Crystal-2: I got into yoga (...) proper yoga holidays, where I
spent a lot of time doing it. It really got so deep into
connection with my body. And I think that was one holiday
five years ago, something where I really realized wow, I'm
lying here, totally relaxed, and in my head, it's just calm and
empty. And I remember this moment, and since then, I never
had the struggle anymore.

After briefly mentioning
self-discovery during
introductions, I picked on
that trigger to start, then
developed a more
specific question going
further into core aspects
of the respondent’s life
experience. Aspects that
may reveal elements of
self-coherence.

Daphne 1st question

April-1: What are
your thoughts on
gender? what
would come to
your mind?
April-2: How you
actually came to
that idea that “it's
hard for me to
know exactly
where this is
going?”

Daphne-1: Um, I don't know, the thing I could say is, you
know, when I started this journey, I had no clue what it was
(...) I have no clue what it is yet. I'm still learning.
Daphne-2: okay.... So, let me just go back a little bit towards
the beginning. So I was born in the 1950s. So I grew up
during the time when, you know, there were no options. You
know, they were doing electroshock and, you know, horrible
things to people (...) it wasn't until I started like, like I said,
57, three years ago that I decided to go in this direction. And
I didn't even know where I was going. It was completely
blind. And so one thing that part of the journey has taught me
is that I had no clue where three years was going to take me.
And so the next three years, who knows? I have no clue. I just
keep my eyes open by the options, open and just loving it.

A broad question on
gender triggered the
respondent to a personal
response. I follow that
personal direction and
the respondent leads the
conversation into deeper
fears and historical
narratives, maybe
establishing that
openness can perhaps be
a significant part of her
current composition of
self-coherence.
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This interview strategy, planned in chapter 3 and illustrated in Table 6, yielded extremely
deep conversations, touching upon extremely painful points such as death of loved ones, loss,
regret, self-denial, self-blame, and how things may still come together in face of those emotions
and experiences.
The negative aspects, however significant, were not the majority of the points revealed
and focused upon during interviews. Because self-coherence is the pursuit of well-being (Dweck,
2017), and remembering the question of why are we healthy? by Antonovsky (1979; 1996), I
also focused on that with my questions. In other words, I asked broadly about “how do you face
challenges or react to bad things? how do you bounce back?” Then I let participants speak of
their experiences, maybe their suffering, and when they were happy with that part of their
response, I would pick on whatever positive may have come from the conflict, like detecting and
overcoming challenges, or perhaps recalibrating their self-coherence. Table 7 illustrates this.
Table 7
Question Focus on Pursuit of Well Being
Context

Question

Response

Focus Analysis

Sonia among
last
questions
of
interview,
picking on
a few
struggle
points
previously
mentioned.

April-1: how
has your
relationship
been with
things that
brought you
really down?
how was that
sort of like
bounce down
and then up
again?
April-2: You
certainly
needed him to
where you did
not even know
that gate was
there?

Sonia-1: (M1) the first time I really got depressed (...) I was with this
girl for five years (...) we were living in Texas at the time. And she said,
Can we move back out west? And I said, Yeah, let's move back out west
and try to rebuild something (...) she gets a job out there in Southern
California. I had to finish up a job (...) I’ll be there in three weeks. (...) I
get to my new apartment in Dana Point, California, it is beautiful. And to
this day, I still remember like, she opened, I walk into the foyer, and she
has a laundry basket because she just finished, you know, laundry, and
she goes, Yeah, I'm not in love with you anymore. And you're sleeping on
the couch.... (...) it shook me to the core (...) I was depressed for a good
couple of years. I mean, I went through a rant where I despised women. I
thought they were evil. You know, don't even talk to me kind of shit. (M2)
it also made me learn. You know, what did I do wrong? Because there
was something that I did. I'll be honest, I was a pretty shitty boyfriend
fiancé. (...) even though I'm nearly 47 years old. It's kind of I'm going
through like a real reevaluation of my life. I'm like, you know, yeah, you
were doing all these things for golf, that are great for golf, but you can
apply to your personal life. (M3) I had a lesson with my golf coach (...)
He goes, your mental process sucks. just flat-out sucks (...) that opened
the floodgates to where I'm at today (good place).
Sonia-2: Oh the gate was always there. And it's kind of an odd thing to
say I knew it was there (...) I had fear of what was on the other side.

Moment 1 (M1):
participant goes
into a story of deep
suffering.
Moment 2 (M2):
self-reflection,
learning and selfblame.
Moment 3 (M3):
Bridge to present
time and facing the
challenge.
I then question that
point, and don’t go
back to suffering. I
focus on detecting
problems and
facing them. I look
for what can reveal
the recalibration of
self-coherence.
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During interviews I also was open for participants to ask me all the questions they had in
mind, even about me personally, my life experience, and such reverse-interview type activity.
This yielded many instances of myself revealing my life, and through that, participants and I
reached very personal levels of exchange, in which they spoke of hidden desires for sexual
exploration, intentions to quit their job, points of self-blame, and such. I was careful not to bias
the study by moving such conversations beyond the initial 60 minutes of interviews, or only after
they had established their views and experiences around a certain point. Table 8 illustrates this.
Table 8
Reverse-Interview Type Activity
Context

Question

Response

Dynamic Analysis

This
dynamic
started at
125
minutes of
interview

Lara-1: Is it hard? I always wondered, obviously,
it's easy to be straight. There's plenty of people out
there that are straight and like to be gay, there's a
pretty good community of gay people as well. Um,
but is it hard to find somebody that's okay with the
way you are? And find somebody that's like
attracted to you that way. Is it hard?
Lara-2: you tell them ahead of time, or, like, you
know, how is that because you're kind of like, kind
of taking a leap of faith, right?
Lara-3: I think it's funny that you say that, because
those types of conversations come up a lot in the
Navy. I asked a group of guys one time, “if you
could physically suck your own dick? would you do
it?” people were like, “oh, that's gay” or whatever,
and others like “I would suck my own dick if I
could.” But it's just funny, cuz I hear both of those
answers here in the Navy. (...) my boyfriend being
like, homophobic, he wasn't okay with any of that
stuff at all. Then he met this guy who was gay, he
didn't know because he was secret about it. They
were friends. And he really liked him. And then by
the time he came out to my ex, you know, they had
this love for each other that now he had to be okay
with it (...) (M3) everybody's got their limits for us,
right? (...) I've only had the type of relationships
where it's like, great, I'm yours, you're mine type of
deal. But now I'm kind of getting into the
vulnerable, on being more detached from a person
(...) it's kind of unrealistic to say that, like, you're
gonna meet one person, that's it forever. You have
something to gain from, like, all types of
relationships. So to limit yourself to one
relationship kind of sucks.

April-1: Yeah, it's hard.
And it's, it's weird,
because…
April-2: (M1) Yeah, in my
case, I always assume that
it's very easy for people to
notice...
(M2) (story/case...) it's
working for them, they
ended up focusing on that
idea of breaking concepts,
like, let's just get rid
of “this is gay,” and, just
by working on that, the
husband disconnected from
the fear of being gay (and
improved sexually).

Moment 1 (M1):
I answer the
participant’s question
and share a bit of myself.
Moment 2 (M2):
I share a story with a
case related to the
question by the
participant, which elicits
their memories.
Moment 3 (M3): They
open the conversation for
their sharing of their
personal experiences at a
deeper level, revealing
aspects that can
potentially relate to their
composition of selfcoherence, or to their
pursuit of well-being. In
this case maybe opening
up for new types of
romantic/sexual
experiences.
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4.1.2 Recording, Transcriptions & Data Collection Technologies
Data was recorded using Webex (2021), and a second backup channel recording by a
microphone capturing the sound from the computer speakers and saving into Logic Pro (2021).
The audio was then imported to Otter.ai (2021) which automatically generates the text
transcription using artificial intelligence technology. The program also differentiates the voices
in the recordings even beyond an individual recording. This means that when I uploaded 24
recordings, and identified my voice inside one of them, Otter.ai automatically identified my
voice on every one of the 24 recordings. This also means that when I imported the 10 member
check audio recordings later, Otter.ai recognized both my voice and the voice of the participants,
because I had already told the Otter.ai artificial intelligence who the participants were in the first
round of recordings. This type of technology can be also very useful for group recordings, in
focus groups, classrooms, or other environments.
Transcription was then verified and corrected within Otter.ai. As the audio is played
overseeing the transcription, the program highlights the text word-by-word, in synchrony with
the audio, making it easy to catch mistakes and adjust the transcription.
The final transcription was then exported from Otter.ai and imported into Atlas.ti for
analysis.
4.2. Data Analysis
Once imported into Atlas.ti, transcripts were separated into 24 individual projects, and
then merged at the very end for final analysis. The separation was necessary so that the concept
mapping process would have independence per participant in terms of code relations and links.
With independence between participants, I dove into an extremely immersive process of
coding 24 transcripts and creating 24 individual concept maps. As further explained later in this
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chapter, this process has changed me as a researcher. As I was invited into the lives of these 24
people, I became aware of the weight of my responsibility, and most importantly, of the realness
behind every single one of the over 700 codes that I created from 45 hours of audio recordings. I
became highly aware that scientific reduction can easily take our perception away from such
realness, and set us on a path in which we ignore the deeper significance of the concepts, both
regarding the emotional impact they have on people's lives, and the fact that people may not
operationalize such concepts in the same way they are configured within a scientific framework.
This awareness is now a foundational pillar within my personal core as a researcher, and also
guides me towards producing research with some utility to participants.
4.2.1 Iterative Code Creation: Keeping Data Actionable from the Start
Following the plan set in chapter 3, I carefully approached the coding of transcripts. I
used a highly iterative process, in which I would go back and forth within and between
participant transcripts to review and update code details when necessary, including different
aspects of coding, such as the analysis of meaning units, and the amount of text I would include
into one quotation being coded.
It was often the case that going through one transcript I would find that a certain code
could have a slightly broader range (e.g. “acceptance of condition or context”), or could be
reworded (e.g. adding a question mark to “unconscious processes (?)”), or merged (e.g. selfimage + self-presentation). Because I was running 24 separate projects, I would manually update
the codes in each previous project before moving to the next transcript, since when I copied the
current project to start on a new participant the codes would be updated from that current source.
This was not an issue because I embraced the iterativity, and would be open to finding something
new or questioning my previous take on a text each time I revisited it.
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Regarding the amount of text quoted per code, I found myself in many cases quoting
large passages at once, purposefully selecting more than one meaning unit in the name of
practicality, speed and overall feasibility. I found that larger quotes (still within the same
response to one question) would still contain all of the codes related to all the passages within
them, but during the concept mapping process later would be more productive for quickly giving
me context around the codes. Also, because the project is run within Atlas.ti, I could click on a
code and immediately open the quotation, and then copy and paste a selection from within that
bigger passage to share in another medium, such as this document. I found that this was
incredibly faster than trying to predict which selections I would use at a later stage, and gave me
space to immerse myself in the relation between meaning units and what participants were
communicating at a higher level. As illustrated in Table 7 and Table 8, more than one moment
can happen within the response to one question. Selecting those moments separately at the early
stages of quoting would be highly unproductive.
Finally, perhaps the main aspect that I had in mind during coding was the qualification of
codes. Immersed, with the 24 stories becoming part of a constant reflection throughout many
moments of my days and even my dreams, patterns and similarities would be revealed in a type
of ruminative incubation, and I would question if a certain concept was really just that? or if it
could be better qualified? Through this qualification I unlocked the action, intention, purpose,
meaning, flair, or any other additional aspect that a concept should have based on the
participant’s experience.
For example, I used normativity as a code to reflect the collective push by society, with
its systems, culture, propaganda, etc., into an idea of normal, often mistaken with what is
accepted or not, allowed or not. But participants expressed specific ways in which that affected
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their experience, so normativity gained a few qualifications that were coded separately, such as
normativity as conflicting, as damaging, as deceiving, as goal, as suspicious, as unnatural. This
qualification gave movement to the codes, or in other words, gave them an actionable
component. During analysis, if one reads normativity as deceiving, one is immediately prompted
to think of how it can be deceiving, and of some form of suffering of the victims of such deceit,
which is precisely the case in Debbie’s passage:
“But I still had the old framework, I mean, I was getting relief. And I was getting some
principles, some guiding principles. But I was still kind of in the cause and effect. And
when my marriage and my job, and even before then I sensed something was not quite
right, because seven years sober, I remember driving home pulling into my subdivision,
which I never thought I would have a beautiful house that I did, and the dog and the pool
and two cars and the wife, and... but I was... something was wrong. I mean, I'm like, I
took all outward appearances, I should be happy. But inside I wasn't.” (Debbie).
That passage by Debbie also received additional codes: normativity as damaging,
normativity as goal, self-standards and limits, true x expected takeover, emotion as evidence,
emotional truth, true self as happiness need, social comparison, external validation,
contradiction, biochemical effects, and self-discovery.
This illustrates well the process of coding throughout this study. I chose to not be so
reductive that I would miss nuances of passages. I wanted to capture the nuances with the codes,
so that even with the reductions into categories and themes I would always have an environment
that I could come back to and be reminded of how much was really happening within the
passages. Table 9 displays the top 50 codes by number of uses. Even though frequency does not
necessarily translate to significance, Table 9 does give a good overview of significant codes.
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Table 9
Top 50 Codes by Number of Times Used
Theme
@ID
@KNOW
@ID
@EXT

Code Name
(ID) Identity building
(L-K) construction of knowledge
(ID) identity
(S) family

(# uses)
168
138
121
121

(# links)
154
114
112
105

@EXT
@SUPP
@INT
@DIS
@KNOW
@INT

Theme
@DIS
@ID
@KNOW
@INT

(A) social-acceptance

118

61

@EXT

(CTRL) support mechanism
(SELF) self-discovery
(EM) emotional distress
(AG) knowledge seek
(C) self-change

116
109
108
94
88

81
97
109
70
76

@SUPP
@DIS
@ID
@SUPP
@SUPP

@EXT

(S) community

77

93

@KNOW

@EXT
@ID

(S) social-comparison
(S-P) developmental

77
76

74
92

@KNOW
@INT

@KNOW

(T) problem solving

75

15

@DIS

@EXT
@INT
@DIS
@DIS
@INT

Code Name
(S) social discrimination
(ID) self-image & presentation
(M) takes time
(EM) emotion as guide
(EPT) fulfilling external
expectations
(M-P) meaning
(DIR) counter-productive
(A) openness
(SELF) self-affirmation
(D) detached - as solution
(L-K) judging or observing
others
(MEM) memory as evidence
(SELF) true-self
(BMEI) internalization of the
issue
(L-P) life planning
(GDR) coming out
(G) truth seek
(GDR) suppression gender
(V) values as guide

(# uses)
55
55
53
51

(# links)
52
71
37
45

50

71

49
49
49
48
48

77
41
50
73
48

48

57

47
46

46
63

45

46

(VLD) external validation
74
120
@EXT
45
86
(VLD) internal validation
71
125
@EXT
45
61
(EM) fear
71
54
@KNOW
44
47
(SELF) self-questioning
69
112
@DIS
43
43
(DIR) productive
67
64
@ID
40
37
(T) analytical and/or strategic
@KNOW
66
55
@KNOW
(N) rules / constraints
40
37
thinking
@INT
(A) self-acceptance
62
60
@SUPP
(IN) location city influence
39
64
@EXT
(S) social dynamics / flow
61
9
@ID
(M) fulfillment by helping others
38
53
@INT
(EM) emotional re-discovery
59
76
@INT
(SELF) self-reflection
37
68
@KNOW
(E) facing problems
58
50
@SUPP
(SELF) self-worth
36
48
@EXT
(NORM) hiding for normativity
56
53
@SUPP
(A) society come to terms with
36
45
Theme Legend - 6 themes: @INT - Internal Validation; @EXT - External Validation; @ID - Identity;
@KNOW - Construction of Knowledge; @SUPP - Support Mechanism; @DIS - Distress
Category Legend - 42 categories (A-Z): (A) - acceptance; (ACT) - activity; (AG) - agency; (ART) - artifact; (ATTCH) - attachment; (AV) avoidance; (B) - body; (BMEI) - body, mind & emotion interplay; (C) - change; (CTRL) - control; (D) - detachment; (DIR) - direction; (E) event; (EM) - emotion, emotional need or response; (EPT) - expectations; (EX) - experience; (G) - goal; (GDR) - gender; (I) - information; (ID)
- identity; (IN) - influence; (L-K) - learning & knowledge construction; (L-P) - life planning; (M-P) - meaning & purpose; (M) - measurement;
(MEM) - memory; (N) - negotiation; (NORM) - normativity; (P-S) - pseudo science; (PRO) - professional; (R) - relationships; (S-P) - stage or
period; (S) - social (acceptance, recognition,...); (SELF) - self concepts & effects; (SEX) - sex; (SPC) - space to…; (SUP) - suppression; (T) thinking / thought process; (TR) - traits; (TRST) - trust; (V) - values; (VLD) - validation

Appendix 3 displays a list of all codes alphabetically, including categories and themes,
noting that categories and themes had a different approach or rationale compared to coding.
After codes were created for all transcripts, I returned to the first project to begin the concept
mapping of the 24 transcripts.
4.2.2 Concept Mapping Codes: Revealing Associations and Foundations of Themes
It is safe to report that through the process of concept mapping the deeper understanding
of patterns behind and between the data shared by respondents was gained. Bendixen (2019)
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mentions researchers going through an expansion of the understanding of the meaning of
concepts through the work with concept mapping, and that is also certainly the case in this study.
Within the visual tool of Atlas.ti, I could lay out concepts over a black computer screen
and draw digital lines from one concept to another, connecting both concepts as either an
association, being part of another, cause of another, or causing a loop between them. This
exercise, as simple as it may seem, really made me question my decisions of connecting certain
concepts and prompted me to go back to the same parts of transcripts several times. As
exhausting as this may seem, I found it extremely immersive and profitable to my productivity,
because the understanding that I gained during this stage warped me through the creation of
categories and themes. I would also create new concepts and delete concepts during the concept
mapping stage, refining the analysis.
One underlying point that later came to be placed at the core of self-coherence, but is also
an integral part of concept mapping, is movement. The concept map is never static. As our eyes
follow the connections between concepts our mind wanders into the movement of the
connections. Are they linear? Bi-directional? Caused or starting from a certain spot on the map?
As concepts are grouped together we may think of flocks of birds, or schools of fish, or swarms
of insects following each other or chasing something. And what is that something? What are they
following? Are they even a group? This was the movement of my process.
As I moved from one concept map to the next, I found myself understanding this
movement and placing concepts either closer or further from each other in a consistent manner
across participants. Towards the end I found myself placing the concepts which later became the
themes around the edges of the map, as if projecting their influence into the map, or reflecting
the influence of their group of associated concepts. I observed that these main concepts were
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aggregating many other concepts, and I wished at first to give them space on the map, which also
gave them space in my mind, in my immersed rumination, into seeing that they were fitting as
themes. Figure 10 illustrates one concept map, of Paula, the 16th of 24, and the concepts which
later became themes positioned around the edges of the map.
Figure 10
Themes Arising from the Participant Concept Maps

4.2.2.1 Intervention-Type Effects of Concept Maps in Member Checks: Concept
maps were displayed to participants during member checks, and were not only confirmed by
participants but also generated intervention-type effects when participants stopped, stared at the
map, and reflected about the experiences, stories, moments and personal views that they had
shared during the interview. Flora mentioned that,
“It's great to look at, I am gonna look deeper into this because it just brought
back memories of our conversation and memories of my journey. And like seeing all these
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things, I find it, it's triggering, and not in a bad way, just triggering in general, so I will
take some time just to sort of meditate on all the things here.” (Flora)
This potential of concept mapping self-coherence as a non-pathology focused
intervention is further discussed in chapter 5.
Appendix 4 displays all participant concept maps including a view of the themes per
participant.
4.2.3 Categories & Themes: Capturing the Essence of the Experience of Self-Coherence
The essence is distilled. It is filtered, cleansed, purified. Finding an essence is as much
about finding your way to it, as it is identifying what the essence is not.
4.2.3.1 Categories by Elimination: The process of elimination also lends itself to the
avoidance of bias. As I eliminate options I question myself, and as the process continues I
continue questioning to detect if those eliminated options become needed again under any
rationale. I confront my own reasoning, even discarding my research entirely in the face of
bigger problems to gain a different perspective (e.g., who cares about this when there is poverty,
hunger, violence, discrimination, disease, X?), and then return to the work with a better grasp of
my responsibilities and of the significance of the data to the participants, and therefore to us all.
An example of this process happened when choosing agency as a category. A set of
concepts seemed at first to be pointing to motivation. Concepts such as knowledge seek, just do
it, determination, take initiative, dedication. However, as I continued questioning I kept going
back to asking “but what is beyond motivation?” I began to see motivation as an intermediary
and not the end game, or the essence. I searched within the data for something that would be
more significant, deeper, and perhaps more impactful towards the pursuit of well-being. And that
was not the mechanism that generated motivational energy, but the belief, confidence, perception
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or experience one had in oneself as the actor, as the one who can take initiative, and perform
changes to themselves and their environment. Self-agency was one of the codes that came up,
and by elimination (of motivation in this case), agency remained as the category.
Agency truly speaks to self-coherence, because it may highly alter the course of
someone’s pursuit of well-being. During many passages of interviews, participants mentioned
regret for not doing certain things sooner, and also a pressure by society towards an oppressive
side of normativity, full of suppression of emotions, of sexuality and of the true self. Their way
out from that pressure into a point in which they would feel closer to their true selves, or their
truly happy life, was through a strengthening of their self-agency.
To that, Sabrina mentions,
“At the end of the day, you have to generate your own happiness because if you're
not getting what you need, and you're not getting that support, then that's gonna make
you feel sad. Your goal in life is to be happy. So I'm not going to stay here and remain
here and stand in their face, and say, please accept me, please accept me. I'm just going
to do my own route. I'm going to go my own way. And that's what I've done.” (Sabrina)
And Lola mentions,
“And then we're sitting on the pudding, right? Because there are pampered
people, right? People, they're sitting... here in Portuguese we say, ah, you want softness,
you go sit on a pudding. You’re sitting on a pudding, that means your life is going super
well and nothing goes wrong in your life. And then I have my bottom. And this is the
moment I realized, okay, life is a pudding, and you are supposed to eat the pudding, not
sit on it… We're put the other way. You're not supposed to sit on the pudding. It's not
going to do anything for you if you sit on it, you need to come down and eat it.” (Lola)
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And Thomas summarizes and concludes that, “you can only fill a hole from the inside.”
Categories also went beyond the obvious. Continuing with agency as the example, Table
10 displays the codes within the agency category. Certain concepts added within that category
may require a brief moment of reflection by the reader to grasp how it belongs to agency.
Table 10
Agency Category Codelist
Theme
@KNOW
@SUPP
@SUPP
@KNOW
@SUPP
@ID
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@INT
@EXT
@SUPP
@DIS
@SUPP
@KNOW
@SUPP
@INT
@INT
@KNOW

Name
(AG) knowledge seek
(AG) confidence
(AG) flow / living in the moment
(AG) trial and error
(AG) determination
(AG) activity oriented / generator
(AG) focus on positive
(AG) just do it
(AG) self-agency
(AG) embrace journey to goal
(AG) power-less-ness
(AG) self can change environment
(AG) loss of interest
(AG) self-promote self-change
(AG) first steps to solution
(AG) true self as empowering
(AG) true x expected - takeover
(AG) intrinsic motivation
(AG) perseverance as effective

(# uses)
94
30
24
20
17
16
16
16
16
15
15
14
13
13
10
9
9
8
7

(# links)
70
22
36
28
9
19
15
15
43
31
19
27
28
24
14
21
27
20
11

Theme
@SUPP
@KNOW
@ID
@KNOW
@ID
@SUPP
@EXT
@KNOW
@SUPP
@SUPP
@DIS
@SUPP
@EXT
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@ID
@SUPP

Name
(AG) attitude as solution
(AG) multiple approaches
(AG) independent or entrepreneurial
(AG) opportunity - catch/see
(AG) protest against context
(AG) take initiative
(AG) extrinsic motivation as effective
(AG) opportunity missed
(AG) de-victimize self
(AG) mobility
(AG) unprepared
(AG) dedication
(AG) extrinsically motivated
(AG) minimum effort to achieve goal
(AG) question free will
(AG) true-self as a choice
(AG) unapologetic
(AG) walk the talk

(# uses)
6
6
5
5
4
4
3
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

(# links)
17
13
18
0
11
16
8
5
4
4
3
3
2
4
14
4
3
2

The categories, only as a final note to this section, are aimed at the understanding of selfcoherence specifically. The analysis is informed by a priori knowledge and is purposeful. Hence,
the reader must also maintain the goal in mind, which is the understanding of the experience of
self-coherence, or the experience of the pursuit of well-being under the framework initially
presented, and expanded in chapter 5.
Measurement as a category, for example, became interesting to me and gained that status
in the analysis because what may seem as a simple or natural act of measuring aspects of our
lives may very well be at the core of problematic situations or solutions. What do people
measure? How do they measure their lives? Why? With what consequences? In this study
measurement influences all themes through emotions, expectations, and values.
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Harold, for example, found himself out of options and that led him to unethical decisions.
Dissatisfied with Brazil’s government, afraid, incapable of complying with all the governmental
requirements and overinflated taxes, he adapted his life and accepted a contradiction of his
values. People’s relationship with the political sphere seems to influence their self-coherence
mainly through their values, which connect to a deeper sense of meaning and self-worth.
“...if everybody paid their taxes, we wouldn't be in this shit that we are, you know
(...) informal you earn more, because you don't pay your taxes. But I pay my taxes. But I
pay my taxes from Airbnb... that I have that house that I do. (...) Right now, in my cooking
business. I'm doing informal. I don't want to go back to being formal. Because when
you're formal, you're the one shit, because the state gets everything and you pay, like,
light and water, your employees, and everything and for you doesn't come shit, you know,
so…” (Harold)
Table 11 shows all categories alphabetically with themes.
Table 11
All 42 Categories (A to Z) with Themes
Categories
(A) - acceptance
(ACT) - activity
(AG) - agency
(ART) - artifact
(ATTCH) - attachment
(AV) - avoidance
(B) - body
(BMEI) - body, mind & emotion interplay
(C) - change
(CTRL) - control
(D) - detachment
(DIR) - direction
(E) - event
(EM) - emotion, emotional need or response
(EPT) - expectations
(EX) - experience
(G) - goal
(GDR) - gender
(I) - information
(ID) - identity
(IN) - influence

uses
302
14
411
53
3
51
64
194
337
289
118
117
68
593
254
214
504
278
38
547
124

links
309
36
618
106
7
88
72
301
564
375
166
109
103
808
485
406
900
563
85
816
206

Theme
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@EXT
@SUPP
@INT
@INT
@INT
@SUPP
@SUPP
@INT
@KNOW
@INT
@KNOW
@KNOW
@INT
@ID
@KNOW
@ID
@KNOW

Categories
(L-K) - learning & knowledge construction
(L-P) - life planning
(M-P) - meaning & purpose
(M) - measurement
(MEM) - memory
(N) - negotiation
(NORM) - normativity
(P-S) - pseudo science
(PRO) - professional
(R) - relationships
(S-P) - stage or period
(S) - social (acceptance, recognition...)
(SELF) - self concepts & effects
(SEX) - sex
(SPC) - space to...
(SUP) - suppression
(T) - thinking / thought process
(TR) - traits
(TRST) - trust
(V) - values
(VLD) - validation
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uses
491
110
99
345
117
215
123
37
166
303
154
613
648
90
60
43
275
21
34
214
163

links
690
232
169
523
171
389
215
42
262
541
215
762
972
120
117
83
338
50
66
369
301

Theme
@KNOW
@EXT
@SUPP
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@EXT
@KNOW
@EXT
@EXT
@KNOW
@EXT
@INT
@INT
@SUPP
@DIS
@KNOW
@ID
@SUPP
@ID
@INT

4.2.3.2 Causal Relations According to Participants: To conclude the report on
categories, I share a brief account of causal relations mentioned by participants. Table 12
displays selected causal cases, and Appendix 5 displays a full list of causal relations.
Table 12
Selected Causal Relations
Causal Relations

Quote

Social Discrimination
>> Social Affirmation

“I still have certain things you just don't do. You don't, you know, the weak, you don't
pick on the weak, you know, you don't take somebody else's rights away, you don't do
certain things, and I will fight for that. And part of that, I think is also the German thing
of knowing what we were capable of doing in the Holocaust and studying that to
AND
understand it. And that if the strong people who have a voice, like myself, I think I am
strong in that way that I don't have a problem speaking up. If we don't speak up, then it
Avoidance or
Neglecting as Negative will go far enough to where enough of the sheep are going to join them. And by the time
everybody really figures out what is going on, we're going to be in another situation like
or Damaging
>> Do the Right Thing that. And I'm never going to be a helper in that kind of situation. I'm never going to be
accused of that.” (Thomas)
External Validation
>> Internalization of
the issue

“It's been almost 6 years of coming out, first you try to address the fact that you are
going to identify completely different from what friends and family identify you as, and
there is a certain amount of, there's a lot of risk involved in those relationships (...) and
you internalize things at first (...) I had to deal with accepting that the rejection was
extremely typical, ...my family at first completely rejected me.... My Mother, to this day,
AND
has not and does not talk to me and does not plan to... to go through those emotions of
Society Come to Terms rejection... a strong person like my wife behind me, encouraging me, and saying in the
end it's their loss, you are living your life the way you want..., . and if you don't have
With
meaning in their lives, it's their loss..., because I am basically the same person that I was
>> Internalization
Break, Revert or Pause 6 years ago. But probably they are even gonna like me better, because I am a softer
person, I am a more.. kinder person…” (Lilly)
Self Can Change
Environment
>> Social Circle
Change Positive
AND
>> Space to Learn

“Sometimes I have to talk myself out because it's still scary. It feels scary to raise my
hand when I don't. I feel like everybody knows about me. But you know, I kind of have to
embrace this, this, I'm not here to impress anyone, I'm not here to be perfect. I'm here to
learn. And, and it's, I guess, that goes back to the authenticity thing. This is authentically
who I am. And so, you know, I'm gonna put it out there just because I do want to learn,
and I want to experience and I know, I'm not the only one that feels this way. So if I can
make an environment comfortable for that, then I feel like I've done everybody a favor. I
don't care who you are, if you feel comfortable going. You know what I mean? And other
people will be like, Yeah, I don't get it either.” (Odara)

Note: the symbol >> indicates cause

A relevant point to observe in these causal (and other) relations in this study, is how these
connect to a deeper sense of self and the pursuit of well-being. Thomas “will never be accused of
that.” Lilly “is a kinder person.” And Odara “is authentically who she is.” This is why selfcoherence matters, because it shifts the focus towards and from the self and gives a perspective
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over behavior that may easily be overlooked if only the actions are observed. Perhaps these
relations are already observed through what could be seen as domain specific areas of behavioral
science (e.g. identity, meaning, motivation, epistemology...). The value of self-coherence, in
relation to that, is perhaps the potential to display the presence of all these “different”
components happening simultaneously, and interacting with what may still be, at this time, an
underlying black box in which all of it comes together, even if dysfunctionally, and difficult for
an individual to detect or to map. This is why the term hub is fitting to self-coherence. It is where
“things” come together. The question is also then how do they come together? What may be the
mechanism that brings “things” together? What is at the core?
4.2.3.3 Themes at the Core: The rationale behind themes in this study is aimed at
reaching the core, or the essence of the experience of self-coherence. If so much activity is found
at the code level, and categories give one step towards a macro understanding, what might be at
the end of that line? Table 13 displays the final themes. See also Table 11, and Appendices 3 and
4 for more detailed information on how the themes relate to categories and codes.
Table 13
Themes
# Theme

Description

1 Internal Validation

components that require an internal "key" to unlock,
or that one can only seek internally

2 External Validation

components that require an external "key" to unlock,
or that one can only seek externally

3 Identity

immediate level (i.e., stereotype) and deeper level components that affect or
influence identity, also that one seeks in identity building

4 Support Mechanism

physical structures and objects, social groups and relationships, certain
behavioral and self aspects (e.g., avoidance, gratitude as guide, purpose...)

5 Construction of Knowledge all forms of information gathering, knowledge construction, conceptualization
6 Distress
7

(hidden theme)
Transformation Narrative

sources of conflict or emotional distress, including certain threats
an overview of changes through time, the narrative, whole story - this theme is
diluted into the other 6 themes, through memory, identity building, selfjustification..., and hence not directly tagged, i.e. hidden
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Two main components that later influenced the creation of themes were detected early
across participants during the interviews: (1) change, or “life is always changing,” and (2)
conflict at the core.
Considering that I was initially searching for change and conflict with my questioning, I
later came back to review my questioning and avoid biases before accepting their influence. In
analysis I found that participants would narrate their stories and rationale for decisions
consistently focused on conflict and change. It was present in almost every single quotation of
the data. Even a moment of joy seemed to be joyful because it was some form of winning or
overcoming a challenge, threat, or conflict. I then questioned the overabundance of these
concepts, as a way to question their value. But the value does not decrease because it is so
common in this case. What this overwhelming presence means, in my interpretation, is that these
2 components are deep within our core. This is also supported by literature such as in the work
on terror management (see Solomon, 2015), also cited by Dweck (2017), which defends that
being human, fragile, and mortal, is inherently conflicting, and to avoid becoming depressed and
oblivious to life, we build layers of support mechanisms over that “worm at the core.”
But these two components also translate to movement. And if they are at the core of selfcoherence, this means that the core is moving, constantly, like life itself. The core is alive.
If the core is alive then components within the core cannot be defined as static. They
cannot be simply internal components and external components that just sit there. There is
conflict, life is changing, things are moving, the core is alive. How to account for that?
Validation is the way I account for the movement. Validation is also itself moving, it is a
process. So instead of attempting to define what is internal and external, I gave focus to the how.
How is it internal or external? Or how is it internally or externally validated?
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The analogy to a key fits like a glove. Only one key can unlock a certain door. Only one
type of validation can work for a certain concept: internal or external. In this analogy, we are
always looking for the “last door” of a process. E.g., If you are enrolled in a course and pursuing
high grades, what is the last door? You can do all that is in your reach towards it, but the key that
unlocks the last door will always be external, in the hands of the professor who grades you. If
you have an insight, or an emotional rediscovery, despite what I tell you and any influence I can
have on you, it is only you, internally, who can have the insight or rediscover your emotions.
As simple as this may seem, this identification is very powerful because it clarifies and
organizes the pursuit aspect of self-coherence. It would be reasonable, for example, to invest less
expectations and emotions into an externally validated component, and more into internal, since
on internal we have a higher degree of access and control. In this study, we see detachment as a
solution to move away from external and into internal validation. But of course that this notion is
simplistic, because despite a component being ultimately internally or externally validated it will
still have its effects, potentially very strong, on other components, and that cascade effect may
become problematic despite any rationalization of what is going on. If we fail on an externally
validated goal, it may trigger negative effects on internally validated components. Identification,
however, may be the first step towards mitigation of these negative effects. This discussion is
expanded on chapter 5.
Themes were also found to be somewhat fractal in nature, meaning it seems that every
theme has parts of all other themes within it. A support mechanism may contain aspects of
identity, which may contain aspects of construction of knowledge, which may contain aspects of
external and internal validation, and so forth. The rationale in allocating concepts and categories
to themes is therefore an interpretation of what can be their strongest connection (see Table 11).
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To account for this in analysis, and leave space for future analyses, I went back to the codes and
connected them also directly to themes. This gives a good idea of what I refer to as the fractal
aspect. In Table 10, for example, even if all codes are under the agency category, and that
category is under the support mechanism theme, each code may still connect to a different
theme. The code unapologetic, for example, was connected to the identity theme and the agency
category (see Table 10), despite also having strong aspects of internal validation, and less strong
external validation, support mechanism, and construction of knowledge.
Finally, it is possible that ultimately, all components can be separated into external and
internal validation, perhaps positioning these two themes at the very core of self-coherence, and
as the source that triggers or sparks the original conflict. It is perhaps necessary for the movement
of life to happen, that an initial spark will always come from a source of conflict. In this study,
for example, boredom was reported by participants as an influence towards change, indicating
that the absence of conflict is perhaps not desirable. Personally, I would speculate that it would
depend on the type of conflict in question.
The conflict in this case lies in the differences in nature between internal and external
validation. How they operate differently and have different demands, different goals, different
manners of goal pursuit, different effects. I am sure, for example, that many people given the
choice of unlimited resources would choose not to work a 9-5 job under a demanding boss, and
detach from the stress of having to work. They might also give up on formal education and
decide to study independently from institutions. Meaning they would cease to pursue many
externally validated components. The contrary can also be true, since in reality most of us do not
have unlimited resources. Certain people may find peace in externally validated components,
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since it removes many demands of internal validation, and one can just follow orders, or follow a
certain plan made and managed by others, or even just find peace in labor in general.
As we grasp the context of a potential conflict, we may ask how can this conflict affect
the experience of self-coherence?
4.3 Conclusions: What is the Experience of Self-Coherence?
What does self-coherence come down to? How can we answer the question posed early in
this study and describe the experience of self-coherence? How does that relate to the original
framework by Dweck (2017)? What discussions can we expect to branch out in chapter 5?
Additionally, how does this study stand in terms of validity and reliability? What can we
conclude of the choice and execution of the method? How can we account for potential biases of
myself as the researcher, and other possible biasing points throughout?
4.3.1 The Hub of All Needs
Dweck (2017) gave us 7 needs as a starting point: (1) Acceptance, (2) Predictability, (3)
Competence, (4) Trust, (5) Control, (6) Self-Esteem/Status, and (7) Self-Coherence as the
underlying hub (see Figure 2). Self-coherence was then suggested as a sensor, meaning a
component that we would use as a reference to the management of our needs. According to how
our sensor detects occurrences of needs, a trigger may prompt us to act. The workings of selfcoherence were left for us to find more about. These are the points I answer in this section.
Importantly, in this section I will be succinct and data-based, leaving speculation and further
interpretation for the discussion in chapter 5.
Is self-coherence the hub of all needs? The short answer is possibly, and perhaps very
likely, yes, even if other hubs also exist simultaneously. Evidence displayed throughout this
chapter does not dismiss the possibility of an underlying hub, on the contrary, it reinforces it.
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Data shows that when needs are questioned, a deeper sense of self arises as part of the
justification around management of needs.
But is that a sense of self, a self-narrative, or is it self-coherence? Definitions can help
answer this question, expanded in chapter 5. If self-coherence is a sense of wholeness, feeling
together, and ultimately translating to our pursuit for well-being, because our well-being is
grounded in a feeling of wholeness, then it is very likely that self-coherence is what we are
looking at. Data in this study shows that despite apparently chaotic networks of concept
interactions around needs, there is an underlying direction towards an unifying point, a point in
which everything comes together. Note that what matters here is not the specifics of what is
within that point, each individual will form their own composition of self-coherence.
This unifying point is clearly evidenced in the narratives. As lives are changed to
accommodate the pursuit of goals, needs change, and the self transforms. Evidence that change
occurs at so many levels interconnectedly and under what may be an organic synchrony, as
opposed to mechanical or robotic, is what we can look at to identify self-coherence at work, i.e.,
its workings, and also to better understand it. The timing is organic. The timing is human.
Changes are connected. The mesh of connections is analyzed by individuals when changes occur
and they are prompted to act. The result of this analysis becomes part of the narrative, and
becomes evidence to justify action, or to validate components.
Hence, we can perceive self-coherence as both the storage of personal analytical results,
and the mechanism of analysis. This relates directly to the proposition and analogy of a sensor
that detects, processes and generates output. The processing mixes what is stored with new
signals coming in, and a snapshot of the output remains inside the sensor for future use. This also
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relates to Dweck’s concept of BEATs (see chapter 2), that continuously change from experience,
but at the same time are storage units of related past experiences.
But what is the experience of self-coherence?
4.3.2 The Experience of Self-Coherence
The experience is conflicting. As evidenced in this study it is an experience of
negotiation and suffering towards avoiding suffering and moving to a place of well-being. It is an
experience of validation of components that may be brought into our lives or removed from it. It
is an experience of agency, or lack thereof, to drive the pursuit towards desirable outcomes. It is
an experience of identity, as the medium through which we communicate our pursuit to the
world. It is an experience of learning and construction of knowledge in which our capabilities
expand and so do our possibilities and options for our pursuit. And it is an experience of support,
through which we strengthen our foundations, deepen our roots, and withstand the inherent
pressure of being alive in a world so demanding that we can perhaps only really experience the
scraps of what is left for us by the powerful external forces in control of our lives. We are scared
at the core. We are in pain. But we find ways to grow above the fear and pain and breathe the air
of joy. We are conquerors, in our own ways, of our own challenges. We become stronger than
we need to be for ourselves and are able to help others. Our heart beats more than blood and
emotions guide us through life. Our mind understands its limitations and we expand in spiritual
ways. We connect everything. We need and create meaning even if fantastic and perhaps not
robotically or exhaustingly accurate. We create narratives and stories to contain that meaning and
reveal the beauty of life. If life is beautiful, it is us that make it so. This reflects the experience of
self-coherence, as found within the data of this study. Figure 11 displays the final concept map
for this stage of analysis, with a convergence of themes around the 7th, hidden, narrative theme.
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Figure 11
Convergence of Themes Around the Narrative
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4.3.2.1 Differences in the Essence? Accounting for Individual Differences in Gender,
Race, and Cultural Background of Experiences in this Study. While these aspects are of
relevance and may affect the specific ways in which the self-coherence mechanism may work,
the focus of this study remained on uncovering the essence of the experience of self-coherence.
The question then is if those aspects would affect the essence? To that, I find it very
likely that they don’t. The essence reported in this chapter resonated across participants, and
variations of experience due to individual differences remain relevant, but to a potential second
round of analysis that would focus on the specificities of that layer of self-coherence.
In a summarized view, experiences shared reflected cultural background, and to a lesser
extent race, mainly touching at 2 points of their narrative: (1) limitations of their experience, and
(2) expectations.
Limitations were reported mainly in areas of: (I) religion, family and society as being
prohibitive; (II) geographical location related to a sense of containment within certain local
habits and social norms; (III) lack of resources to generate a deep enough understanding of the
world; (IV) lack of exposure to the realness of other people’s lives; and (V) attachment to such
characteristics as belonging to the current present-moment self even when they only happened in
the past, and the current self exists within a completely different context.
The background component seems to be unnecessarily significant within the narrative,
and seems to limit the capabilities of the self to change and move closer to optimal well-being.
Expectations touch upon all the limitation points and are a projection of such
characteristics into mostly negative future outcomes, i.e., bad expectations. Expectations did not
seem to generate positive outlooks in the narratives reported, and served mainly as a preventive
type mechanism. Certain participants reported unexpected good from people, which supports this
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finding around a gloomy perspective being predominant. But not all was bad, some participants
also reported how certain bad expectations are unrealistic, and in reality, things are fine. Table 14
illustrates the experiences of race and cultural background.
Table 14
Race and Cultural Background
Context

Quote

religion, family
and society
prohibitive

Now, among my peers. There was no way to explain why we were feeling the way we were
feeling. Our value system in our families and religions and so forth, would have said it was
wrong, you know, just sinful, you know, you're going to be the devil's child. (Barbara)

geographical
location related
to a sense of
containment
within certain
local habits and
social norms

Orange County… any sort of community like that, like suburbia, where you've got upper middle
class white people. And, you know, I'm not sure what it's like in other communities, but there's
definitely like, keeping up with the Joneses bullshit… like my family, for a long time, kept their
black asphalt driveway, where everybody else had gotten the white cement. And like somebody
in the neighborhood, like calls my dad and is like, your house is lowering the property value of
everybody else's house, because you have this black asphalt driveway. And it's just that sort of
bullshit growing up where you're just like, what? People care about the pettiest shit. (Jane)

lack of resources
to generate a
deep enough
understanding of
the world

I was about four or five years old. I think the barriers that were placed in front of me were, I
grew up in inner city Detroit, in the 80s, where I heard certain words that were very offensive,
that were directed towards fair people, or people that were different. And, some of that was in
my family. You know, one brother in particular, uses that kind of language all the time. So I
think I just saw in the streets, kids being beat up, people being beat up, just for being different.
And I didn't want to get beat up. I was bigger than everybody. But I could not fight to save my
life (…)In middle school or high school there weren't any role models. (Flora)

lack of exposure
to the realness of
other people’s
lives

So when I was growing up, I noticed that my taste in music was very strange, right? Very
strange from the people I grew up with (...) my mom, she loved the Beatles. So I had no choice
but to love the Beatles (...) I was like, You know what? I think I like Michael Jackson (...) I was
like, man, like nobody around me likes this music (...) something about the way the part of me
like, accepts that music and really enjoyed it was totally different from everybody around me, I
just felt like I didn't belong there (...) And when I joined the Navy, like, Oh, you know, cuz Mike
was really popular, but not where I grew up. So when I started meeting different people, you
know, they're like, Oh, yeah, he's the one right? They're just people out there like me… This is
kind of how I felt like, my whole life is just like, all the things that I enjoyed, all the things that I
like, the things that I noticed, or like, not, were not normal, where I grew up.... in a way, I kind
of suppressed a little bit, you know… (Lara)

unexpected good I need to mention that it's amazing that this community, either in the campus or outside of
from people
campus, I don't feel any discrimination based on my race, my color, or my actions. And that's a
very positive aspect. I can imagine it might not be the case in many other places... that people
might be some kind of bias. I was in Europe for a little while. And the degree of acceptance, of
friendliness of people in the United States is very good. (Simon)
bad expectations
are unrealistic,
and in reality,
things are fine

With the risk comes a great reward. And to me the risk is worth it. And really, it's like a selfperceived risk, when you get out there, people don't care. They really don't. It's fine out there.
And I can't tell you how many people like, you know, girl, that I've counseled, but I tell you just
get out there, you know, I'll go with you or whatever but get out there. Once you get out there,
you're fine. Everybody's fine. (Heidi)
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Related to gender, also in a summarized view, experiences essentially reflected stories of
self-discovery, identity building, and connections to a sense of true self. Such stories were not
free of frustrations, and particularly within the LGBTQ identified sample deeply frustrating
experiences, to say the least, were reported. In essence, 2 main concepts emerged as very
significant in gender-related experiences: (i) acceptance; and (ii) understanding. Participants
frequently mentioned conflict in being accepted by others, accepting themselves, and being
misunderstood by others, and misunderstanding themselves. Barbara’s quote in Table 14
illustrates these concepts within a narrative.
Importantly, however, the complexity of the influence of gender to self-coherence, and of
the directionality of self-coherence to the gender journey are too great to properly explore in this
study, and will be part of my future work to properly report.. Hence, the summary at this stage
touching on only a few important aspects, with a brief expansion of this discussion in chapter 5.
4.4 Final Considerations & The Researcher Journey
In this chapter I presented the results of this study by presenting details of participant
demographics and data collection, intricacies of the in-depth interview process, conceptual
mapping of concepts for each participant, uncovering of categories and themes and their relations
during analysis, and a final analysis in relation to the initial framework, a priori knowledge, and
aim of this study as initially proposed.
In relation to the aim initially proposed, this study seems to have acceptably approached
the essence of the experience of self-coherence, and begin to answer the questions regarding the
workings of self-coherence.
At the core of the self-coherence mechanism, analysis pointed to constant conflict and
change, or movement. A process of internal versus external validation of components, testing and
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limiting the abilities of the self, in all its multiplicity of expression, to not only reach goals, but to
even identify and set the goals in the first place. Beyond internal and external validation, themes
were identified in areas of identity, construction of knowledge, support mechanism, and distress,
converging around a strong connection to a narrative explaining transformations of the self.
But what of the transformations of the researcher during this journey? What of the
potential biases? Effects of positionality? And what points for discussion can be continued in
chapter 5?
4.4.1 The Researcher Journey, Positionality, and Potential Biases
During this study I can safely report that I have changed as a researcher. I do not claim
that only in relation to my research experience, and advancements in my techniques around
every step of the process. That has also gained incredibly from this work, however, the point in
which I understand I have changed deeply and permanently, is in the understanding of meaning
and purpose of my approach into science and research. The level of immersion I experienced in
this study took me through a myriad of emotions as I positioned myself in the shoes of
participants, and also reflected, deeply, about my own experiences in life, and the potential utility
of my research to myself and to the world. In comparison, I see myself previously as
disconnected from the realness around the concepts of study. I could communicate definitions,
and explain certain effects of concepts, but I would not go deeper and realize how a concept
studied in behavioral sciences may have so many unexpected touchpoints to the real life of a
person. In a brief example, looking at expectancy-value, I would understand the relation between
expectancy and value, and potentially would grasp ways in which that relation could be
manipulated, but would not consider so deeply the experience of someone having expectations
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and making judgements of value. This research has given me grounding towards that
understanding. In comparison, I was a surface dweller, living now 40.000 leagues under the sea.
While positionality and potential biases are further addressed in chapter 5, I can report at
this stage that I strongly believe my positionality gave me access to more data than I expected,
and data about very deep and personal experiences of participants. The trust I was given by them
is overwhelming to me, and I can disclose that I have shared tears as I think of it. I am thankful,
humbled, but also energized with a sense of purpose and meaning.
Regarding biases, also further explored in chapter 5, I believe that even if encountered at
this stage, only a second step forward in this research will be able to truly make evident. While
this study seems to have held biases under control, once this data and results are put to the test as
part of a second or third study, potential biases will be highlighted further, and eventually
confirmed if still present.
At this stage, what can be done is to address this study under different lenses and
discussion points. Address the model proposed and discuss what may have changed. And address
potential uses for this line of research in educational psychology, but also perhaps in other areas
of psychology, such as developmental, counseling, therapy, and clinical. In chapter 5 these points
are addressed, and the results of this study are further connected to many touchpoints in varied
areas of psychology and behavioral science.
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Chapter 5. Discussion
In this chapter I discuss results in relation to literature, theory, limitations and future
possibilities for research and potential applications, even perhaps at an interventional level.
I address the initial pre-study model (see Figure 3) and present a new post-study model
(see Figure 12), also comparing both models (see Figure 13).
Additionally, I address the individual differences of participants (e.g., gender, race,
cultural background...) and the layer of self-coherence in which those differences may operate. I
also propose future analysis of this layer towards discussions around gender specifically, which
was an exceptionally present component in this study, as part of my responsibility to participants,
so that I may touch upon and serve their needs for a voice, visibility, and space to be themselves.
It may also yield points for further research in gender studies.
Interlaced with my journey as the researcher, I touch upon the connections of results to
educational psychology, and also surrounding and overlapping areas of study, such as
developmental psychology, existential psychology and existentialism, neuroscience and physical
mechanisms of the brain, mindfulness and yoga, the study of emotions, and how my journey as
the researcher has led me to unexpectedly learn so much about them. Within my journey I also
address how the method, and in special the use of concept mapping, drove me into the deeper
understanding I was looking for when I started, and drove me to include concept mapping into
my future plans for research and applications of it.
Finally, I conclude with an analysis of the validity and reliability of this study, and
present future possibilities, such as the creation of a self-coherence scale, and objective
measurements that can lead to further testing of the findings presented in this study, and perhaps
open a path towards practical applications in different settings.
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5.1 Pre-Study and Post-Study Models: A Visual Understanding of Results
More than anything, models are a great support for our understanding of concepts and
complex relationships between components in theory (see Jeffers, 1982). In this study I began
with a model that summarized the initial framework and expanded upon it, based on literature
and logical reasoning around the question of what could be the mechanism of self-coherence,
that would illustrate the experience of self-coherence. Now that data has been collected and
analyzed, a new model has been designed and can be compared to the pre-study model as a
starting point for discussion. Figure 12 displays the post-study model.
Figure 12
The Final Self-Coherence Model

The final self-coherence model: Self-coherence interacts with needs, and is composed and transformed through a mechanism of
conflict and negotiation between internal and external validation processes, supported by, informed and informing a narrative
created or adopted by an individual, accessed through and stored in memory. All components are mediated at the sensory level
by the interplay between body, mind and emotions towards the goal of well-being. Identity, Construction of Knowledge and
Support Mechanism are macro components processed and stored throughout the workings of the mechanism.
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The final self-coherence model kept certain aspects of the original pre-study model,
indicating that there was either certain accuracy in the initial framework and indicators reviewed
in literature, or bias on my part. Considering the strong foundations of the initial framework and
literature review, and the thorough iterative process over extensive amounts of data described in
this study, it is likely that the proposition of certain initial accuracy can remain. Figure 13
displays a comparison between the 2 models.
Figure 13
Pre-Study and Post-Study Model Comparison

5.1.1 The Post-Study Model and its Differences: From “What” to “How”
In summary, the post-study model has greater focus on the self-coherence mechanism
specifically, namely on the essence that was uncovered in this study. Six themes are reflected in
the model, with emphasis to the duality of internal and external validation. This duality or
conflict is informed by and informs a narrative, sourced from and stored in memory. The fractal
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aspect of identity, support mechanism and construction of knowledge appears within the themes.
Distress, not displayed directly in the model, is diluted within the model since any aspect of the
process or any component has potential for causing some form of distress, and while distress
may be a motivator, it is better operationalized at this stage as part of the other components
displayed. Finally, needs remain proposed to interact with self-coherence, intermediated by the
interplay between body, mind and emotions, in pursuit of well-being.
Briefly, the term fractal, borrowed from geometry, is interesting because it addresses
gracefully what can be seen as certain real-world aspects of the mechanisms of, and interactions
between behavioral concepts. As explained by Falconer (2014), “any fractal worthy of the name
will have a fine structure, that is, detail at all scales. Many fractals have some degree of selfsimilarity – they are made up of parts that resemble the whole in some way.” He expands this
notion to mention that “the definition of a ‘fractal’ should be regarded in the same way as a
biologist regards the definition of ‘life’. There is no hard-and fast definition but just a list of
properties characteristic of a living thing.” Finally, before relating the term to this study, the
properties Falconer refers to in a Fractal F are:
“(i) F has a fine structure, that is, detail on arbitrarily small scales. (ii) F is too
irregular to be described in traditional geometrical language, both locally and globally.
(iii) Often F statistical. has some form of self-similarity, perhaps approximate or (iv)
Usually, the ‘fractal dimension’ of F (defined in some way) is greater than its topological
dimension. (v) In most cases of interest, F is defined in a very simple way, perhaps
recursively” (Falconer, 2014, p. xxviii).
Related to this study, the 7 themes in Table 13 would refer to the topological dimension
of Falconer. And as referred by Falconer, the fractal dimension is greater, meaning that e.g.,
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within 1 of 7 themes, 7 components are found, and within each of those 7 more, and so forth.
These fractal components would resemble the whole and be too irregular to be precisely
described. Falconer’s comparison to life itself also speaks to the use of the term in this study. It
would be too soon here to reduce the analysis to the topological dimension only. Hence, the
fractal aspect also works as reminder of the explorative nature of this study, and naturally also of
the deeper levels of complexity of human behavior, with the mind, body and emotions interplay
and beyond. Finally, this analogy may also speak to the creation of instruments and potential
factor analyses in the future, within quantitative approaches aimed at uncovering interactions,
correlations and possible predictability.
Importantly, the change from a more static view of a split self in Model 1 (true me vs.
expected me) to the dynamic movement of the validation process in Model 2, reflects the change
of focus from the what to the how. This is conceptually very significant to this study, because the
how is the essence, the essence is the process, self-coherence is a pursuit for well-being. Hence,
the new model abandons the attempt to define how many instances of the self may manifest in an
individual’s psyche. It abandons the attempt to identify different manners of exchange between
self and environment. And it abandons attempts to specify the types of exchanges between
internal and external spheres, such as the idea of a takeover.
Finally, this abandonment does not mean that these abandoned components have not
appeared in the study, because in fact they have. Participants reported takeover-like experiences
(see Chapter 4), in which behavior atypical to what was expected flourished as a response to a
true, or internal urge. They also reported perceiving separate facets of the self, or separate selves.
What the abandoning of these components in the model means is only that within the scope and
objectives of this study it is reasonable that the focus remains on the essence, or on a concise
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mechanism that may better serve a foundational understanding, and better reflect the distilled
results. In other words, the new and final model better responds to the call for further research by
Dweck (2017).
5.2 Answering the Call by Dweck: A Convergence of Needs and Need Effects
The main evidence towards validating the proposition of self-coherence as the hub of all
needs is the connection between changes within each participant’s experience, converging into a
deeper sense of self. The absolute dependence upon the narrative and memory for creation of a
rationale that can explain and justify decisions and what can be seen as a current state of well
being, indicates that despite discussions around effects of different needs and potentially separate
selves, there seems to be a type of force, like gravity, that pulls it all together even if together
may be found to be an exclusive condition.
It is conflictual to have simultaneous external and internal demands because often only
one of many demands, or needs, can be fulfilled at a given time, meaning that maybe the idea
that an individual is many, is more accurately depicted in practice as a succession, even if fast
and frequent, of one at a time. In Star’s words:
“And then, you know, you leave your nine to five, you know, at six o'clock, you're
home and you're a completely different person, you know, you're now a person that's
breaking rules, you're now a person that's like doing weird stuff, or, like, you know, for
me, when I was, I actually… I had to hide, working. Because, like, I worked in a male
dominated field, my bosses were all males, some of them follow me on Facebook or
Instagram, because that's the way to connect with your coworkers nowadays, and like
having to hide that side of this side. You know, it was a little, it was a little weird, it
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sucks. But you have to kind of like, split yourself into two people to be able to thrive in,
like, what's expected of you and what you want to do, right?” (Star)
Star also reported leaving that job to spend her time more closely to the “person doing
weird stuff,” which translates to her artistic production. She later reported being hired in a
marketing and content production role, in which she could express more of her artistic self.
This example by Star is not unique, and perhaps even to you, the reader, it resonates with
your life experience. It is the pursuit of well being, and of togetherness. It also exemplifies well
the conflict between internally and externally validated components.
The question is then how does Star, and all of us, coordinate that pursuit? How do we
“keep an eye on the prize” and follow the bumpy road? How do we juggle between our needs?
The processes of self-reflection and self-discovery reported by participants in this study,
informed by a narrative interconnecting its points, supports a point of convergence of needs, with
conclusive characteristics. In Heidi’s words:
“So I reflect on my life, and I see someone that is very methodical, very deliberate
in the male side actions. And I try to take those talents and those, the way I do things, and
transform onto the girl life... and they become much more, much more alive in the girl
life, like, enhances... it's like a cocoon over here and a butterfly over here, it seems like…
and when I take those talents that I have, and apply them in my girl life, I get much more
satisfaction, much more... increasing value by doing that, and so what happens? that
makes you want to do it more and more. You feel a sense of purpose, you feel a sense of
meaning, you know, not only for yourself, but more importantly, for others.” (Heidi)
Heidi’s report, despite the layer of difference between her male and female side actions,
has a convergence point in herself as the narrator, or in her narrative. She is connecting her self92

competence from her male side, to self-esteem from her female side. Looking at Dweck’s model
of 7 needs (see Figure 2), there is a direct connection between self-competence and self-esteem,
and an indirect one through self-coherence. Considering Heidi’s strong separation between male
and female selves, in which her entire presentation and expression is separate, it is likely that the
strongest link in this case is the indirect link through self-coherence.
These cases illustrate how the data in this study may support Dweck’s proposition of a
hub, or perhaps a point of convergence of needs in self-coherence. Both also reflect meaning and
identity, the 2 components indicated by Dweck to be at the heart of self-coherence. But Dweck
has left the question of self-coherence very open, so what else is there? From this study, what
else can be related to the nature and workings of self-coherence?
5.3 To the Wanderer there is no Path: A Journey of Exploration of Self-Coherence
I have found that self-coherence is not currently a well-known concept in the year 2021.
It is not popular. It is not currently desirable. It is even appalling to certain people, as if it will
take away their freedom to be incoherent if they wish, or their free will. It is confusing to most,
who cannot quite grasp what the term coherence can mean and associate it to a strict and
prohibitive mechanism. It is to some an overwhelming burden posing an underlying question
such as do you mean I have to try to put all of this mess together? It sounds like the bad kind of
work. It sounds controlling. A “get in line!” type of thing.
Academically it is seen as too indirect to be useful. An underlying black box that is a
waste of time to investigate. Academics seem to avoid “catch all” type concepts and selfcoherence resonates as being just that. If it is where things come together, then the important
aspect for research has to be the things, and how they operate, and maybe at a much later stage
one may find how they come together, not starting by the coming together spot. It is the scientific
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method. We look at the human body and we chop it up, so now we look only at a finger, bloody,
then the hand, then the arm... you get the point. Self-coherence somewhat defies that method
because it starts the approach from the whole to maybe later connect to the specific. This seems
like an inversion of the scientific method when in fact it is not. A method is a method, it is just
that, and an object of study is an object of study, it is also just that. If the object is composed of
many parts, and one can see these parts interacting and being part of the whole of the object,
there is scientific value in that. In this. In what this study is proposing to do.
The journey in this study has detected many parts but also the essence, as a possible
starting point for what can become a longer line of investigation. It has also detected how this
essence, and much of the revealed parts, connect to different areas of study, and how the research
of the self-coherence object may be informed by and perhaps also inform those areas.
Even before I started this study I found myself telling people, based on my readings, that
“no, it’s not really that… it’s likely more like this… and it can be good because of that… it helps
us if we want to use it…” Some friends made fun of me, like I was starting a new form of
religion, praising the self-coherence god. I later detected they were fearful of how self-coherence
can also bring out our dark side, and all the hidden things that we like to pretend don’t belong to
us. They confessed. So I pushed on forward, feeling a bit lonely and a bit like what I imagine a
pioneer to be, excited to get somewhere and then getting there and not having anyone to
celebrate with. So I started making connections. I started to find that I am not so lonely.
5.3.1 Existentialism Homecoming: The Future, Meaning, & a Positive-Creative State of Mind
What is the self-coherence pursuit really aiming at? That became a burning question to
me. If self-coherence is a process and a pursuit, what is it after? Well-being is the goal, but if
tomorrow never comes and today is already gone, how can we ever achieve well-being? With a
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historical narrative as our reference, and a very brief moment called the present moment, or in
other words, this exact second in which you have just read these words, how are we so sure that
we feel together, or that we are well? I began looking for an anchor, or if we are in movement, a
keel. I chose not to jump straight into the books and had my own hermit philosopher exercise.
Isolated from literature, I could only find one answer: the future. The future is what matters most
in understanding the pursuit of well-being. A pursuit has only one destination: the future. The
actions that we take in the present will shape our future, hence our pursuit is to shape our future.
Proud of myself for my neophyte philosophical effort, I began my search for the future in
philosophical literature. More specifically, I chose to approach this search in a different way, and
instead of reading, I chose to watch lectures in video over the internet. Very quickly into that
process I found that my major discovery was in fact quite common in philosophy, and that our
pursuit to shape our future was driven, mainly, by one concept: meaning.
Meaning and identity are 2 main aspects of self-coherence (see Dweck, 2017). In this
study, and in the final model (see Figure 12), meaning exists within the support mechanism
theme, and identity became a theme of its own. I added meaning and purpose to the support
theme because ultimately that is what they are. We connect to a sense of meaning in different
and sometimes unexplainable ways. When we do, meaning enhances our energy to get things
done and keeps us from breaking to pieces and deciding that sleeping forever is better than
getting out of bed. It supports life.
So I followed meaning around, and the search for meaning outside this study led to, you
guessed it, meaning inside this study. That meaning was found, mainly, and completely
unexpectedly to me at first, and so obvious now, within existentialism. It was a feeling of
homecoming, an ugly duck finding other ugly ducks. I felt so naive at first. How could I have
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missed that? But then later I realized that I had not missed anything. To the wanderer there is no
path. We learn when we learn and what matters is that we do.
Objectively then, what are the points of connection between this study and
existentialism?
5.3.1.1 The Desirable Future: Direction as the Keel. Cooper and van Deurzen (2021)
establish that in the pursuit for well-being, having a clear idea of direction is the key component.
Without it, one may become trapped, stuck, or surrounded by undesirable elements, which
naturally can cause very negative effects and even pathological states of depression and anxiety.
Clarity in having a desirable direction can stabilize present moment states enabling more energy
to pursue the desirable goal. They mention positive effects of applying that notion in therapy.
In this study Sabrina coined the terms productive and counterproductive while explaining
her decision-making process. Note that my questioning by then was completely uninformed by
existentialism, and directionality emerged in Sabrina’s rationale. Also, before my existentialist
homecoming I drafted a scale that still remains as a possibility for future measurements of selfcoherence. The scale is designed to measure both a current state of self-coherence, and
directionality. Figure 14 illustrates the drafted scale, not further developed in this study.
Interestingly, analysis of the data in this study points to possibilities of measures in
certain cases not correlating between the current state (together x disharmony), and directionality
(productive x counterproductive). Components such as secrecy, for example, may move
directionality to counterproductive despite other components indicating a state of high
togetherness. On the other hand, meaning and purpose may move the needle to productive
despite a state of being stuck. This independence between the 2 axes in the scale adds value to
the measurement, and justifies further investigation.
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Figure 14
Self-Coherence Scale - Draft

5.3.1.2 Existential Psychology: Meaning & Openness as the Drivers of Well Being.
Deepening my understanding, I followed van Deurzen (2019) into a longer lecture on the
existential meaning of emotions. Emotions in this study were very significant, indicated to be the
main reference to decision-making, and became the 3rd most populated category of concepts in
number of times used, coming only after categories of self, and social (see Table 11).
The message by van Deurzen (2019) is that emotions are associated with a sense of
meaning, and that association can be understood and even manipulated through an existential
approach. That approach is one of openness and understanding towards clarification of our
perspectives of the impact and significance of our lives. In other words, approaching an analysis
of our lives from different existential perspectives (e.g. what am I compared to the universe?
what happens with me throughout my day?) may lead us to a point in which we become
comfortable with the disturbances of life, and we can live through such disturbances, finding
ways to reach our goals and move towards our clearly envisioned and desired direction.
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5.3.1.3 Existence Precedes Essence: Let Agency and Purpose Arise. In his lecture,
Bonevac (2013) brings up a notable quote by Jean-Paul Sartre, which is at the core of
existentialist thought: “Existence precedes essence.” In summary, that is the proposition that we
are not part of a plan laid out before we exist. It is only after we exist that we create any type of
plan or no plan at all. We are radically free. Hence, what matters to our existence is how we
choose to live it, or experience it. In other words, it is our agency that creates purpose and
meaning to our lives. Agency has significant presence in this study, being the 8th most populated
category in number of times used (see Table 11). In Table 6, Daphne gives an example of the
effects of agency, of how she decided to take on the new path, and how that led her to a state of
openness. That passage by Daphne is fundamentally existentialist, and gives support to the use of
agency, and closely associated concepts such as self-affirmation, within an eventual
interventional approach to self-coherence.
5.3.1.4. Agency, Purpose, & the Brain: Understanding the Body, Mind & Emotions
Interplay. Toleikyte (2020) presents neuroscientific evidence in support of agency as being
extremely influential towards behavioral change and attainment of well-being. Our brains
physically create neural networks around the knowledge we construct, and those networks may
disappear if we stop accessing them. Hence, it is by being agentic, and directing our construction
of knowledge, that we may create and strengthen the neural networks that align with our
desirable direction in life. This is also supported by van Deurzen (2019), and in other words, it is
the realization of the existentialist thought. The brain exists, and only then we build networks
inside it.
However, it is key to mention that the brain never acts alone. Emotions never work alone.
The body is also made of so many different parts. Therefore, we must step back and continuously
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consider the whole, so that we may understand the interplay of its components. While many
differences are found between participants in this study regarding the body, mind and emotions
interplay, the interplay itself is very clear, and somewhat obvious to the understanding reader.
However simple this concept may be, it still must be highlighted, because often people will
attempt to separate these 3 components and argue that they have a problem in one, without
considering they may have neglected the whole for too long.
Thomas, in his report in this study, mentioned that patients arrive to him only after they
have advanced problematic conditions, and those conditions are not only caused by neglect by
the patient, but also by support from close relationships who never intervene to really tell that
person that they are going in a harmful direction, and never actually help them change before it is
too late.
Self-coherence also aims at that. It also aims at the well-being of the whole, as
uncomfortable as it may be for us to acknowledge all of the aspects of our lives. Data also points
to difficulties maintaining an awareness of the whole.
In this study, participants Crystal and Lola reported that yoga has extremely beneficial
effects to the understanding and maintenance of the whole. Through the practice they found
deeper understanding and meaning, and the power to release from undesirable components and
directions. Yoga is well aligned with a development of mindfulness and sparks higher awareness
of the whole, also reported by both participants.
This evidence supports the theoretical approach of this study and the study of selfcoherence as important scientifically. It is important to address the whole, to address
togetherness, and to address the agency that is necessary to reach well-being.
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Waller (2021), however, is agentic in interpreting existentialism and reminds us that not
only must we be agentic ourselves, but we must also maintain a positive-creative state, in which
we are open, consciously creative, purposefully driven, and carefully aware of what happens to
ourselves. But what is the self in self-coherence?
5.3.2 The Self in Self-Coherence: An Evolution of the Sense of Self?
The sense of self, in developmental psychology, is created at the first moment of
awareness of individuality (see Hood, 2020). When a baby looks in the mirror and recognizes
that the image in the mirror is them, the first spark of the sense of self is lit. From there it
becomes more complex, intertwining with ideas of attachment (see Holmes, 2020), and other
effects originating from the basic notion that the self is unique and individual.
While my research on the sense of self is by all means not exhaustive, I found that the
concept of the sense of self seems to remain contained within that initial proposition. It applies
well to the developmental discussion, but perhaps not so well to the later stages of life.
My brief proposition, which I do not pursue further in this study and only pose a question
towards, is that perhaps self-coherence is the evolution of the sense of self. As we grow and our
lives become extremely complex, we enter spheres in which we cannot differentiate the self only
by the sense of self, we must go beyond. It is not enough anymore to know that I am unique and
individual. At the higher spheres of complexity of life, in which components such as society
expectations, formalities, politics, protocols, multiculturality, intersectionality and normativity
operate, an individual may develop a more sophisticated manner in which to understand and
differentiate the self. And perhaps that manner can be self-coherence.
Importantly, the sense of self has very significant connection with what we may call
individual differences of people. Hood (2020) explains that an individual may even emulate the
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behavior of others after deciding that they belong to a certain group, such as when they adopt a
certain gender identity. In this study, gender is a good example of a component that becomes
perhaps too complex for the sense of self alone to address. The understanding of the complexities
of gender, and the dynamics of decision-making around it need perhaps the support of an
additional framework related to the self, and also closely related to the sense of self.
5.4 Individual Differences: Addressing Gender, Race, and Cultural Background in
Participant Experiences
Individual differences seem to operate in a layer that may or may not influence in
significant ways the core mechanism of self-coherence that emerged in this study, which is itself
only an initial proposition. The method of this study is also not designed to detect significance in
potentially causational relationships. In other words, at this stage it is prudent to only approach
individual differences as a texture that can enrich our understanding of the pursuit of well-being.
5.4.1 Race and Cultural Background:
Following results described in chapter 4, Table 14, it seems overall that participants
report their race and cultural background as limiting factors to their experience. It could be that
this is accurate, and part of the challenge and conflict of the journey, or a biased characteristic
resulting from a response that is influenced by the fact that they are being interviewed for a
study, and perhaps may feel that aspects other than conflict and limitations would not be as
interesting. I also did not directly question them in that direction, and did not ask for e.g., what
would empower them when they look at their race and cultural background. This is also an
aspect for future research.
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Finally, based on the data collected, it is very likely that there is a good level of accuracy
on the limitation aspect, but also very likely that digging deeper one would find more joyful
aspects of race a cultural background influencing the pursuit of well being.
5.4.2 Gender:
The purposeful sample in this study included 7 male-to-female transgender individuals, 4
male-to-female crossdressers, 1 dual spirit, 1 gender fluid, 1 lesbian woman, 1 bisexual man, 1
pansexual woman, 6 heterosexual women and 2 heterosexual men. It represents well the
diversity in gender.
My goal with this sample was twofold: (1) have enough diversity to find an essence of
the experience of self-coherence that would potentially speak to a broad population and
hopefully to all of us; and (2) give evidence to the experience of change in gender as an
extremely significant change in human lives, also positioning gender-related experiences at the
center of the discussion around self-coherence, as a way to defy gender normativity, and remind
you, the reader, that perhaps your well-being in gender is only truly reached when you accept the
gender well-being of others, and I know you may already know that, and if you do, my heart is
with you. In other words, what I expected, and have confirmed in this study, is that social
comparison under mindless societal normativity is the main driver for gender suppression, and
can lead to sexual dissatisfaction, suppression of emotions, and lack of fulfillment in life,
resulting in a damaged sense of self, potential pathological conditions, and a skewed
directionality, existentially speaking, missing the truly desirable point of well-being.
While the experiences in this study are ultimately experiences of success and overcoming
challenges related to social discrimination at extremely and inhumanly aggressive levels, the
elephant in the room is that these challenges should not even happen in the first place. It is not
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amusing to observe the suffering of people, and much less amusing when the changes that they
are going through are in fact transforming them into better human beings. I do not speak here
from opinion, but from my immersion and analysis of the 45 hours of data in this study.
While my position remains that it should be unnecessary to have these discussions
because human beings should be bigger than that. At this point in the history of this world we
are still facing the lowest levels of human expression and existence. The insects and maggots of
this world display better behavior than certain people. Hence, I will not shy away from bringing
out my voice and the voice of so many that have transcended into a higher level of existence
through their unnecessary suffering. I fundamentally disagree with the idea that suffering is a
need in our lives so that we can find higher growth. I understand that in practice it may be the
case that we grow through experiences of suffering (see Tedeschi, 2019), also reported by
participants in this study, but at my core I remain, maybe in an utopian manner, in defense of the
creation of a world without suffering. It is mainly a matter of collective behavioral choices. The
choices all of us make every day.
Hence, I will refrain from addressing in this section details of the gender journey of
participants, and specifics of their suffering. I will continue my analysis of that data after this
study, and in the future offer reports that live up to the responsibility of having that data. In other
words, here I will summarize a few central points that emerged in gender-related experiences,
and propose discussions around these points, leaving space for a future, more specific analysis.
This study is also not aimed at gender specifically, further justifying this approach.
5.4.2.1 A Better Human Being: A Scale of Gender & Self-Discovery. Gender is well
known as a driver of self-discovery. Evidence is abundant around all the moments in our lives in
which gender intermediates the formation of foundational pillars of our sense of self. In other
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words, our foundations, in terms of the ideas that we create regarding who we are, include our
definitions of our gender-related aspects.
As observed in this study, gender is an inevitable trigger for self-reflection, meaning
there is not one case in which a gender-related decision is made without self-reflection, or a
reflection of who the self is. Even if the result of the reflection is that a certain decision was part
of a sexual exploration process, or of any behavioral experimentation, and the final gender
identification does not include those aspects as defining of gender, the process of reflection still
goes through all the possibilities.
In practice, what this connection between gender and self-reflection means is that there is
likely an underlying scale that is formed. The more aspects of gender come up, the more selfreflection is performed. The final metric on this supposed scale is self-discovery, meaning higher
self-reflection may lead to higher self-discovery.
Self-discovery, as also evidenced in the data in this study, is contextualized. In other
words, conceptions of the self seem to need a reference to be established, which may be
internally validated (e.g. I am healthier than yesterday, or I feel so much pleasure when I have
sex this way), or externally validated, in the form of e.g. social acceptance, comparison, or
affirmation (e.g. I feel comfortable with my gender expression in public, or I see that my gender
expression and sexual interests are similar to this person and not that person), and other, even
metaphysical forms. Hence, there is a possibility that a higher degree of self-discovery may lead
to a higher degree of social understanding within the social context one has access to.
If we are to measure what it means to be a better human being, we may consider within
that measure a degree of social understanding and respect. The higher respect and understanding
one may have for another, the higher they are in a supposed better human scale.
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Hence, what I am proposing, boldly, in this section, based on the data in this study, is that
individuals with a higher intensity and quantity of involvement with gender-related aspects of
their lives will reach higher degrees of self-discovery, becoming, in our supposed scale, better
human beings, with a higher degree of understanding and respect for other humans, compared to
themselves before their gender journey experiences. Meaning gender may be a path to growth.
Figure 15
An Optimistic Scale of Becoming a Better Human Being Through Gender

Note: to avoid being unfair to any specific participant I used myself in this example. I transitioned from
Alex to April, and align my experience with all the participants who also reported a significant change in
becoming a better human being. This scale is optimistic because there is a chance that gender
experiences may lead to suppression, internalization and self-harm, interrupting scale progression.

This does not mean that gender is the only path to becoming a better human being,
assuming that that would be the case. Nor does it mean that people who have gone through that
path will be “better” in every way. Also based on data in this study, people carry their negative
traits and sometimes extremely negative behavioral aspects despite the gender journey.
However, when placed in context, they will likely show a higher degree of acceptance and
respect to the gender choices of others, and consequences of those choices, in comparison to
themselves in the past. Even if with a live and let live attitude, they are likely able to increasingly
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offer to others the basic space that they also require themselves. Figure 15 illustrates this
proposition.
Importantly, this is an optimistic perspective. Also evidenced in this study, people may
shut down, suppress gender and emotions, internalize negative and harmful components, and not
progress in the proposed scale (Figure 15). Also, heterosexual participants expressed to be
conscious that they have had less involvement with gender-related thoughts and conflicts, and
report becoming better human beings by finding other ways in which to understand people and
create a higher level of respect. Notably, this study did not interview aggressive radicals who
may oppose freedom of gender, neither did it interview insects and maggots.
Finally, this aspect of gender may inform the research in self-coherence at the layer of
individual differences. Perhaps having a higher degree of openness to gender-related experiences
may lead individuals to a higher state of well-being, and an honest existential directionality.
5.4.2.1 Beyond Gender Suffering: Who Accepts Who? Acceptance is a controversial
term within the gender discussion. It divides a context into an accepting side and an accepted
side. In this study participants expressed significant conflict with that notion, and significantly
negative outcomes from the fear of it. They also expressed being misunderstood, as one of the
main causes of conflict around acceptance. In cases, participants also reported detachment from
that notion by detaching from individuals who enforce, or potentially enforce, a need for
submission to the illusion of heteronormativity. In other words, individuals who believe that
heterosexuality is the norm, and all individuals outside of that are mentally, spiritually or
physically sick, or even criminals and marginals, or banished from the light of god.
As I immersed myself in that problem, and suffered the pain of every participant who
reported it, I reached a higher and logical understanding that changes the way this relation is
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perceived. I compared the life experiences of the two sides of the acceptance conflict, and posed
the question: logically, who accepts who?
This question led me to the foundation of a theoretical argument that I believe may
already be in practice in the “real world” but not yet formalized within the academic discussion
of gender acceptance. While I did not find evidence yet for a literature review around this
proposition, it is fitting as part of the discussion in this study because it results from its data. And
it will be a point for future research.
Logically, acceptance does not need understanding. One can accept another or a situation
without the understanding of it. We accept our human condition in that way. However,
participants expressed that if understanding would be present, acceptance would be achieved.
Being true to this data, I compared the levels of understanding of life experiences of the
heteronormative side against the LGBTQ side. Figure 16 illustrates the result of my comparison,
which inverts, logically, the order of acceptance. In other words, I conclude that logically, it is
the LGBTQ, and only the LGBTQ experience that can accept the limited heteronormative.
This is part of my contribution to participants of this study, who may perhaps find relief
from anxiety and higher self-esteem from acknowledging this proposition. It also may promote
conversation between the two sides and a mutual deepening of understanding. Ultimately it is
logical, and rational, and not only promotes a conversion point in the discussion but reactions to
it may reveal the nature of certain beliefs. Speculating further, heteronormativity, for example,
may be rooted deep within senses of morality and values, and be extremely difficult for people to
consciously re-evaluate (see Sunstein, 2005). That difficulty may cause people to settle within a
comfort zone of heteronormative rules, pouring their disrespectful reactions out into the world as
a defense mechanism. They may perhaps not even be fundamentally connected to that
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heteronormative belief. They may, at the core, not really care too much about the gender choices
of others. But changing their attitude towards the world when that topic comes up is too complex
for them, and perhaps in a form of existential laziness they choose to remain within an
unreasonable comfort zone, and give the world their worst.
Figure 16
Rings of Acceptance

Only the LGBTQ can accept the heteronormative: An LGBTQ identity/life-experience will contain the
hetero/heteronormative experience/knowledge. Therefore, it is the LGBTQ who accepts the heteronormative, and
not the other way around. While the LGBTQ may be stressed by the process, it is still their function to accept, and
eventually educate, because the heteronormative is incapable of understanding and accepting the LGBTQ in the
same well-informed manner. While there is acceptance on both sides, the stress is likely higher on the LGBTQ,
who must face and respond to the uninformed stress of the heteronormative dealing with and maybe fearing the
unknown, placing the LGBTQ as the “different,” “alien,” “strange,” “queer,” or effectively: unknown.
Potential Effects: Anxiety reduction, higher self-esteem, self-acceptance, self-coherence re-design, emotional rediscovery, logical re-discovery, path to common understanding between individuals in each ring.

Beyond potential future practical applications in gender, what else can this study reserve
for the future?
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5.5 Conclusion, Potential Applications in Educational Psychology and Beyond, and a
Measure of Validity, Reliability, Limitations, and Future Research
This study is a foundational exploration of self-coherence. As explained in this chapter,
self-coherence is not yet well known and benefits from this type of investigation. There are
advantages of approaching an object of study that may reflect the whole of a context, possible
system, or mechanism. Additionally, the journey to uncover the essence and reveal what may
later perhaps be confirmed as the mechanism, or the workings of self-coherence, has led to my
meaningful growth as a researcher, and to many new connections with areas of psychology,
philosophy, and analytical speculation towards gender studies. To conclude, it is also important
to mention connections to education and educational psychology as possibilities for future
research are laid out.
5.5.1 Connections to Educational Psychology and Possibilities for Future Research
Construction of knowledge emerged as a theme in this study. It reflected the evidence
that part of the pursuit of well-being is influenced by and influences our formation of and
capabilities for rational thought, conceptual schemas, problem solving techniques, evidence
gathering and epistemological belief, learning from experience, learning from mistakes, and
perhaps particularly valuable to future research, mindset change and conceptual change.
What this can mean for future research is perhaps that through self-coherence certain
significant but difficult to detect connections to learning may be found. These may not be
unexpected, and not new in educational psychology, but only difficult to pinpoint at an
individual level during a formal learning experience or a progression analysis. An instrument
targeting the whole of self-coherence may eventually add data to something specific to learning.
Examples may be retrieved in this study from the causational view of concepts (see Appendix 5),
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such as: (a) a relatively simple component such as access to information may be a significant
bottleneck for several dimensions of learning; (b) the use of humor may assist in provoking
mindset and conceptual changes; (c) privilege may lead to significantly blinding biases; (d)
community may be at the source of several learning process; (e) detachment may be a reaction
beyond lack of interest; and (f) agency can promote higher interest and an expansion of learning
goals.
Additionally, perhaps the focus of self-coherence measurements can be essentially nonjudgmental, preserve and value individuality, and not immediately directed at diagnosis of a
pathological condition. If that becomes the case, it can serve well in educational settings and
beyond, de-stigmatizing the process of self-analysis and self-change, or calibration of selfcoherence.
Finally, concept mapping can be an effective mechanism for measurement, analysis, and
potential interventional mechanisms around self-coherence. Participants in this study were
moved by the concept maps during member-check, or the second interview in which they were
able to review and discuss the maps (see section 4.2.2). It is also a metacognitive process, and if
somehow streamlined, perhaps with technology, can become a dynamic analytical tool
5.5.2 Validity and Reliability
Validity and Reliability of this study are supported by 4 main aspects: (1) strong
foundations of framework and literature review; (2) high quantity of in-depth data and diversity
of participant experience; (3) high quality of method throughout all stages of the project; and (4)
high quality of analysis, acknowledging the foundational explorative nature of this study and
informing possible future research.
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At the foundations, the initial framework by Dweck (2017) is rooted in well studied
empirical research and classic theories of psychology. Results in this study spoke directly to such
foundations, not only supporting a priori knowledge, but adding to the validity and reliability of
this study, and perhaps of the study of self-coherence going forward.
Data in this study served well towards a strong analysis, and also towards mitigating the
effects of potential bias. 24 participants and 45 hours of in-depth interviews is a substantial
amount of data that can support a critical analysis by the researcher, in which potential biases can
be checked for. Importantly, I recognized that my insider positionality and purposeful sampling
may create difficulties for other researchers attempting to replicate my steps if that is ever the
case. Positionality can be a significant modifier to the quality of data collected.
The method of phenomenology drove the analysis towards an essence that emerged
beyond outer layers of the experiences. It is reliable in the way that other researchers may find
similar results if following the same method to study the experience of self-coherence. It also
speaks to existentialism, and my unexpected journey into existentialism also adds to reliability.
Finally, the analysis maintained a full sense of openness despite being consciously
purposeful and informed by a priori knowledge. The iterative process remained active to the very
end, back and forth and back and forth as much as necessary. Immersion is a process that
benefits from an iterative routine, to avoid bias and speculative understandings at early stages of
the project, and propose future research from a solid platform of results.
5.5.3 Limitations and Future Research
Limitations of this study include expected aspects around the sample characteristics being
limited, the qualitative nature of the method in relation to generalizability not being conclusive,
the search for essence being exclusive and perhaps dismissive of other important aspects around
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the object, and the experience and characteristics of myself as the researcher potentially affecting
the study.
In other words, the reader must review this study keeping in mind the context of this
study in relation to what self-coherence can later be found to be in a more specific, or even more
generalizable manner. What this means is that findings in this study are only part of a
foundational understanding of self-coherence, and by all means do not aim to be exhaustive or
conclusive in any way. It is a beginning, not an end.
Importantly, I also choose not to be so dismissive of the quality of my results, and invite
you, the reader, to check upon these results and compare or apply them to your life experience. I
am confident that results will resonate well into the discussion of self-coherence.
Finally, there is much work to be done in the study of self-coherence. In my experience
so far, what is most thrilling about this research is the approach to a whole object, or the
approach from the whole to the specific, and the possibilities of improvement to people’s lives
through the analysis, understanding, and adjustment of their self-coherence composition. If selfcoherence has the potential to affect us deeply, even in existential ways, it is worth the effort of
research. Living in a world in which we are overwhelmed by an infinite amount of different
input to all our senses, and approached by all sides with so many possibilities of life choices, it
can be useful to create tools and mechanisms for a review of those input signals and possibilities,
and in an exclusive manner, select what we truly need to reach our clearly defined ideal.
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Appendix 1 - Questionnaire Matrix
This is the interview guide. Interviews are open and do not have specific questions
scripted, and would eventually be shaped around a certain topic. So for example, the approach to
gender, could be, “I am curious about your views on gender, how do you see gender?” … and go
from there, narrowing down depending on the response. If the participant answers, e.g. “I think
people should be free to choose…,” then the question shapes itself, “so freedom to choose is
important in gender, is that something you always thought? did that grow in your way of seeing
things? Is it related to your experience? to what you see on tv..? (and so forth.. these are just
examples). The objective is to cover different topics and detect important events (in participants’
eyes) that may have caused participants to either change or reassure their life direction, values,
beliefs, and worldviews. Self-coherence is an underlying need, hence, it has many different paths
to it. It is seen as a master sensor of human motivation, hence it may direct many different types
of choices, needs, and other behavioral aspects that may connect to a global need, an overall
well-being, a personal life goal, or even more obscure mechanisms that may be seen as needed to
succeed or in some form be satisfied in life, such as anger for a certain group, or such negative
social beliefs.
In tests of the matrix below, the flow of conversation is much more conversational than
the examples above. People tend to just go on and the investigator only directs to this or that
topic, and maybe deepens the view by asking for a better explanation, e.g. “what do you mean
by? how so? …”
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Questionnaire Matrix
The questionnaire matrix is an electronic mechanism, only illustrated here. It is an
electronic spreadsheet which will be used by the researcher during the interview. In that moment,
the researcher will follow a cyclic pattern of choosing one primary question, to promote initial
conversation over a certain point, followed by secondary questions, that can promote
clarification and depth, then back to another primary question, and so forth. The researcher will
then, as the interview develops, copy the content of the cell related to the questions being made,
and paste that content into the blank cells, adding also any immediate notes or observations.
Hence, each participant will result in an individual matrix, depending upon the flow of the
interview. While Table 15 already displays a set of primary and secondary questions, the matrix
will remain open for improvement during the research process, following rigorous and best
practices of openness in qualitative research.
Table 15
Questionnaire Matrix
Primary Question

Secondary Question

Gender - self-conception, views, beliefs, experiences,
coping

What meaning does "x" have
to you?

Goals - creating, managing, planning, succeeding, dealing
with failure, resilience

What meaning do you think
it has for others?

Coping & Defense Strategies

Does it relate to goals or
needs that you have?

Youth & Development - interests and needs

When do you think that
started to change?

Beliefs - Intellectual

How was it when you were
younger

Beliefs - Religious

How so? what do you mean?

Beliefs - Social
Personality
Employment security & loss - career?
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PQ1 SQ1 PQ2 SQ2

Big changes in life - did you promote them? Self-changes?
Emotional disasters
Relationships broken
Physical violence
Severe hospitalization
Social stress
Identity definition, intention, & violations
Happiness - definition, relation with needs
Expectations - from self, from others - important?
Big fears? - affect your life today? always?
Causes - do you actively defend any cause?
Big restrictions? - anything holding your life back?
Monitoring - do you monitor yourself in any way? what do
you monitor?
Comparisons - do you find yourself comparing yourself to
others? on purpose? what do you compare?
Artifacts with meaning? why?
Special Objects? what meaning they have? carry them with
you?
Lost objects?
Songs?
Movies? Shows?
Scents?
Tastes? food? drink?
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Appendix 2 - Informed Consent

INFORMED CONSENT
Department of Educational Psychology & Higher Education
TITLE OF STUDY: The Experience of Self-Coherence
INVESTIGATOR(S): Dr. Lisa Bendixen, April Ursula Fox (legal name: Alex Gonçalves)
For questions or concerns about the study, you may contact April
at 702-5239890
(or Lisa at 702-895-4632)
For questions regarding the rights of research subjects, any complaints or comments regarding
the manner in which the study is being conducted, contact the UNLV Office of Research
Integrity – Human Subjects at 702-895-2794, toll free at 888-581-2794 or via email at
IRB@unlv.edu.
Purpose of the Study
You are invited to participate in a research study. The purpose of this study is to understand the
experience of self-coherence. Self-coherence is an idea, scientists call it a concept, called selfcoherence. It has recently, in science, been found to influence all human needs, from our choices
of things we like, to the jobs we choose, and the way we decide to raise our kids or choose our
friends. It is a bigger need, like a bigger goal that we may have, that sits there under the other
needs, kind of bringing everything together in a way that makes sense to our well being, or to our
bigger personal goal in life. I will explore how people experience this idea, or this need, or selfcoherence, by interviewing them, and then reviewing the conversations to understand people’s
experiences.
Participants
You are being asked to participate in the study because you fit this criteria: You are accessible to
April, the student researcher, who values your connection with her, and believes your experience
will shed light into the phenomena of self-coherence. Participants age range is adults age 23-70.
Procedures
If you volunteer to participate in this study, you will be asked to do the following: Participate in
a semi-structured interview, with a minimum of 1 hour. You will later be invited to optionally
review and discuss initial results together with April. The interview(s) will be conducted
remotely and will be audio recorded. Recordings will be also later transcribed into text for
analysis. All the recordings and data will be de-identified and stored inside encrypted cloud
drives only accessible by April and Dr. Lisa Bendixen.
Benefits of Participation
There may be direct intellectual benefits to you as a participant in this study. We hope to learn
more of self-coherence, which has been proposed to be at the center of our human motivation,
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and such learning can give you intellectual breadth and depth for your own understanding of
your motivations and human motivation as seen in fields of behavioral science.
Risks of Participation
There are risks involved in all research studies. This study may include only minimal risks, e.g.
you may become uncomfortable when answering some questions. However, you do not have to
speak of anything you do not wish to speak about, you will never be asked to proceed with any
conversation you do not wish to have, and you can stop and end the interview at any time. Hence
the risks are at the very minimum.
Cost /Compensation
There will be zero financial cost to you to participate in this study. The study will take a
minimum of 1 hour of your time. You will not be financially compensated for your time.
Confidentiality
All information gathered in this study will be kept as confidential as possible. No reference will
be made in written or oral materials that could link you to this study. All records will be stored
in an encrypted cloud drive under the UNLV google online infrastructure for 5 years after
completion of the study. After the storage time the information gathered will be deleted.
Voluntary Participation
Your participation in this study is voluntary. You may refuse to participate in this study or in any
part of this study. You may withdraw at any time without prejudice to your relations with
UNLV. You are encouraged to ask questions about this study at the beginning or any time during
the research study.
Participant Consent:
I have read the above information and agree to participate in this study. I have been able to ask
questions about the research study. I am at least 18 years of age. A copy of this form has been
given to me.
Please note: This consent form is only for your records and clarification. It does not need to
be signed and sent back to April or anyone at UNLV. During the interview you will
confirm your consent verbally.
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Appendix 3 - Full Code List (A-Z)
Full Code List ranked by number of uses (A to Z by code name), including themes and categories.
Theme Legend - 6 themes: @INT - Internal Validation; @EXT - External Validation; @ID - Identity;
@KNOW - Construction of Knowledge; @SUPP - Support Mechanism; @DIS - Distress
Category Legend - 42 categories (A-Z): (A) - acceptance; (ACT) - activity; (AG) - agency; (ART) - artifact; (ATTCH) - attachment;
(AV) - avoidance; (B) - body; (BMEI) - body, mind & emotion interplay; (C) - change; (CTRL) - control; (D) - detachment; (DIR) direction; (E) - event; (EM) - emotion, emotional need or response; (EPT) - expectations; (EX) - experience; (G) - goal; (GDR) gender; (I) - information; (ID) - identity; (IN) - influence; (L-K) - learning & knowledge construction; (L-P) - life planning; (M-P) meaning & purpose; (M) - measurement; (MEM) - memory; (N) - negotiation; (NORM) - normativity; (P-S) - pseudo science;
(PRO) - professional; (R) - relationships; (S-P) - stage or period; (S) - social (acceptance, recognition,...); (SELF) - self concepts &
effects; (SEX) - sex; (SPC) - space to…; (SUP) - suppression; (T) - thinking / thought process; (TR) - traits; (TRST) - trust; (V) values; (VLD) - validation
Groundedness
(# uses)

Density
(# links)

(A) Acceptance
(A) acceptance of condition or context
(A) openness
(A) self-acceptance
(A) social-acceptance
(A) society come to terms with
(A) tolerate external effects
(ACT) Activity

0
30
49
62
118
36
7
0

4
76
50
60
61
45
13
1

@EXT
@SUPP
@SUPP
@INT
@SUPP
@ID
@SUPP
@SUPP

(ACT) corporate-type work
(ACT) habits - change
(ACT) habits change as solution
(ACT) true-self as addicting
(ACT) yoga, tantra
(AG) activity oriented / generator
(AG) Agency
(AG) attitude as solution

1
8
1
3
1
16
0
6

8
12
6
6
3
19
8
17

@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@INT
@EXT
@EXT

(AG) confidence
(AG) de-victimize self
(AG) dedication
(AG) determination
(AG) embrace journey to goal
(AG) extrinsic motivation as effective
(AG) extrinsically motivated

30
2
1
17
15
3
1

22
4
3
9
31
8
2

@KNOW
@SUPP
@SUPP
@ID
@INT
@SUPP
@KNOW
@DIS

(AG) first steps to solution
(AG) flow / living in the moment
(AG) focus on positive
(AG) independent or entrepreneurial
(AG) intrinsic motivation
(AG) just do it
(AG) knowledge seek
(AG) loss of interest

10
24
16
5
8
16
94
13

14
36
15
18
20
15
70
28

@KNOW
@SUPP
@KNOW

(AG) minimum effort to achieve goal
(AG) mobility
(AG) multiple approaches

1
2
6

4
4
13

Theme

Code Name

@SUPP
@SUPP
@ID
@INT
@EXT
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
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@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@EXT
@ID
@KNOW

(AG) opportunity - catch/see
(AG) opportunity missed
(AG) perseverance as effective
(AG) power-less-ness
(AG) protest against context
(AG) question free will

5
3
7
15
4
1

0
5
11
19
11
14

@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@KNOW
@SUPP
@INT
@KNOW

(AG) self can change environment
(AG) self-agency
(AG) self-promote self-change
(AG) take initiative
(AG) trial and error
(AG) true self as empowering
(AG) true x expected - takeover
(AG) true-self as a choice

14
16
13
4
20
9
9
1

27
43
24
16
28
21
27
4

@ID
@DIS
@SUPP
@SUPP
@INT
@ID
@SUPP
@SUPP

(AG) unapologetic
(AG) unprepared
(AG) walk the talk
(ART) artifact
(ART) artifact as emotional trigger
(ART) artifact as identity building
(ART) artifact as memory keepsake
(ART) artifact as time travel

1
2
1
27
11
3
2
3

3
3
2
23
16
15
5
5

@SUPP
@ID
@EXT
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP

(ART) artifact creation
(ART) artistic as goal
(ATTCH) difficult to give-up goal
(AV) avoid certain activities
(AV) avoid expectations
(AV) avoid political discussions
(AV) Avoidance

1
6
3
1
3
2
0

5
37
7
2
4
4
3

@DIS
@SUPP
@SUPP
@DIS
@DIS
@INT
@INT
@INT

(AV) avoidance / neglecting as negative / damaging
(AV) avoidance of certain past goals
(AV) avoidance/distancing as positive/solution
(AV) avoiding to make decision
(AV) denial of condition
(B) body as evidence
(B) body as instrument
(B) body/image as trigger to emotion

7
6
20
4
8
27
21
7

6
19
26
11
13
30
14
5

@DIS
@SUPP
@INT
@SUPP
@INT
@INT
@INT
@INT

(B) dislike self-image
(B) health preservation
(BMEI) biochemical effects
(BMEI) drug/substance use, influence or abuse
(BMEI) embodiment
(BMEI) emotion, body and mind interplay
(BMEI) emotions on specific areas of the body
(BMEI) good sex as unlocking stuck emotions

4
5
10
17
21
7
4
6

19
4
12
22
23
22
5
8

@SUPP
@KNOW
@INT
@DIS
@KNOW
@DIS
@KNOW

(BMEI) health as trigger to change
(BMEI) health impairment influence goal selection
(BMEI) hormonal effects
(BMEI) internalization of the issue
(BMEI) knowledge as emotional control tool
(BMEI) madness
(BMEI) masculine & feminine as energies

3
1
15
45
1
1
1

7
2
29
46
4
4
9
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@SUPP
@DIS
@KNOW
@SUPP
@INT
@INT

(BMEI) not overthinking
(BMEI) overthinking
(BMEI) reaction
(BMEI) relief
(BMEI) sex as shutting down rational thinking
(BMEI) stress relief

16
5
24
6
1
0

14
15
43
6
4
1

@SUPP
@INT
@SUPP
@SUPP
@INT
@INT
@KNOW
@KNOW

(BMEI) trauma as defensive trigger
(BMEI) true-self as transcending / high
(BMEI) utility in negativity
(C) adaptation as driver of change
(C) awakening or insight
(C) Change
(C) change at any age
(C) change of mind

8
1
1
3
24
0
1
6

12
7
6
7
59
6
3
1

@INT
@SUPP
@SUPP
@KNOW
@KNOW
@DIS
@INT
@SUPP

(C) change spark self-discovery
(C) change what drags u down
(C) changing locations
(C) conceptual change
(C) constant change
(C) impermanence
(C) internalization break/revert/pause
(C) intervention / externally promoted change

22
7
5
18
13
18
24
9

16
6
29
48
10
34
41
24

@SUPP
@SUPP
@KNOW
@INT
@SUPP
@INT
@INT

(C) lifestyle changes
(C) location change as goal
(C) mindset-change
(C) rejection as trigger to change
(C) relationship as reason for change
(C) self-change
(C) sex as deeply transformative

9
1
35
1
3
88
1

33
6
68
5
9
76
2

@INT
@SUPP
@ID
@DIS
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP

(C) sexuality change
(C) social circle change - positive
(C) transformation / permanent changes
(CTRL) addiction
(CTRL) comfort zone
(CTRL) commitment
(CTRL) Control
(CTRL) control need

16
9
24
2
2
5
0
13

21
23
37
1
8
11
0
23

@EXT
@KNOW
@DIS
@SUPP
@SUPP
@EXT
@EXT
@KNOW

(CTRL) control over others
(CTRL) discipline as effective
(CTRL) feeling controlled
(CTRL) freedom
(CTRL) full task focus - shut emotional-self down
(CTRL) mass media as controlling
(CTRL) ownership of life decisions
(CTRL) predictability

5
9
8
17
7
2
8
4

12
23
20
19
12
10
15
15

@SUPP
@SUPP
@ID
@EXT
@DIS
@SUPP
@DIS

(CTRL) restrictions as positive
(CTRL) self-control
(CTRL) self-standards & limits
(CTRL) society prohibitive
(CTRL) stagnant as illusion of stable
(CTRL) support mechanism
(CTRL) suppression difficult

2
26
17
27
1
116
3

10
23
31
36
2
81
0
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@SUPP
@DIS
@SUPP
@SUPP
@DIS
@SUPP

(CTRL) surrender control
(D) abandon things / let things crumble
(D) Detach
(D) detach - as inevitable
(D) detached - as a problem
(D) detached - as solution

15
2
0
2
3
48

23
3
1
6
8
48

@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@DIS

(D) dismissal of blame
(D) dismissal of definitions or labels
(D) dismissal of social judgement
(D) distance from problems
(D) fly above it
(D) independence from external effects
(D) release / disconnect
(DIR) counter-productive

3
7
4
9
1
18
21
49

4
10
10
17
6
29
24
41

@DIS
@INT
@DIS
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@DIS
@EXT

(DIR) dysfunctional balance
(DIR) productive
(E) 2nd lost baby
(E) at the same time
(E) coincidences or synchronicity as evidence
(E) facing problems
(E) lost baby
(E) new pregancy

1
67
1
1
1
58
1
1

4
64
5
4
2
50
6
5

@ID
@KNOW
@KNOW
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@INT

(E) pregnancy / motherhood
(E) say true-self name
(E) unexpected event
(EM) attachment
(EM) belonging
(EM) belonging threatened
(EM) boredom as guide

1
1
3
14
10
4
8

14
2
15
19
34
13
19

@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@KNOW
@DIS
@INT

(EM) calm or empty mind
(EM) can be emotional when not being professional
(EM) closure
(EM) closure / emotion cleanup as goal
(EM) compartmentalization
(EM) compassion as understanding
(EM) crisis
(EM) emotion as evidence

3
2
25
1
4
15
1
24

10
5
29
10
5
24
7
31

@INT
@KNOW
@INT
@DIS
@DIS
@SUPP
@DIS
@SUPP

(EM) emotion as guide
(EM) emotion as thought provoking
(EM) emotional awareness
(EM) emotional breakdown
(EM) emotional construction/build-up
(EM) emotional control
(EM) emotional distress
(EM) emotional moment as necessary

51
8
2
3
21
29
108
4

45
7
10
6
17
44
109
15

@KNOW
@INT
@DIS
@INT
@INT
@INT
@DIS

(EM) emotional or cognitive load?
(EM) emotional re-discovery
(EM) emotional risk
(EM) emotional truth
(EM) emotional wisdom
(EM) Emotions
(EM) fear

5
59
3
7
8
0
71

6
76
6
11
31
4
54
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@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@KNOW
@INT

(EM) financial fear
(EM) frustration
(EM) hate
(EM) internal struggle
(EM) irrational fears
(EM) joy

26
7
1
15
3
31

27
4
2
25
12
43

@INT
@EXT
@DIS
@DIS
@INT
@DIS
@EXT
@SUPP

(EM) mood
(EM) pride
(EM) shame
(EM) suicidal thoughts
(EM) true self as happiness need
(EPT) behavioral conditioning as bad
(EPT) expect others to be at our level
(EPT) expectation management

1
10
3
4
2
1
4
20

5
15
6
9
13
4
12
23

@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@EXT
@DIS
@EXT
@DIS

(EPT) Expectations
(EPT) expectations as evidence
(EPT) expectations as goal
(EPT) expectations as guide
(EPT) expectations as trigger
(EPT) expectations bad
(EPT) expectations of one before one is born
(EPT) expectations unfulfilled

0
18
11
7
7
17
1
35

2
18
16
24
6
30
7
49

@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@KNOW
@EXT
@SUPP
@EXT

(EPT) expected self
(EPT) expected x true takeover
(EPT) fulfilling external expectations
(EPT) high expectations
(EPT) imposed expectations
(EPT) not judging or judged
(EPT) religion as oppressive

4
1
50
12
13
8
6

54
1
71
17
45
17
19

@EXT
@INT
@DIS
@KNOW
@KNOW
@DIS
@KNOW
@KNOW

(EPT) reward-seeking
(EPT) self-expectations fulfilled
(EPT) unknown as bad / scary
(EPT) unpredictability
(EPT) unrealistic expectations
(EX) bad experiences
(EX) experience as evidence
(EX) experience as highest impact

9
3
15
7
5
13
28
21

17
10
16
16
11
30
42
36

@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@SUPP
@SUPP
@KNOW

(EX) failure
(EX) Homeless
(EX) loneliness or alone
(EX) loss
(EX) medical / pathological issues
(EX) positive experiences
(EX) realness
(EX) repetition as constructive

18
1
15
18
21
22
21
6

19
1
25
37
32
36
45
16

@SUPP
@EXT
@DIS
@ID
@INT
@ID
@INT

(EX) ritual / activity / practice
(EX) seeking new experiences
(EX) traumatic experience
(G) authenticity as goal
(G) balance as goal
(G) be a listener - as goal
(G) be loved as goal

15
10
5
5
3
3
2

34
34
19
18
14
5
4
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@EXT
@INT
@EXT
@EXT
@INT
@INT

(G) beauty as goal
(G) body as goal
(G) capacity to deliver - as goal
(G) change others as goal
(G) chasing the dragon as goal
(G) comfort as goal

1
7
6
7
1
5

10
12
17
11
4
16

@EXT
@EXT
@ID
@KNOW
@EXT
@EXT
@SUPP
@KNOW

(G) community - diverging goals
(G) community as goal
(G) creativity as goal
(G) experience / live the fullest as goal
(G) family as goal
(G) financial as goal
(G) freedom as goal
(G) goal

10
6
6
2
8
26
16
31

14
29
9
9
16
27
22
4

@KNOW
@EXT
@INT
@DIS
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW

(G) goal achieved
(G) goal as positive work environment
(G) goal as true goal/priority
(G) goal binging = never happy
(G) goal multiplicity
(G) goal seemingly impossible
(G) goal selection / triage
(G) goal(s) never acknowledged

20
3
13
1
9
7
26
3

59
7
13
8
5
13
66
7

@EXT
@INT
@SUPP
@DIS
@SUPP
@ID
@INT

(G) goals only if together
(G) growth as goal
(G) health improvement as goal
(G) health-compromised for goal
(G) high intensity as goal
(G) honesty as goal
(G) joy/happiness as goal

1
5
5
2
8
11
35

3
18
15
1
28
18
39

@SUPP
@INT
@EXT
@KNOW
@EXT
@INT
@ID
@INT

(G) low intensity as goal
(G) motherhood as goal
(G) new family as goal
(G) new goal(s)
(G) new relationship as goal
(G) no regrets as goal
(G) one gender as goal
(G) one-ness as goal

0
1
1
28
1
1
5
6

5
3
4
36
7
5
19
15

@SUPP
@INT
@INT
@SUPP
@SUPP
@KNOW
@KNOW
@SUPP

(G) own space as goal
(G) passion justifying sacrifice
(G) peace as goal
(G) physical activity as goal
(G) positive energy as goal
(G) prioritization as limiting
(G) realization / achievement
(G) safety (even emotional) as goal

1
4
3
2
7
3
5
10

2
15
2
6
11
3
6
8

@SUPP
@KNOW
@SUPP
@ID
@INT
@EXT
@KNOW

(G) sanity as goal
(G) see goal as a possibility
(G) self-healing as goal
(G) self-presentation as goal
(G) sexual as goal
(G) social comparison as goal-setting
(G) specificity in goal

2
1
6
8
15
3
20

4
13
14
21
21
5
17
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@SUPP
@EXT
@INT
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW

(G) stress relief as goal
(G) travel / exploration as goal
(G) true-self as goal
(G) truth as inevitable or goal
(G) truth seek
(G) unexpected goal

3
1
26
2
44
1

11
7
44
3
47
5

@ID
@EXT
@EXT
@KNOW
@ID
@ID
@INT
@ID

(GDR) born sex as identity defining
(GDR) born sex ID necessary for medical
(GDR) coming out
(GDR) creativity / artistic as female
(GDR) cross-dress
(GDR) fem gender presentation advantageous
(GDR) fem gender presentation as trigger of fem sexuality
(GDR) female

7
2
45
1
2
1
2
2

19
5
61
3
41
7
5
19

@KNOW
@ID
@ID
@ID
@INT
@KNOW
@ID
@ID

(GDR) female attributed activities
(GDR) Gender
(GDR) gender as fluid
(GDR) gender as genetic
(GDR) gender as natural expression
(GDR) gender as personal choice
(GDR) gender as true self
(GDR) gender as unlabelled

1
0
1
1
24
19
11
1

4
1
15
4
23
30
26
2

@ID
@KNOW
@DIS
@SUPP
@KNOW
@ID
@DIS

(GDR) gender change as goal
(GDR) gender differences
(GDR) gender discrimination
(GDR) gender must be unbound
(GDR) gender not sex
(GDR) gender/self as performance
(GDR) homophobia

9
36
13
1
18
26
0

54
34
12
9
15
67
3

@ID
@KNOW
@KNOW
@ID
@ID
@SUPP
@DIS
@KNOW

(GDR) lesbian lgbtq
(GDR) male
(GDR) male as superior
(GDR) pansexual
(GDR) passability - gender
(GDR) qualifications unaffected by gender
(GDR) suppression gender
(I) access to information/knowledge

1
1
6
1
2
1
43
13

8
3
22
5
15
8
43
40

@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@ID
@ID
@ID
@DIS
@ID

(I) empirical evidence
(I) information or knowledge source - media
(I) new or updated information / knowledge
(ID) communicative
(ID) identity
(ID) identity as a role
(ID) identity avoidance
(ID) Identity building

12
9
4
7
121
12
2
168

12
27
6
12
112
42
8
154

@ID
@ID
@ID
@EXT
@ID
@ID
@KNOW

(ID) leadership role as identity
(ID) Multiplicity of self
(ID) name change
(ID) not hidden
(ID) personality pattern
(ID) personas or different act per context
(ID) pronouns

2
4
1
1
15
6
1

11
22
6
3
22
21
6
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@INT
@ID
@ID
@ID
@ID
@ID

(ID) search for natural state
(ID) secrecy
(ID) self expression based on utility
(ID) self through other's eyes
(ID) self-expression/presentation as deceiving
(ID) self-image & presentation

2
27
6
25
4
55

10
47
13
51
11
71

@EXT
@ID
@ID
@ID
@DIS
@ID
@DIS
@EXT

(ID) social-influencer
(ID) split self
(ID) split self unsustainable
(ID) transgender gay lgbtq
(ID) trauma as personality shaping
(ID) ugly-duck / tribe
(IN) bad life example / role-model
(IN) financial as limiting or liberating

1
33
10
29
4
11
1
13

2
57
19
84
9
23
5
18

@KNOW
@KNOW
@SUPP
@EXT
@EXT
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP

(IN) first impressions as guide / influence
(IN) informed opinion as guide
(IN) location city influence
(IN) mainstream thought as positive
(IN) media influence
(IN) nature / environment as influence
(IN) new role models
(IN) professional help

1
1
39
2
1
7
1
24

3
3
64
4
6
8
2
40

@SUPP
@SUPP
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW

(IN) role-model missing
(IN) role-model/inspiration
(IN) social circle as influence
(L-K) belief
(L-K) constant learning
(L-K) construction of knowledge
(L-K) depth of knowledge

3
17
14
8
1
138
14

5
23
25
11
2
114
21

@ID
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@SUPP

(L-K) educate - as social relations tool
(L-K) education/learning as goal
(L-K) educational system flaw
(L-K) feedback
(L-K) generalization
(L-K) generational change
(L-K) growth / learning by experience
(L-K) humor as solution

8
21
5
2
21
8
36
4

15
43
7
9
25
8
50
11

@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW

(L-K) humor as thought provoking
(L-K) illusion?
(L-K) inexperience
(L-K) intellectual stimulation need
(L-K) intellectual understanding as solution
(L-K) judging or observing others
(L-K) language as any type of communication
(L-K) learn only from specific knowledge source

1
6
11
5
2
48
1
2

9
20
17
4
10
57
3
7

@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@SUPP
@SUPP
@KNOW

(L-K) Learning & Knowledge
(L-K) learning from mistakes
(L-K) logic re-discovery
(L-K) mainstream thought disagree
(L-K) mentored
(L-K) mentoring
(L-K) non-transferability

0
12
16
14
22
32
2

2
19
18
37
42
37
12
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@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW

(L-K) prior knowledge activation
(L-K) questioning knowledge
(L-K) rationale
(L-K) recognition bias
(L-K) relationship as knowledge
(L-K) scientific explanation

2
1
17
0
3
2

5
4
16
3
3
5

@KNOW
@ID
@KNOW
@KNOW
@EXT
@KNOW
@KNOW
@EXT

(L-K) self-learning
(L-K) spiritual
(L-K) uninformed opinion as bad
(L-K) unknown reasons
(L-K) vicariously-living
(L-K) young teaching old
(L-P) age as important factor
(L-P) career - creating new opportunities

6
14
5
6
2
1
30
4

6
19
11
9
5
5
32
7

@EXT
@KNOW
@DIS
@EXT
@INT
@KNOW
@SUPP
@DIS

(L-P) career - maybe not ideal
(L-P) improvement as inevitable
(L-P) life or lifestyle threat
(L-P) life planning
(L-P) life-is-short as motivator
(L-P) long term goals
(L-P) overcome obstacles
(L-P) stuck

6
1
10
45
5
9
6
4

11
2
26
86
10
24
29
10

@ID
@KNOW
@KNOW
@INT
@KNOW
@SUPP
@SUPP

(L-P) sustainability
(L-P) time availability
(L-S) appropriation of other's experiences
(M-P) intimacy as true connection
(M-P) investment (any type)
(M-P) meaning
(M-P) Meaning & Purpose

2
18
15
2
7
49
0

5
22
21
5
6
77
4

@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@KNOW
@KNOW
@INT
@SUPP

(M-P) one self protecting the other
(M-P) others over self
(M-P) pay it forward
(M-P) purpose
(M-P) purpose questioned
(M-P) true-self as hidden reason
(M-P) true-self as survival need
(M-P) us and them

1
11
14
7
2
1
2
3

6
12
17
16
8
5
3
10

@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@EXT
@DIS
@ID
@SUPP
@SUPP

(M) assumption as measurement
(M) assumption of consequence
(M) assumptions of causation
(M) attribution - external
(M) busy-ness causing loneliness
(M) fulfillment by helping others
(M) gratitude
(M) gratitude as guide

8
13
28
3
2
38
7
3

13
14
21
8
6
53
16
11

@SUPP
@SUPP
@KNOW
@KNOW
@ID
@KNOW
@SUPP

(M) gratitude as stabilizing
(M) healing as collective goal
(M) high risk
(M) inaccurate risk assessment
(M) inaccurate self-perception
(M) individuality / differences
(M) it could be worse

4
4
15
1
5
11
2

9
3
26
4
5
13
4
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@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@INT
@INT
@ID

(M) long term risks or negative effects
(M) metric
(M) metric gender
(M) more energy / physical & mental
(M) no regrets
(M) not emotionally articulate

4
24
36
1
0
4

11
34
46
2
3
13

@SUPP
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@DIS

(M) nothing left to lose
(M) out of options
(M) over-capacity
(M) point of no return
(M) possible inaccuracy
(M) risk vs. reward or loss
(M) takes time
(M) tired of context

1
5
8
4
5
13
53
11

5
12
17
10
4
17
37
36

@KNOW
@KNOW
@INT
@KNOW
@ID
@INT
@DIS
@DIS

(M) too busy
(M) toxicity as measurement
(M) true-self as higher satisfaction
(M) true-self as inevitable
(M) true-self as naturally occurring
(M) true-self as sensorial improvement
(M) unbearable stress
(M) unconditional love not quite

2
8
1
5
2
1
7
2

3
9
4
4
14
2
25
1

@DIS
@INT
@KNOW
@ID
@KNOW
@KNOW
@DIS

(M) unhealthy environment
(M) unnatural
(MEM) Memory
(MEM) memory as anchor / root
(MEM) memory as evidence
(MEM) memory as questionable
(MEM) memory as secret or burden

3
1
0
13
47
1
3

6
2
2
25
46
3
7

@KNOW
@ID
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@DIS
@KNOW
@KNOW

(MEM) memory as treasure
(MEM) memory as truth
(MEM) present re-interpreting past
(MEM) re-living past moments
(MEM) record keeping
(MEM) regret
(MEM) time lost
(MEM) vivid memory

7
2
2
1
5
6
16
14

13
7
8
1
14
11
13
21

@SUPP
@EXT
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@SUPP
@SUPP
@DIS

(N) compensation
(N) compromise
(N) conflict: values vs. goals
(N) conflicting goals
(N) contradiction
(N) coping mechanism
(N) creating boundaries or constraints
(N) desire not pursued

7
13
8
4
24
1
1
6

18
28
29
8
42
5
4
9

@DIS
@DIS
@SUPP
@KNOW
@DIS
@DIS
@KNOW

(N) lack of closure
(N) lack of resources
(N) loss of energy source
(N) negotiation
(N) process - difficult
(N) quit job (?)
(N) re-thinking goals

3
6
1
2
33
5
7

15
19
8
7
38
38
17
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@KNOW
@KNOW
@SUPP
@KNOW
@KNOW
@EXT

(N) right time and place for everything
(N) rules / constraints
(N) settle in eternal conflict
(N) superficiality as limiting
(N) too much to lose
(NORM) hiding for normativity

22
40
22
8
2
56

23
37
32
11
1
53

@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@EXT

(NORM) Normativity
(NORM) normativity as conflicting
(NORM) normativity as damaging
(NORM) normativity as deceiving
(NORM) normativity as goal
(NORM) normativity as inclusive
(NORM) normativity as limited / limiting (including labels)
(NORM) normativity as suspicious

0
6
12
10
11
2
20
2

2
10
23
12
44
2
38
2

@EXT
@KNOW
@DIS
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@EXT
@EXT

(NORM) normativity as unnatural
(NORM) normativity change as goal
(NORM) not marriage material
(P-S) astrology
(P-S) energy / abstract force
(P-S) pseudo-science
(PRO) Military
(PRO) professional self

1
2
1
13
15
9
0
27

8
15
6
19
13
10
22
39

@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@INT
@EXT
@DIS

(PRO) professional success
(PRO) professional success as exhausting
(PRO) professional success as goal
(PRO) professional-self as main self
(PRO) professional-self not above true-self
(PRO) self-worth in professional self
(PRO) work environment conflict

28
3
33
3
8
9
14

22
3
53
2
24
14
17

@EXT
@DIS
@DIS
@KNOW
@SUPP
@SUPP
@INT
@EXT

(PRO) work environment positive
(PRO) work environment toxic
(PRO) work environment trap / prison
(PRO) worth of the choice as goal
(R) acceptance by minority as positive
(R) accepting others
(R) affinity
(R) better separate

2
18
15
6
5
25
16
1

3
19
32
12
16
24
14
3

@EXT
@DIS
@INT
@EXT
@DIS
@SUPP
@SUPP
@EXT

(R) better together
(R) death of loved ones
(R) deep connection
(R) end of relationship
(R) energy draining relationship
(R) friendship
(R) in-person relationships stronger
(R) Internet relationships weak or negative

4
4
3
24
3
27
3
3

12
18
10
46
9
49
9
8

@EXT
@ID
@SUPP
@EXT
@SUPP
@EXT
@EXT

(R) lonely even together
(R) misunderstood (others lack knowledge)
(R) natural fit
(R) new relationship
(R) positive relationships
(R) relationship as limiting
(R) relationship flow / natural

1
14
6
13
18
5
6

5
32
8
17
26
23
10
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@EXT
@EXT
@INT
@EXT
@DIS
@INT

(R) relationship interests
(R) relationship lies
(R) romantic as stimulating
(R) sexual / romantic relationship
(R) toxic relationship(s)
(R) true connection

25
10
1
16
35
32

42
12
2
78
40
20

@INT
@EXT
@DIS
@ID
@DIS
@INT
@SUPP
@INT

(R) uncomfortable with same gender others
(R) unfriendliness
(R) upsetting others
(S-P) developmental
(S-P) early age conflict
(S-P) early age interests persist through life
(S-P) ebb and flow (timing)
(S-P) growth

1
1
1
76
4
1
5
28

4
2
2
92
9
3
13
19

@ID
@INT
@SUPP
@KNOW
@EXT
@ID
@SUPP
@EXT

(S-P) higher money orientation as older
(S-P) less social need as older
(S-P) more careful as older
(S-P) stages or periods or levels
(S) attention-seeking
(S) black sheep
(S) collective reflection / sharing
(S) community

1
2
2
35
5
2
11
77

6
3
17
53
15
7
36
93

@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@DIS
@EXT
@ID

(S) community - conflicting
(S) community diverging definitions
(S) false society or social circle
(S) family
(S) outcast
(S) political context
(S) privileged / overly protected

8
7
25
121
3
5
2

11
6
43
105
15
32
5

@EXT
@DIS
@SUPP
@SUPP
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@EXT

(S) racial awareness / relevance
(S) rejected by others
(S) self over others
(S) social / company - need
(S) social disconnect
(S) social discrimination
(S) social distress
(S) social dynamics / flow

1
13
5
27
21
55
15
61

3
24
3
35
26
52
33
9

@KNOW
@SUPP
@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@EXT

(S) social media as medium
(S) social satisfaction in close friends/relationships
(S) social-affirmation
(S) social-comparison
(S) social-recognition
(S) socially selective
(S) society changes
(S) taking sides - polarization

2
5
15
77
18
2
13
4

14
4
24
74
45
9
13
5

@ID
@EXT
@SUPP
@ID
@SUPP
@DIS
@SUPP

(S) true-self as inspiring to others
(S) unable to hide
(S) unexpected good from others
(SELF) Self Concepts & Effects
(SELF) self-affirmation
(SELF) self-blame
(SELF) self-boost

8
0
5
0
48
23
10

11
3
7
4
73
39
15
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@EXT
@KNOW
@DIS
@ID
@DIS
@SUPP

(SELF) self-competence
(SELF) self-concept or creating definitions
(SELF) self-condemning
(SELF) self-consciousness
(SELF) self-denial
(SELF) self-determination difficult

30
22
10
22
21
7

45
27
20
44
22
13

@INT
@SUPP
@SUPP
@KNOW
@ID
@SUPP
@DIS
@EXT

(SELF) self-discovery
(SELF) self-empowered
(SELF) self-esteem
(SELF) self-experiment
(SELF) self-expression
(SELF) self-healing
(SELF) self-judging or diminishing/mocking
(SELF) self-justification

109
12
1
5
6
25
5
5

97
29
10
11
12
24
12
15

@INT
@SUPP
@DIS
@INT
@DIS
@SUPP
@SUPP
@KNOW

(SELF) self-love
(SELF) self-protection
(SELF) self-questioning
(SELF) self-reflection
(SELF) self-sacrifice
(SELF) self-sufficient
(SELF) self-worth
(SELF) selves-comparison

21
25
69
37
26
1
36
6

27
38
112
68
50
7
48
15

@INT
@INT
@INT
@INT
@INT
@INT
@DIS

(SELF) true-self
(SELF) true-self as energizing
(SELF) true-self as unlabelled
(SELF) unification/togetherness/wholeness
(SEX) sex arousal by arising others
(SEX) sex not a core need
(SEX) sexual dissatisfaction

46
1
6
13
2
5
5

63
3
3
26
1
8
10

@INT
@INT
@INT
@INT
@INT
@INT
@INT
@SUPP

(SEX) sexual dissatisfaction in male gender presentation
(SEX) sexual exploration
(SEX) sexual fantasies
(SEX) sexual openness as liberating
(SEX) sexual satisfaction
(SEX) sexuality as guide
(SEX) sexuality labels as unnecessary
(SPC) space to be oneself

1
7
10
8
14
34
4
16

3
44
6
18
7
19
4
38

@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@DIS
@DIS

(SPC) space to find new relationships
(SPC) space to grow
(SPC) space to heal
(SPC) space to learn
(SPC) space to reflect / explore
(SPC) Space to...
(SUP) emo. suppression as solution
(SUP) emotional suppression

3
6
4
7
24
0
2
25

10
2
13
15
38
1
8
35

@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW

(SUP) sexuality suppression
(SUP) Suppression
(SUP) suppression of true self
(T) analytical and/or strategic thinking
(T) argumentation
(T) attached to certain rationale or logic
(T) baseline schema/concept stiff/fixed

4
0
12
66
1
5
7

10
1
29
55
3
8
11
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@KNOW
@KNOW
@EXT
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW

(T) bias - questioned
(T) cause and effect analysis
(T) collective speech
(T) confusion
(T) critical thinking
(T) deconstruction

9
1
10
10
10
1

18
8
7
25
19
7

@KNOW
@KNOW
@ID
@EXT
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW

(T) deductive reasoning
(T) definitions as liberating
(T) definitions as limiting / scary
(T) definitions as trigger for communication
(T) fast judgment
(T) incubation
(T) inductive reasoning
(T) intuition

0
4
1
4
1
3
5
7

5
11
3
4
5
3
10
19

@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW

(T) logic as guide
(T) means-ends analysis
(T) problem solving
(T) pros vs. cons analysis
(T) remove or transform constraints
(T) reverse-engineering
(T) ruminating
(T) unconscious processes(?)

0
22
75
5
1
3
12
12

5
33
15
8
6
9
23
18

@ID
@ID
@ID
@ID
@ID
@EXT
@SUPP

(TR) cultural traits or aspects
(TR) interracial
(TR) traits as evidence
(TR) traits as guide
(TR) traits difficult to dispose of
(TRST) distrust what people say
(TRST) give people/things a chance/break

6
1
11
2
1
1
9

21
5
14
4
6
1
20

@SUPP
@DIS
@ID
@KNOW
@ID
@DIS
@INT
@KNOW

(TRST) trust
(TRST) trust broken
(V) adopted values
(V) do it to self but not to others
(V) do the right thing
(V) doing the wrong thing
(V) forbidden fruit
(V) new values

10
14
2
3
2
4
1
15

12
33
6
1
16
12
4
41

@KNOW
@INT
@EXT
@DIS
@ID
@SUPP
@EXT
@EXT

(V) not "what" but "how"
(V) part of the problem
(V) patriotism
(V) political becoming personal
(V) political values
(V) protect others from own bad experiences
(V) religion
(V) responsibility

1
1
4
13
17
6
25
14

2
2
11
27
18
8
34
32

@ID
@ID
@ID
@INT
@ID
@DIS
@ID

(V) strong core
(V) strong values
(V) supportive
(V) time must be well spent
(V) true-self as altruistic
(V) unethical decisions
(V) Values

1
24
15
11
6
1
0

4
37
14
20
4
7
2
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@ID
@KNOW
@EXT
@INT
@EXT
@KNOW

(V) values as guide
(V) values questioned
(VLD) external validation
(VLD) internal validation
(VLD) spiritual validation
(VLD) validation/goal-setting during experience

40
8
74
71
7
11

132

37
30
120
125
24
32

Appendix 4 - 24 Participant Concept Maps & Themes by Participant
24 Participant Concept Maps

Technical note: please zoom into the maps for a clear view of the concepts.

1. Barbara
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2. Carla:
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3. Crystal
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4. Daphne
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5. Debbie
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6. Deedee
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7. Flora
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8. Harold

140

9. Heidi

141

10. Jane

142

11. Lara

143

12. Lilly

144

13. Lola
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14. Marylin
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15. Odara

147

16. Paula

148

17. Phoenix
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18. Rose

150

19. Sabrina

151

20. Simon

152

21. Sonia

153

22. Star

154

23. Suzy
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24. Thomas
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Appendix 5 - Causal Relationships of Codes, Categories & Themes

Category Causal Relations (A to Z by source)
According to Participants
Theme Legend - 6 themes: @INT - Internal Validation; @EXT - External Validation; @ID - Identity;
@KNOW - Construction of Knowledge; @SUPP - Support Mechanism; @DIS - Distress
Category Legend - 42 categories (A-Z): (A) - acceptance; (ACT) - activity; (AG) - agency; (ART) - artifact; (ATTCH) - attachment;
(AV) - avoidance; (B) - body; (BMEI) - body, mind & emotion interplay; (C) - change; (CTRL) - control; (D) - detachment; (DIR) direction; (E) - event; (EM) - emotion, emotional need or response; (EPT) - expectations; (EX) - experience; (G) - goal; (GDR) gender; (I) - information; (ID) - identity; (IN) - influence; (L-K) - learning & knowledge construction; (L-P) - life planning; (M-P) meaning & purpose; (M) - measurement; (MEM) - memory; (N) - negotiation; (NORM) - normativity; (P-S) - pseudo science;
(PRO) - professional; (R) - relationships; (S-P) - stage or period; (S) - social (acceptance, recognition,...); (SELF) - self concepts &
effects; (SEX) - sex; (SPC) - space to…; (SUP) - suppression; (T) - thinking / thought process; (TR) - traits; (TRST) - trust; (V) values; (VLD) – validation
Theme
@ID
@INT
@INT
@EXT
@EXT
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@INT
@KNOW
@INT
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@KNOW
@ID
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@INT
@INT
@INT
@INT
@SUPP
@INT
@ID
@ID
@DIS
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@DIS
@DIS

Category Source
(A) openness
(A) self-acceptance
(A) self-acceptance
(A) social-acceptance
(A) social-acceptance
(A) society come to terms with
(ACT) habits - change
(AG) confidence
(AG) embrace journey to goal
(AG) first steps to solution
(AG) intrinsic motivation
(AG) knowledge seek
(AG) knowledge seek
(AG) knowledge seek
(AG) knowledge seek
(AG) loss of interest
(AG) loss of interest
(AG) loss of interest
(AG) perseverance as effective
(AG) protest against context
(AG) self can change environment
(AG) self can change environment
(AG) self-agency
(AG) true x expected - takeover
(AG) true x expected - takeover
(AG) true x expected - takeover
(AG) true x expected - takeover
(ART) artifact
(ART) artifact as emotional trigger
(ART) artistic as goal
(ART) artistic as goal
(AV) avoidance / neglecting as negative / damaging
(AV) avoidance of certain past goals
(AV) avoidance of certain past goals
(AV) avoidance of certain past goals
(AV) avoidance/distancing as positive/solution
(AV) avoiding to make decision
(AV) denial of condition

Relation
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
causes loop
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Theme
@KNOW
@SUPP
@KNOW
@SUPP
@SUPP
@INT
@SUPP
@SUPP
@KNOW
@INT
@SUPP
@INT
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@DIS
@KNOW
@KNOW
@EXT
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@ID
@INT
@INT
@SUPP
@DIS
@SUPP
@SUPP
@DIS
@KNOW
@ID
@SUPP
@DIS
@DIS
@KNOW
@DIS
@DIS

Category Target
(G) new goal(s)
(L-K) mentoring
(G) new goal(s)
(AG) confidence
(L-K) mentoring
(C) internalization break/revert/pause
(G) self-healing as goal
(L-K) mentoring
(AG) knowledge seek
(A) self-acceptance
(AG) determination
(C) internalization break/revert/pause
(L-K) prior knowledge activation
(G) new goal(s)
(L-K) scientific explanation
(PRO) work environment trap / prison
(M-P) purpose questioned
(N) re-thinking goals
(E) new pregnancy
(ART) artifact
(C) social circle change - positive
(SPC) space to learn
(ART) artistic as goal
(EM) true self as happiness need
(EM) emotional truth
(D) release / disconnect
(EX) medical / pathological issues
(M-P) meaning
(SELF) self-boost
(N) conflict: values vs. goals
(T) analytical and/or strategic thinking
(V) do the right thing
(G) high intensity as goal
(SUP) emotional suppression
(BMEI) internalization of the issue
(G) goal achieved
(N) desire not pursued
(SELF) self-denial

@INT
@INT
@INT
@INT
@SUPP
@INT
@INT
@INT
@DIS
@DIS
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@SUPP
@INT
@INT
@INT
@INT
@INT
@INT
@INT
@INT
@INT
@INT
@KNOW
@INT
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@DIS
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@INT
@SUPP
@SUPP
@INT
@INT
@INT
@INT
@INT
@INT
@SUPP
@SUPP

(BMEI) biochemical effects
(BMEI) biochemical effects
(BMEI) embodiment
(BMEI) emotion, body and mind interplay
(BMEI) health as trigger to change
(BMEI) hormonal effects
(BMEI) hormonal effects
(BMEI) hormonal effects
(BMEI) internalization of the issue
(BMEI) madness
(BMEI) reaction
(BMEI) reaction
(BMEI) reaction
(BMEI) reaction
(BMEI) reaction
(BMEI) trauma as defensive trigger
(BMEI) true-self as transcending / high
(BMEI) true-self as transcending / high
(C) awakening or insight
(C) awakening or insight
(C) awakening or insight
(C) awakening or insight
(C) awakening or insight
(C) awakening or insight
(C) awakening or insight
(C) awakening or insight
(C) change at any age
(C) change spark self-discovery
(C) changing locations
(C) changing locations
(C) changing locations
(C) changing locations
(C) changing locations
(C) changing locations
(C) conceptual change
(C) conceptual change
(C) conceptual change
(C) impermanence
(C) intervention / externally promoted change
(C) lifestyle changes
(C) lifestyle changes
(C) lifestyle changes
(C) lifestyle changes
(C) mindset-change
(C) mindset-change
(C) mindset-change
(C) mindset-change
(C) mindset-change
(C) rejection as trigger to change
(C) relationship as reason for change
(C) relationship as reason for change
(C) self-change
(C) self-change
(C) self-change
(C) self-change
(C) self-change
(C) sexuality change
(C) social circle change - positive
(CTRL) commitment

cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
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@ID
@KNOW
@SUPP
@INT
@SUPP
@INT
@INT
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@ID
@SUPP
@SUPP
@KNOW
@KNOW
@SUPP
@INT
@SUPP
@INT
@INT
@ID
@SUPP
@SUPP
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@DIS
@EXT
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@KNOW
@INT
@EXT
@SUPP
@KNOW
@SUPP
@SUPP
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@INT
@INT
@ID
@EXT
@SUPP
@EXT
@INT
@KNOW
@INT
@INT
@EXT
@SUPP
@KNOW
@INT
@SUPP
@DIS

(ID) transgender gay lgbtq
(M) assumptions of causation
(M-P) meaning
(SELF) unification/togetherness/wholeness
(G) health improvement as goal
(EM) emotional re-discovery
(C) sexuality change
(EM) emotional control
(BMEI) relief
(D) detached - as solution
(ID) identity as a role
(SELF) self-affirmation
(G) high intensity as goal
(EPT) unpredictability
(L-K) intellectual understanding as solution
(D) detached - as solution
(G) true-self as goal
(AG) true self as empowering
(AG) true x expected - takeover
(G) true-self as goal
(GDR) gender change as goal
(SELF) self-affirmation
(A) society come to terms with
(C) mindset-change
(V) new values
(AG) first steps to solution
(MEM) present re-interpreting past
(SELF) self-questioning
(R) end of relationship
(EX) loneliness or alone
(M) unbearable stress
(EX) loss
(S) social distress
(G) new goal(s)
(C) internalization break/revert/pause
(S) social-affirmation
(C) social circle change - positive
(MEM) record keeping
(EX) realness
(G) self-healing as goal
(PRO) work environment trap / prison
(SELF) self-questioning
(AG) loss of interest
(C) internalization break/revert/pause
(G) growth as goal
(A) openness
(GDR) coming out
(G) stress relief as goal
(NORM) normativity as goal
(C) self-change
(C) conceptual change
(SELF) true-self
(SELF) unification/togetherness/wholeness
(EM) pride
(ACT) habits - change
(G) goal selection / triage
(EM) emotional re-discovery
(S) collective reflection / sharing
(EPT) unknown as bad / scary

@KNOW
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@EXT
@KNOW
@KNOW
@ID
@EXT
@EXT
@SUPP
@SUPP
@DIS
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@DIS
@DIS
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@DIS
@EXT
@ID
@ID
@ID
@ID
@ID
@KNOW
@SUPP
@SUPP
@KNOW
@INT
@KNOW
@DIS
@SUPP
@DIS
@DIS
@INT
@INT
@INT
@INT
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS

(CTRL) discipline as effective
(CTRL) feeling controlled
(CTRL) feeling controlled
(CTRL) feeling controlled
(CTRL) feeling controlled
(CTRL) freedom
(CTRL) freedom
(CTRL) freedom
(CTRL) freedom
(CTRL) mass media as controlling
(CTRL) predictability
(CTRL) predictability
(CTRL) self-standards & limits
(CTRL) society prohibitive
(CTRL) society prohibitive
(CTRL) support mechanism
(CTRL) surrender control
(D) detached - as a problem
(D) detached - as solution
(D) detached - as solution
(D) detached - as solution
(D) detached - as solution
(D) detached - as solution
(D) distance from problems
(D) distance from problems
(D) distance from problems
(D) release / disconnect
(E) 2nd lost baby
(E) 2nd lost baby
(E) at the same time
(E) facing problems
(E) facing problems
(E) facing problems
(E) facing problems
(E) facing problems
(E) lost baby
(E) new pregancy
(E) pregnancy / motherhood
(E) pregnancy / motherhood
(E) pregnancy / motherhood
(E) pregnancy / motherhood
(E) pregnancy / motherhood
(E) unexpected event
(EM) belonging threatened
(EM) belonging threatened
(EM) compassion as understanding
(EM) emotion as guide
(EM) emotion as thought provoking
(EM) emotional breakdown
(EM) emotional control
(EM) emotional distress
(EM) emotional distress
(EM) emotional re-discovery
(EM) emotional re-discovery
(EM) emotional re-discovery
(EM) emotional re-discovery
(EM) fear
(EM) fear
(EM) fear

cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
causes loop
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
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@EXT
@EXT
@SUPP
@DIS
@KNOW
@INT
@SUPP
@SUPP
@KNOW
@DIS
@DIS
@KNOW
@KNOW
@ID
@KNOW
@SUPP
@SUPP
@DIS
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@KNOW
@SUPP
@DIS
@DIS
@SUPP
@DIS
@SUPP
@SUPP
@DIS
@KNOW
@DIS
@KNOW
@INT
@INT
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@KNOW
@SUPP
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@SUPP
@DIS
@INT
@INT
@EXT
@KNOW
@ID
@SUPP
@DIS

(PRO) Military
(CTRL) ownership of life decisions
(G) freedom as goal
(BMEI) internalization of the issue
(BMEI) reaction
(A) self-acceptance
(SPC) space to reflect / explore
(SPC) space to find new relationships
(C) mindset-change
(CTRL) feeling controlled
(CTRL) feeling controlled
(M) over-capacity
(G) goal(s) never acknowledged
(ID) secrecy
(BMEI) reaction
(G) self-healing as goal
(S) collective reflection / sharing
(EX) loneliness or alone
(SPC) space to find new relationships
(D) independence from external effects
(SPC) space to reflect / explore
(C) changing locations
(SPC) space to learn
(BMEI) relief
(AV) avoidance of certain past goals
(L-K) learn only from specific knowledge source
(SPC) space to heal
(M) unbearable stress
(EM) emotional breakdown
(CTRL) freedom
(SELF) self-blame
(N) compensation
(G) high intensity as goal
(EM) emotional construction/build-up
(BMEI) reaction
(M) unbearable stress
(G) goal achieved
(G) motherhood as goal
(BMEI) hormonal effects
(E) 2nd lost baby
(E) lost baby
(M) unbearable stress
(EPT) expectations bad
(EM) emotional distress
(V) political becoming personal
(C) conceptual change
(M-P) meaning
(SELF) self-questioning
(BMEI) madness
(SUP) emotional suppression
(AG) attitude as solution
(V) doing the wrong thing
(G) joy/happiness as goal
(EM) emotional wisdom
(R) end of relationship
(G) new goal(s)
(ID) secrecy
(AV) avoidance of certain past goals
(S-P) early age conflict

@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@INT
@INT
@INT
@INT
@INT
@EXT
@KNOW
@KNOW
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@DIS
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@DIS
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS

(EM) fear
(EM) fear
(EM) financial fear
(EM) financial fear
(EM) hate
(EM) joy
(EM) joy
(EM) joy
(EM) joy
(EM) true self as happiness need
(EPT) expect others to be at our level
(EPT) expectations as guide
(EPT) expectations as guide
(EPT) expectations bad
(EPT) expectations bad
(EPT) expectations bad
(EPT) expectations unfulfilled
(EPT) expectations unfulfilled
(EPT) expectations unfulfilled
(EPT) expectations unfulfilled
(EPT) expectations unfulfilled
(EPT) expectations unfulfilled
(EPT) expectations unfulfilled
(EPT) expectations unfulfilled
(EPT) expected self
(EPT) expected self
(EPT) expected self
(EPT) expected self
(EPT) expected self
(EPT) expected self
(EPT) fulfilling external expectations
(EPT) imposed expectations
(EPT) religion as oppressive
(EPT) religion as oppressive
(EPT) religion as oppressive
(EPT) religion as oppressive
(EPT) religion as oppressive
(EPT) religion as oppressive
(EPT) unknown as bad / scary
(EPT) unpredictability
(EPT) unpredictability
(EPT) unpredictability
(EPT) unpredictability
(EPT) unpredictability
(EPT) unpredictability
(EX) bad experiences
(EX) experience as evidence
(EX) experience as evidence
(EX) experience as evidence
(EX) experience as highest impact
(EX) experience as highest impact
(EX) experience as highest impact
(EX) loneliness or alone
(EX) loneliness or alone
(EX) loneliness or alone
(EX) loneliness or alone
(EX) loneliness or alone
(EX) loss
(EX) medical / pathological issues
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(BMEI) internalization of the issue
(T) confusion
(V) unethical decisions
(T) problem solving
(EM) emotional distress
(AG) intrinsic motivation
(G) growth as goal
(M-P) purpose
(M-P) meaning
(C) awakening or insight
(EM) emotional distress
(T) confusion
(G) goal seemingly impossible
(AV) avoidance/distancing as positive/solution
(G) goal seemingly impossible
(E) facing problems
(ID) split self unsustainable
(EPT) expectations as trigger
(EX) medical / pathological issues
(BMEI) overthinking
(TRST) trust broken
(AG) loss of interest
(N) conflict: values vs. goals
(N) re-thinking goals
(SELF) true-self
(EM) joy
(SUP) emotional suppression
(SUP) sexuality suppression
(SUP) suppression of true self
(V) doing the wrong thing
(ID) self-expression/presentation as deceiving
(NORM) normativity as conflicting
(S-P) early age conflict
(SELF) self-questioning
(S) outcast
(N) process - difficult
(BMEI) internalization of the issue
(T) baseline schema/concept stiff/fixed
(L-P) life or lifestyle threat
(AG) self-agency
(L-P) life or lifestyle threat
(C) conceptual change
(T) bias - questioned
(C) mindset-change
(V) values questioned
(SELF) self-questioning
(PRO) Military
(SELF) self-protection
(SELF) self-questioning
(GDR) gender change as goal
(V) strong values
(AG) self-agency
(AG) true x expected - takeover
(R) better together
(M) unbearable stress
(EM) emotional distress
(G) new goal(s)
(N) loss of energy source
(T) confusion
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(EX) medical / pathological issues
(EX) positive experiences
(EX) realness
(EX) ritual / activity / practice
(EX) ritual / activity / practice
(EX) ritual / activity / practice
(EX) seeking new experiences
(EX) traumatic experience
(G) capacity to deliver - as goal
(G) comfort as goal
(G) family as goal
(G) financial as goal
(G) financial as goal
(G) financial as goal
(G) financial as goal
(G) goal achieved
(G) goal achieved
(G) goal achieved
(G) goal achieved
(G) goal achieved
(G) goal achieved
(G) goal achieved
(G) goal achieved
(G) goal achieved
(G) goal as true goal/priority
(G) goal as true goal/priority
(G) goal multiplicity
(G) goal selection / triage
(G) growth as goal
(G) growth as goal
(G) health improvement as goal
(G) high intensity as goal
(G) high intensity as goal
(G) high intensity as goal
(G) high intensity as goal
(G) joy/happiness as goal
(G) joy/happiness as goal
(G) joy/happiness as goal
(G) joy/happiness as goal
(G) motherhood as goal
(G) new goal(s)
(G) see goal as a possibility
(G) sexual as goal
(G) social comparison as goal-setting
(G) truth as inevitable or goal
(G) truth seek
(G) truth seek
(G) truth seek
(GDR) coming out
(GDR) coming out
(GDR) cross-dress
(GDR) cross-dress
(GDR) gender as fluid
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(GDR) gender change as goal
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(GDR) gender change as goal
(GDR) gender change as goal
(GDR) gender change as goal
(GDR) gender change as goal
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(AG) knowledge seek
(PRO) Military
(C) awakening or insight
(BMEI) emotion, body and mind interplay
(EX) realness
(SELF) self-affirmation
(L-K) growth / learning by experience
(BMEI) reaction
(IN) professional help
(GDR) gender as true self
(R) end of relationship
(SELF) self-justification
(N) conflict: values vs. goals
(N) quit job (?)
(SELF) self-sacrifice
(BMEI) stress relief
(SEX) sex not a core need
(CTRL) freedom
(M) gratitude
(SELF) self-affirmation
(SELF) self-empowered
(SELF) self-condemning
(MEM) regret
(G) new goal(s)
(PRO) professional self
(G) prioritization as limiting
(M) over-capacity
(G) one gender as goal
(AG) protest against context
(G) new goal(s)
(SELF) self-healing
(GDR) cross-dress
(D) distance from problems
(SUP) emotional suppression
(G) specificity in goal
(GDR) gender as true self
(GDR) gender change as goal
(C) lifestyle changes
(M-P) purpose questioned
(AG) perseverance as effective
(G) high intensity as goal
(C) change of mind
(NORM) not marriage material
(EM) fear
(EM) pride
(GDR) gender change as goal
(T) analytical and/or strategic thinking
(G) goal selection / triage
(EX) seeking new experiences
(AG) knowledge seek
(EM) emotional re-discovery
(C) sexuality change
(SELF) self-affirmation
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(AV) avoidance of certain past goals
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(ID) transgender gay lgbtq
(EX) loss
(AV) denial of condition
(BMEI) internalization of the issue
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(GDR) gender change as goal
(GDR) gender change as goal
(GDR) gender change as goal
(GDR) gender change as goal
(GDR) gender change as goal
(GDR) gender change as goal
(GDR) gender/self as performance
(GDR) passability - gender
(GDR) suppression gender
(I) access to information/knowledge
(I) access to information/knowledge
(I) access to information/knowledge
(I) access to information/knowledge
(I) empirical evidence
(I) empirical evidence
(I) information or knowledge source - media
(I) information or knowledge source - media
(I) information or knowledge source - media
(ID) identity
(ID) identity as a role
(ID) identity as a role
(ID) Multiplicity of self
(ID) personality pattern
(ID) personas or different act per context
(ID) pronouns
(ID) search for natural state
(ID) secrecy
(ID) secrecy
(ID) secrecy
(ID) secrecy
(ID) secrecy
(ID) self expression based on utility
(ID) self through other's eyes
(ID) self through other's eyes
(ID) self-image & presentation
(ID) self-image & presentation
(ID) split self
(ID) split self
(ID) split self
(ID) split self
(ID) split self
(ID) transgender gay lgbtq
(ID) transgender gay lgbtq
(ID) transgender gay lgbtq
(ID) transgender gay lgbtq
(ID) transgender gay lgbtq
(IN) financial as limiting or liberating
(IN) location city influence
(IN) location city influence
(IN) location city influence
(IN) location city influence
(IN) location city influence
(IN) media influence
(IN) professional help
(IN) professional help
(IN) role-model/inspiration
(IN) social circle as influence
(IN) social circle as influence
(L-K) depth of knowledge
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(GDR) suppression gender
(EM) fear
(EM) financial fear
(EPT) expectations unfulfilled
(SELF) self-experiment
(T) confusion
(CTRL) discipline as effective
(N) contradiction
(S) outcast
(SPC) space to learn
(L-K) depth of knowledge
(L-K) self-learning
(G) see goal as a possibility
(L-K) depth of knowledge
(C) mindset-change
(S) false society or social circle
(L-K) generalization
(P-S) pseudo-science
(SELF) self-questioning
(SELF) self-questioning
(AV) denial of condition
(AG) true self as empowering
(AV) avoidance/distancing as positive/solution
(D) release / disconnect
(EM) emotional construction/build-up
(T) confusion
(SPC) space to learn
(SPC) space to be oneself
(M) tired of context
(N) contradiction
(EM) emotional distress
(BMEI) internalization of the issue
(C) awakening or insight
(E) unexpected event
(ID) identity as a role
(EM) fear
(IN) professional help
(SELF) self-questioning
(EM) fear
(C) mindset-change
(T) confusion
(G) body as goal
(ID) secrecy
(NORM) hiding for normativity
(SELF) self-questioning
(S-P) early age conflict
(SPC) space to reflect / explore
(ACT) habits - change
(AG) confidence
(SELF) self-protection
(N) lack of closure
(EPT) expectations bad
(IN) role-model/inspiration
(ID) self through other's eyes
(S) social discrimination
(G) specificity in goal
(EM) emotional distress
(S) social distress
(EM) emotional wisdom
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(L-K) depth of knowledge
(L-K) education/learning as goal
(L-K) education/learning as goal
(L-K) education/learning as goal
(L-K) generalization
(L-K) generalization
(L-K) humor as solution
(L-K) humor as solution
(L-K) humor as solution
(L-K) humor as thought provoking
(L-K) humor as thought provoking
(L-K) inexperience
(L-K) inexperience
(L-K) learning from mistakes
(L-K) mentored
(L-K) mentored
(L-K) non-transferability
(L-K) rationale
(L-K) rationale
(L-K) scientific explanation
(L-K) uninformed opinion as bad
(L-K) uninformed opinion as bad
(L-K) uninformed opinion as bad
(L-K) young teaching old
(L-P) improvement as inevitable
(L-P) life or lifestyle threat
(L-P) life or lifestyle threat
(L-P) life or lifestyle threat
(L-P) life or lifestyle threat
(L-P) life planning
(L-P) life planning
(L-P) life planning
(L-P) life-is-short as motivator
(L-P) time availability
(L-S) appropriation of other's experiences
(M-P) meaning
(M-P) meaning
(M-P) others over self
(M-P) purpose questioned
(M-P) purpose questioned
(M-P) true-self as hidden reason
(M) assumption as measurement
(M) assumptions of causation
(M) fulfillment by helping others
(M) gratitude
(M) gratitude as guide
(M) high risk
(M) high risk
(M) high risk
(M) high risk
(M) high risk
(M) inaccurate self-perception
(M) metric gender
(M) metric gender
(M) metric gender
(M) metric gender
(M) not emotionally articulate
(M) not emotionally articulate
(M) nothing left to lose
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(EM) emotional control
(G) capacity to deliver - as goal
(L-P) time availability
(C) mindset-change
(GDR) suppression gender
(M) metric gender
(C) internalization break/revert/pause
(D) release / disconnect
(A) acceptance of condition or context
(C) change what drags u down
(C) mindset-change
(EM) fear
(G) goal(s) never acknowledged
(N) creating boundaries or constraints
(C) changing locations
(G) self-healing as goal
(N) contradiction
(S-P) more careful as older
(N) right time and place for everything
(S-P) developmental
(EPT) not judging or judged
(EM) emotional distress
(N) superficiality as limiting
(S) society changes
(M) nothing left to lose
(C) change spark self-discovery
(V) political becoming personal
(SELF) self-questioning
(T) analytical and/or strategic thinking
(A) social-acceptance
(T) means-ends analysis
(M) takes time
(C) awakening or insight
(SPC) space to be oneself
(EM) emotional re-discovery
(EM) true self as happiness need
(PRO) self-worth in professional self
(SELF) self-sacrifice
(R) end of relationship
(EX) medical / pathological issues
(GDR) cross-dress
(BMEI) internalization of the issue
(ID) transgender gay lgbtq
(L-P) overcome obstacles
(M) gratitude as stabilizing
(SELF) self-reflection
(SELF) self-protection
(CTRL) full task focus - shut emotional-self down
(V) doing the wrong thing
(BMEI) internalization of the issue
(BMEI) reaction
(EPT) unrealistic expectations
(AV) avoidance of certain past goals
(EM) fear
(BMEI) internalization of the issue
(S) outcast
(N) lack of closure
(G) goal(s) never acknowledged
(C) awakening or insight
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(M) nothing left to lose
(M) out of options
(M) over-capacity
(M) point of no return
(M) tired of context
(M) tired of context
(M) tired of context
(M) true-self as higher satisfaction
(M) unbearable stress
(M) unbearable stress
(M) unbearable stress
(MEM) memory as evidence
(MEM) memory as evidence
(N) compromise
(N) conflict: values vs. goals
(N) conflicting goals
(N) conflicting goals
(N) desire not pursued
(N) lack of closure
(N) lack of closure
(N) lack of closure
(N) process - difficult
(N) quit job (?)
(N) quit job (?)
(N) re-thinking goals
(N) rules / constraints
(N) rules / constraints
(N) rules / constraints
(N) rules / constraints
(N) rules / constraints
(N) rules / constraints
(N) settle in eternal conflict
(N) superficiality as limiting
(NORM) hiding for normativity
(NORM) hiding for normativity
(NORM) hiding for normativity
(NORM) hiding for normativity
(NORM) hiding for normativity
(NORM) hiding for normativity
(NORM) hiding for normativity
(NORM) hiding for normativity
(NORM) hiding for normativity
(NORM) normativity as conflicting
(NORM) normativity as conflicting
(NORM) normativity as damaging
(NORM) normativity as goal
(NORM) normativity as goal
(NORM) normativity as goal
(NORM) normativity as goal
(NORM) normativity as goal
(NORM) normativity as goal
(NORM) normativity as limited / limiting (including
@EXT
labels)
(NORM) normativity as limited / limiting (including
@EXT
labels)
(NORM) normativity as limited / limiting (including
@EXT
labels)
@EXT
(NORM) normativity as unnatural
@KNOW (NORM) normativity change as goal
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(C) change spark self-discovery
(V) unethical decisions
(D) release / disconnect
(GDR) coming out
(L-P) life planning
(PRO) professional success as goal
(BMEI) reaction
(ACT) true-self as addicting
(D) detached - as solution
(G) stress relief as goal
(D) abandon things / let things crumble
(EPT) fulfilling external expectations
(M) metric gender
(ID) identity as a role
(SELF) self-reflection
(EM) emotional distress
(EPT) expectations unfulfilled
(EPT) expectations unfulfilled
(EM) closure / emotion cleanup as goal
(EM) emotional distress
(M) unbearable stress
(M) tired of context
(AG) independent or entrepreneurial
(EX) traumatic experience
(L-K) logic re-discovery
(D) detached - as solution
(N) conflict: values vs. goals
(V) unethical decisions
(T) problem solving
(M) out of options
(CTRL) discipline as effective
(EM) emotional distress
(L-K) generalization
(ID) split self
(N) compromise
(R) relationship lies
(NORM) normativity as damaging
(AV) avoidance of certain past goals
(G) high intensity as goal
(SUP) emotional suppression
(EM) emotional distress
(M) assumption as measurement
(SELF) self-protection
(L-K) mainstream thought disagree
(BMEI) internalization of the issue
(AV) denial of condition
(ID) secrecy
(N) compromise
(SELF) self-questioning
(AV) avoiding to make decision
(GDR) suppression gender
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(SELF) self-protection
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(SELF) self-sacrifice

cause
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(S) social discrimination

cause
cause
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(N) conflict: values vs. goals
(PRO) professional self
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(NORM) normativity change as goal
(NORM) normativity change as goal
(P-S) astrology
(PRO) Military
(PRO) Military
(PRO) Military
(PRO) Military
(PRO) professional self
(PRO) professional success
(PRO) professional success
(PRO) professional success as goal
(PRO) professional success as goal
(PRO) professional success as goal
(PRO) professional success as goal
(PRO) professional success as goal
(PRO) professional-self not above true-self
(PRO) self-worth in professional self
(PRO) work environment conflict
(PRO) work environment conflict
(PRO) work environment conflict
(PRO) work environment toxic
(PRO) work environment toxic
(PRO) work environment toxic
(PRO) work environment toxic
(PRO) work environment trap / prison
(PRO) work environment trap / prison
(R) death of loved ones
(R) death of loved ones
(R) death of loved ones
(R) end of relationship
(R) end of relationship
(R) end of relationship
(R) end of relationship
(R) end of relationship
(R) end of relationship
(R) end of relationship
(R) friendship
(R) friendship
(R) friendship
(R) Internet relationships weak or negative
(R) Internet relationships weak or negative
(R) Internet relationships weak or negative
(R) lonely even together
(R) lonely even together
(R) misunderstood (others lack knowledge)
(R) new relationship
(R) new relationship
(R) new relationship
(R) positive relationships
(R) positive relationships
(R) relationship as limiting
(R) relationship as limiting
(R) relationship interests
(R) relationship lies
(R) relationship lies
(R) sexual / romantic relationship
(R) sexual / romantic relationship
(R) sexual / romantic relationship
(R) sexual / romantic relationship
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(M-P) meaning
(M-P) purpose
(L-K) rationale
(C) changing locations
(CTRL) restrictions as positive
(SELF) self-questioning
(I) access to information/knowledge
(ID) identity as a role
(EPT) expectation management
(C) mindset-change
(G) growth as goal
(L-P) career - creating new opportunities
(N) quit job (?)
(G) goal achieved
(EPT) high expectations
(N) quit job (?)
(S) social-recognition
(A) acceptance of condition or context
(N) quit job (?)
(SELF) self-questioning
(L-P) career - maybe not ideal
(EPT) expectation management
(SELF) self-sacrifice
(M) long term risks or negative effects
(EX) seeking new experiences
(SELF) self-sacrifice
(SELF) self-reflection
(G) honesty as goal
(M-P) meaning
(C) self-change
(GDR) gender change as goal
(GDR) coming out
(SPC) space to grow
(SPC) space to be oneself
(G) new goal(s)
(L-P) time availability
(EM) closure
(R) positive relationships
(EM) emotional distress
(S) social media as medium
(C) lifestyle changes
(N) superficiality as limiting
(SELF) self-sacrifice
(AG) loss of interest
(SELF) self-affirmation
(C) sexuality change
(SEX) sexual satisfaction
(EM) emotional re-discovery
(L-K) mentored
(L-K) prior knowledge activation
(S) collective reflection / sharing
(D) detached - as solution
(N) contradiction
(SELF) self-blame
(EM) emotional distress
(NORM) hiding for normativity
(R) lonely even together
(EPT) imposed expectations
(C) relationship as reason for change

@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@DIS
@DIS
@ID

(R) sexual / romantic relationship
(R) sexual / romantic relationship
(R) sexual / romantic relationship
(R) sexual / romantic relationship
(R) sexual / romantic relationship
(R) sexual / romantic relationship
(R) sexual / romantic relationship
(R) sexual / romantic relationship
(R) sexual / romantic relationship
(R) toxic relationship(s)
(R) toxic relationship(s)
(S-P) developmental

cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause

@SUPP
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@SUPP
@SUPP
@ID

@ID

(S-P) developmental

cause

@EXT

@ID
@ID
@ID
@SUPP
@SUPP
@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@DIS
@DIS
@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@ID
@ID
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP

(S-P) developmental
(S-P) developmental
(S-P) developmental
(S) collective reflection / sharing
(S) collective reflection / sharing
(S) community
(S) community
(S) community
(S) community
(S) false society or social circle
(S) family
(S) family
(S) family
(S) family
(S) family
(S) outcast
(S) outcast
(S) political context
(S) political context
(S) political context
(S) political context
(S) political context
(S) political context
(S) political context
(S) political context
(S) political context
(S) privileged / overly protected
(S) privileged / overly protected
(S) rejected by others
(S) rejected by others
(S) social discrimination
(S) social discrimination
(S) social discrimination
(S) social dynamics / flow
(S) social dynamics / flow
(S) social-comparison
(S) social-comparison
(S) social-comparison
(S) social-recognition
(S) taking sides - polarization
(S) unable to hide
(SELF) self-affirmation
(SELF) self-affirmation
(SELF) self-affirmation
(SELF) self-affirmation

cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause

@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@INT
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@EXT
@ID
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@KNOW
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@ID
@KNOW
@INT
@INT
@EXT
@DIS
@DIS
@SUPP
@SUPP
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@EXT
@DIS
@KNOW
@EXT
@EXT
@SUPP
@KNOW
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(CTRL) control need
(EM) emotional distress
(EX) loss
(EPT) expectations bad
(SUP) sexuality suppression
(EPT) expectations as guide
(G) goal seemingly impossible
(T) critical thinking
(E) facing problems
(BMEI) trauma as defensive trigger
(D) detached - as solution
(ID) transgender gay lgbtq
(NORM) normativity as limited / limiting (including
labels)
(EX) experience as evidence
(EPT) unrealistic expectations
(T) confusion
(G) growth as goal
(L-K) education/learning as goal
(E) unexpected event
(L-K) depth of knowledge
(I) access to information/knowledge
(L-K) growth / learning by experience
(NORM) normativity as conflicting
(V) adopted values
(TRST) trust broken
(EPT) expectations bad
(S) outcast
(EX) experience as highest impact
(BMEI) internalization of the issue
(EM) fear
(EM) hate
(EM) financial fear
(SELF) self-questioning
(EX) loss
(D) detached - as a problem
(M) high risk
(N) rules / constraints
(EPT) unpredictability
(V) values questioned
(CTRL) self-standards & limits
(G) goal(s) never acknowledged
(C) rejection as trigger to change
(SELF) self-reflection
(S) social-affirmation
(SELF) self-blame
(S) outcast
(SELF) self-protection
(CTRL) self-control
(S) social disconnect
(EPT) expectations bad
(S) outcast
(EM) pride
(S) social distress
(M) high risk
(GDR) coming out
(S) social-recognition
(D) release / disconnect
(M) point of no return

@DIS
@DIS
@EXT
@EXT
@KNOW
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@ID
@DIS
@DIS
@INT
@INT
@INT
@INT
@INT
@INT
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@INT
@INT
@INT
@DIS
@DIS
@INT
@INT
@DIS
@INT
@INT
@INT
@INT
@SUPP
@SUPP
@SUPP
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@KNOW
@ID
@ID
@SUPP
@DIS
@DIS

(SELF) self-blame
(SELF) self-blame
(SELF) self-competence
(SELF) self-competence
(SELF) self-concept or creating definitions
(SELF) self-condemning
(SELF) self-condemning
(SELF) self-condemning
(SELF) self-condemning
(SELF) self-consciousness
(SELF) self-denial
(SELF) self-denial
(SELF) self-discovery
(SELF) self-discovery
(SELF) self-discovery
(SELF) self-discovery
(SELF) self-discovery
(SELF) self-discovery
(SELF) self-protection
(SELF) self-protection
(SELF) self-protection
(SELF) self-questioning
(SELF) self-questioning
(SELF) self-questioning
(SELF) self-questioning
(SELF) self-questioning
(SELF) self-questioning
(SELF) self-questioning
(SELF) self-reflection
(SELF) self-reflection
(SELF) self-reflection
(SELF) self-sacrifice
(SELF) self-sacrifice
(SELF) true-self
(SEX) sex not a core need
(SEX) sexual dissatisfaction
(SEX) sexual exploration
(SEX) sexual exploration
(SEX) sexual openness as liberating
(SEX) sexuality as guide
(SPC) space to be oneself
(SPC) space to learn
(SPC) space to reflect / explore
(SUP) sexuality suppression
(SUP) sexuality suppression
(SUP) suppression of true self
(T) baseline schema/concept stiff/fixed
(T) critical thinking
(T) fast judgment
(T) incubation
(T) ruminating
(T) unconscious processes(?)
(T) unconscious processes(?)
(T) unconscious processes(?)
(TR) cultural traits or aspects
(TR) interracial
(TRST) give people/things a chance/break
(TRST) trust broken
(TRST) trust broken

cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
causes loop
causes loop
cause
cause
cause
causes loop
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
contradicts
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
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@DIS
@DIS
@EXT
@DIS
@KNOW
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@SUPP
@DIS
@DIS
@INT
@INT
@ID
@EXT
@SUPP
@KNOW
@EXT
@DIS
@KNOW
@EXT
@EXT
@DIS
@DIS
@DIS
@KNOW
@KNOW
@INT
@EXT
@SUPP
@DIS
@DIS
@ID
@INT
@DIS
@EXT
@DIS
@SUPP
@INT
@KNOW
@SUPP
@KNOW
@SUPP
@DIS
@DIS
@ID
@KNOW
@DIS
@KNOW
@KNOW
@SUPP
@DIS
@KNOW
@ID
@SUPP
@KNOW
@SUPP
@SUPP

(EM) suicidal thoughts
(SUP) suppression of true self
(PRO) Military
(SELF) self-questioning
(T) confusion
(SELF) self-denial
(EM) emotional distress
(EM) suicidal thoughts
(BMEI) internalization of the issue
(G) high intensity as goal
(EM) emotional distress
(BMEI) internalization of the issue
(C) sexuality change
(EM) emotional truth
(GDR) gender change as goal
(L-P) life planning
(SELF) self-affirmation
(C) conceptual change
(L-P) life planning
(GDR) suppression gender
(T) analytical and/or strategic thinking
(EPT) fulfilling external expectations
(CTRL) ownership of life decisions
(AG) loss of interest
(S-P) early age conflict
(BMEI) internalization of the issue
(G) goal selection / triage
(T) confusion
(C) awakening or insight
(GDR) coming out
(M-P) meaning
(MEM) regret
(GDR) suppression gender
(SELF) self-consciousness
(SEX) sexuality as guide
(AG) loss of interest
(GDR) coming out
(SELF) self-questioning
(AG) true self as empowering
(C) sexuality change
(M) point of no return
(S) collective reflection / sharing
(AG) first steps to solution
(D) distance from problems
(BMEI) internalization of the issue
(BMEI) internalization of the issue
(AG) protest against context
(C) conceptual change
(N) contradiction
(BMEI) reaction
(BMEI) reaction
(EM) emotional moment as necessary
(SELF) self-questioning
(BMEI) reaction
(ID) split self
(SELF) self-protection
(C) conceptual change
(D) independence from external effects
(D) detached - as solution

@ID
@INT
@KNOW
@EXT
@SUPP
@SUPP
@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@EXT
@INT
@DIS
@KNOW
@KNOW
@EXT
@KNOW

(V) adopted values
(V) forbidden fruit
(V) new values
(V) patriotism
(V) protect others from own bad experiences
(V) protect others from own bad experiences
(V) religion
(V) religion
(V) responsibility
(V) responsibility
(V) time must be well spent
(V) unethical decisions
(V) values questioned
(V) values questioned
(VLD) external validation
(VLD) validation/goal-setting during experience

cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
cause
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@ID
@ID
@ID
@EXT
@ID
@SUPP
@DIS
@DIS
@SUPP
@DIS
@INT
@DIS
@EXT
@KNOW
@DIS
@EXT

(V) strong values
(ART) artistic as goal
(V) strong values
(PRO) Military
(V) supportive
(L-K) mentoring
(N) contradiction
(TRST) trust broken
(CTRL) full task focus - shut emotional-self down
(SUP) suppression of true self
(G) comfort as goal
(N) conflict: values vs. goals
(L-P) life planning
(AG) knowledge seek
(BMEI) internalization of the issue
(PRO) Military
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